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Abstract 

The San Joaquin - Tulare Conjunctive Use Model (SANTUCM) was 

originally developed for the San Joaquin Valley Drainage Program to 

evaluate possible scenarios for long-term management of drainage and 

drainage - related problems in the western San Joaquin Valley of 

California. A unique aspect of this model is its coupling of a surface 

water delivery and reservoir operations model with a regional groundwater 

model. The model also performs salinity balances along the tributaries and 

along the main stem of the San Joaquin River to allow assessment of 

compliance with State Water Resources Control Board water quality 

objectives for the San Joaquin River. 

This document is a detailed description of the various subroutines, 

variables and parameters used in the model and complements the review 

document "Evaluation and Suggestions for Further Development of the San 

Joaquin-Tulare Conjunctive Use Model (SANTUCM)" by Tabios, Quinn, Shen and 

Zhao. Version 1.0 of the SANTUCM model was provided to the research team 

at UC Berkeley and LBL by Dr Alireza Taghavi, formerly of Boyle Engineering 

Corporation. 
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1.1. 

SAN JOAQUIN - TULARE 
CONJUNCTIVE USE MODEL 

Overview 
SANTUCM is a linked surface water - groundwater, hydrosalinity model 

which simulates reservoir operations and surface - groundwater interactions on 

a monthly timestep. The current model is an extension of previous U.S. Bureau 

of Reclamation models and was developed by Boyle Engineering Corporation and 

Water Resources Management Inc. while under contract to the San Joaquin Valley 

Drainage Program. The purpose of this document is to aid comprehension of 

the model code. The document is organized into two parts as follows : 

o Overview and general description 

o Flowcharts and variable descriptions by subroutine 

Linkage subroutines 

Ground water model subroutines 

Surface water model subroutines 

Salinity model subroutines 

A supplementary document has been prepared by Tabios et al. (1992), which 

reviews and evaluates the SANTUCM model and makes suggestions for improvements 

to the existing model. 

1.2 General description of SANTUCM 
SANTUCM comprises three separate models: a surface water model; a 

groundwater model; and a salinity model. The surface water model is similar to 

the San Joaquin Area Simulation Model (SANJASM), with the addition of computer 

code that links the surface water model to the groundwater model. The surface 

water and groundwater models are coupled and can be run separately or 

conjunctively as linked models. The salinity model utilises output from the 

surface water model in order to perform mass balance calculations of salinity 

levels in the San Joaquin River. Another difference between SANTUCM and 
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SANJASM is that SANTUCM covers a greater geographic area, simulating surface 

and subsurface hydology in both the San Joaquin and Tulare basins. 

Surface water flows into the Tulare Basin originate from seven primary 

sources: the King's, Kaweah, Tule, and Kern rivers, the Delta-Mendota Canal, 

the California Aqueduct and the Friant-Kern Canal. Flow diversions or 

reservoir spills transported by King's River and that can be accomodated 

within the James By-Pass, flow north into the San Joaquin River at Mendota 

Pool. Operational spills that exceed the capacity of the James By-Pass flow 

to the Tulare Lake bed, together with spills from the Kaweah, Tule, and Kern 

rivers. 

The Delta Mendota Canal (DMC) and California Aqueduct (CAQ), originate in 

the San Francisco Bay Delta and provide much of the irrigation water used on 

the west side of the San Joaquin Valley and in the Tulare Basin. The Friant

Kern Canal (FKC) delivers water from Millerton Lake to users along the 

foothills of the eastern slope of the Sierra. The Cross Valley Canal (CVC) is 

the other major surface water conveyance structure in the San Joaquin Valley 

which transports water from the Aqueduct to users along the eastern slope of 

the Sierra Nevada mountain range. 

There are four main reservoirs in use in the area: Pine Flat Lake, Kaweah 

Lake, Lake Success and Lake Isabella (on King's, Kaweah, Tule and Kern rivers, 

respectively) . These reservoirs are owned and operated by numerous agencies, 

with many provisions for banking and delivery of water upon demand. This type 

of operation is difficult to codify and almost impossible to describe using 

generalized rules or algorithms. Hence, Tulare basin reservoir operations 

were not simulated by the developers of the model. The reservoir file 

contains no rule or storage-area-elevation data for these reservoirs. 

Inflows for the four rivers into the Basin are based on the historical 

outflows from the four reservoirs. Inflow into the DMC and the CAQ comes from 

PROSIM output. Inflow into the Friant Kern Canal is computed in the model 

according to criteria set by the US Bureau of Reclamation. These take into 

account Class 1, Class 2 (long term) and Class 2 (short term) flows. 

The nodes in the Tulare basin portion of the model (south of the area 

included in the SANJASM model) are primarily of two types: junction nodes and 

Detailed Analysis Units (DAUs), where irrigation water is consumptively used. 

The nodes that are designated DAUs are labelled using the DAU number, except 

for DAU 216, which is divided into three subareas and labelled 216-1, 216-2 
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and 216-3. Other types of nodes used within the model are shown in Figure 1. 

These include non-DAU demand nodes, PROSIM nodes (linkage nodes to the PROSIM 

model) and reservoirs. 

The Tulare is modeled as a series of sources and sinks, where the sinks 

are the DAUs. The sources are: 

1) Friant-Kern Canal, 

2) King's River, 

3) Kaweah River, 

4) Tule River, 

5) Kern River, 

6) PROSIM nodes 45 and 46, 

7) PROSIM node 47, 

8) PROSIM node 32, 

9) PROSIM node 35, 

10) PROSIM node 36, 

11) Cross Valley Canal (PROSIM node 37), and 

12) PROSIM node 38. 

The Friant-Kern Canal (FKC) source is handled somewhat differently than 

the others. Each March, the volume of Class 1 and 2 water to be released from 

Millerton for the year (March through the following February) is computed. A 

percentage of this water flows down the Madera Canal, with the remainder 

flowing down the FKC. The Class 2 FKC water is further split into long- and 

short-term flows based on the four river index. The four river index is the 

sum of the April through July inflows to Millerton, Exchequer, Don Pedro and 

New Melones. These designated annual flow volumes are then distributed among 

the sinks (diverson points) that obtain water from the FKC and further 

distributed by month to determine monthly surface water deliveries to each 

Detailed Analaysis Unit (DAU) . 

For many of the FKC-supplied DAUs along King's, Kaweah, Tule and Kern 

rivers, the FKC water is diverted into the rivers, and the diversions are then 

taken from the rivers. This is the case for DAUs 233, 236, 238, 241, 242, 

243, 254, and 256-258. Note that half of the FKC diversion to DAU 242 is 

taken directly from the FKC and half from the Kaweah River. The remainder of 
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the sources obtain water on a monthly basis. Monthly inflows from each source 

are read in as input data. The diversion from a source to each DAU is 

computed based on the percentage of the source flow going to that DAU and the 

year type (wet, normal or dry) . 

1.2.1 Tulare operations module 
In the Tulare portion of the model reservoir operations are substantially 

different from those in the San Joaquin area. In the San Joaquin area, 

reservoirs are operated according to some set rules, and releases computed. 

Then additional releases are made if needed to satisfy downstream 

requirements. 

While the reservoir operations in the San Joaquin tend to be serial in 

nature, the Tulare operations tend to be parallel. The Tulare Basin is more 

heavily interconnected by canals and water exchanges, which make it far more 

complex than the San Joaquin area. Except for the King's River, any spills 

from the rivers in the Tulare basin end up in Tulare Lake and are lost to the 

atmosphere through evaporation. 

Subroutine TLROUTE is called from subroutine SJROUTE. First TLROUTE sets 

diversions from each source to each sink. One of the input items in the 

Tulare Basin data file (currently named TULBASIN.DAT) is a table of source 

node numbers and the corresponding sink node numbers that obtain water from 

that source node. Also included in this data set are the distribution 

(percent) of flow from a source to a particular sink node. 

Subroutine TSOURCE is called for all source nodes to set the diversions, 

except for the source nodes representing the Friant-Kern Canal. For each 

month and year-type the diversion is calculated as the flow from the source 

multiplied by the percentage of the flow diverted to a given sink. The total 

surface deliveries (SDELV) from all sources to a sink are summed and this 

nodal value is used in subroutine TULNODE and in the surface water balance 

subroutines. Flows leaving each Tulare surface water node (non-sinks) are 

also computed and subroutine TULNODE is called, which uses the surface water 

deliveries to compute the amount of agricultural (AG.) and municipal and 

industrial (M&I) use. (In the Tulare Basin the majority of usage is 

agricultural). Deliveries are split between AG. and M&I based on the ratio of 

AG. and M&I demands in the input data. If surface water deliveries don't meet 

the demands, groundwater is used up to a certain maximum allowable safe yield 
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in order to meet the remaining demands. If the annual safe yield from 

groundwater pumping is exceeded a shortage is declared and the amount of 

shortage calculated by the model. 

1.2.2 Millerton operations module 
Some revisions were made to subroutine MILDELV in module MOD3.for to 

permit the accounting of Friant-Kern Canal exports. Class 1 and 2 exports 

are and divided between the Madera and Friant-Kern canals. Then the FKC Class 

2 exports are divided further into long- and short-term exports. This 

division is based on a regression equation, developed by Boyle Engineering 

Corp, which uses the four river index (April through July inflows to 

Millerton, Exchequer, Don Pedro, and New Melones) as an independent variable. 

These three annual volumes (Classl, Class 2L and Class 2S) are then divided 

among the sinks that obtain water from the FKC, based on the percentage of 

each of the three volumes allocated to each DAU. These annual volumes for 

each DAU are then summed to obtain a single annual deivery volume to each DAU. 

The annual volumes for each DAU are then divided into monthly volumes using 

the percentage of annual flow for that sink for the month in question. The 

percentages used to divide the FKC flows spatially and temporally are all 

specified in the input data. 

1.2.3 Salinity model 

The salt model takes input from three files. The control file (Table 4) 

contains file names and years and nodes for which output is desired. The salt 

data file (Table 5) contains initial salt concentrations for each reservoir, 

inflow, gain, return and groundwater flow. The salt model also reads all the 

flow data that it needs from the binary file, which is written by the flow 

model for use with the salt model. 

The salt model works as follows: Each flow variable (streamflow, inflow, 

gain, return, import or groundwater pumping) has a corresponding salt 

concentration (parts per million or ppm). At each node, the salt flux (flow 

times concentration, expressed in tons) is computed for each source of inflow 

to that node. These fluxes are summed and divided by the summed flows to get 

a concentration of salt leaving the node. The concentration of water diverted 

to the users for that node, or "applied" in the terminology of the program, is 
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~ - - Ht8t0rlc-re.er¥otr- - - ~ 
I lltof8g• ~---
1- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - • 

Stream gains/losses due to groundwater interaction 
(used only if groundwater model is not run) 

Historic reservoir EOM storages 

Power opemlng --- Power operating rules 
I data I 

1- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - I 

,---------------, . 
. Boundary oondlttona j-- Set boundary conditions for finite element simulation L. _____________ _ 

r-·-·-·--------, 
· lnltl•l condltlona j-
L·---·---------· 

Set Initial conditions for finite element simulation 
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Legend 

Input file 

I - - - - - -- - - - - -, 

1 Option• I Input fll• 1 
I I L. ___________ .. 



SANTUCM 
Figure 5.2 SANTUCM input file description (cont.) 

r ·-·-·-·-·-·-· --1 storactivity/storage coefficient §
Hydraulic conductivity 

• Param.ter File ;...· -------~-stream bed leakance L. _____________ _l RainfaiVrunoff and soil moisture accounting coefficients 

ETrates 

r·--------------, 
· atr.mflowa ---L ______________ j streamftow at designated stream nodes 

(Only used if groundwater model is run independently) 

r·--------------, 
' Praclpbtlon ;...· --L ______________ _ Precipitation at various stations 

;·-------------i 
! Pumpingfunport control :-

1 
-- Control file for pumping and surface water import data 

L--------------· 
r·--------------, 
• Surface wat.r Import r- Tme series of surface water deliveries to each element 
L------------·-· 
r·-·------------, . Pumping file ;....... __ L ______________ J 

r·-·-·---·-·----, 
· Print option ;...I --

L·-·-·-·---·-·-· 

Tme series of pumping for each element 

Node/Element coordinates and configuration. and stratigraphy 
data computed in pass 1 of the groundwater model. 

For groundwater head levels at various nodes 

Legend 

Input file 

'- - - - - - - - - - - -, 
I Optlon.llnput file I 
I I 

L..-----------4 
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assumed to be the concentration of the flow leaving the node. This assumes 

perfect mixing in each node, including the reservoirs. 

Monthly values of the initial salinity concentrations at the surface 

water model nodes are read from a salt data file. A single annual salinity 

value is assumed for each of the reservoirs on the surface water model 

network. The salinity of groundwater pumpage is obtained from the input file 

if the groundwater model is not used. If the groundwater model is used, 

groundwater concentrations are obtained from the linkage subroutines that 

transfer information between the surface and groundwater models. 
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1. 3 Variable definitions 
o Variable definitions are grouped by common block. 
o Array dimensions are shown as ( , ) . 
o All flows are in thousands of acre feet (KAF) unless otherwise noted. 
o Input variable declarations may be real or integer except for those 

variables which assume the standard FORTRAN defaults. 
o "Project demands" refer to demands that may use withdrawals from 

reservoir storage. This includes CVP demand areas, as well as 
other areas such as Merced, Modesto, Turlock, Oakdale, South San 
Joaquin, City of Stockton, City of San Francisco. 

1. 4 Abbrevations : 
d/s 
u/s 
GW 
FW 
M&I 
DMC 
CAQ 
FKC 
DAU 
cone. 

downstream 
upstream 
groundwater 
fish and wildlife 
municipal and industrial demands 
Delta Mendota Canal 
California Aqueduct 
Friant-Kern Canal 
Detailed Analysis Unit 
TDS concentration in ppm 
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1. 5 Linkage Parameter Files : 

1.5.1 

1.5.1.1 
niwd 
nddmnd 
allocs 

allocg 

nbyl 
nibwd 
prcn 

dsdlv 
dgdlv 

1.5.2 
none 

.INC files 

SGTRANS.inc 
water district ID (district-element cross index) 
surface water demand node numbers 
fraction of surface water for each DAU allocated to 
the corresponding water district 
fraction of pumped water for each DAU allocated to the 
corresponding water district 
groundwater element number 
water district ID (district-DAU cross index) 
percentage of each groundwater element within each water 
district 
total surface water delivered to district j 
total ground water delivered to district j 

.CMN files 

1.5.3 .BLK files 
none 
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1. 6 Groundwater Model Parameter Files : 

1.6.1 .INC files 
none 

1.6.2 .CMN files 
common blocks all contained within COMMl.BLK 

1.6.3 .BLK files 
contains all common blocks for the groundwater model 

1.6.3.1 COMMl.blk 
gw1 
ide 
nld 
iud 

itd 
njd 
jnd 
ise 

iprnt 
iouth 

iouthl 

ioutr 

gw2 
X 

y 
elg 
dh 
d.ht 
sd 
se 
vbase 
krsta 

gw3 
xwell 
ywell 
rwell 
ewell 
perft 
perfb 
perfi 

pwell 
cwd 
idwd 
nwd 
fwd 
erwr 

Contains common blocks used in the groundwater model 

node number associated with element ne 
number of effective layers for each node 
index to indicate the status of a node as 
confined/unconfined or ineffective 
node number of aquifer below 
cumulative number of nodes surrounding each node 
node numbers surrounding a node 
index indicating position of the stiffness matrix 
elements in the array AT 
groundwater node number for which heads are printed 
node at which a groundwater hydrograph is to be 
printed 
layer number for which a groundwater hydrograph is to be 
printed 
river node to be printed in hydrograph output 

x co-ordinate of each groundwater node location 
y co-ordinate of each groundwater node location 
ground surface elevation for each groundwater node 
bedrock elevation 
top elevation of the aquifer for each GW node 
area associated with each groundwater node 
area of each groundwater element 
bedrock leakage term for layer (j) 
rainfall station identifier 

x coordinate of well location 
y coordinate of well location 
well radius 
well capacity (gals/min) 
top of well screen perforations 
wetted perimeter (ft) at HRTB water surface elevation 
adjusted well perforation interval (partial penetrating 
well) 
distribution coefficient to allocate pumpage to each node 
effective well capacity at each node 
node index (set equal to id) 
number of wells assigned to a node 
not used 
effective radius of node I radius of well 
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erdw 
cone 
iwd 

iwell 
pwe 
dxer 

gw4 
ibur 
ibdr 
i~n 

idr 
botr 
hrtb 
prtb 
¢b 
idiv 
divx 
divy 
irngn 

qrdiv 
qmind 
ndivo 

gw5 
condp 
stop 
sydp 
clp 
fcon 
fsto 
fsyd 
fcl 

xp 
yp 
dep 

gw6 
cond 
trans 
as 
an 
clt 
elk 
cl 
trane 
epor 
ieta 
conda 

gw6b 
at 
ae 

effective radius of a well 
final drawdown at the well 
node label for nodes with pumping assigned 
set equal to iwl*(lO+i) 
element number assigned to the pumping well 
effective well pumping rate 
logarithm of the ratio c I w(i) : 
log (aquifer thickness I thickness of aquiclude) 

first upstream node number 
last downstream node 
not used 
groundwater node corresponding to each stream node 
elevation of stream bottom (ft) at node ID 
water surface elevation (ft) above BOTR 
wetted perimeter (ft) at HRTB water surface elevation 
flow rates (cfs) at HRTB water surface elevation 
bypass diversion number for each stream node 
streamflow in the bypass diversion rating table 
diversion amount in the bypass diversion rating table 
corresponding stream node that surface water will flow 
to. If gw node does not flow to a stream node - enter 0 
river flow diversion demand 
minimum flow prior to diversion 
index indicating diversion node 

hydraulic conductivity (ftlday) 
storage coefficient (ftlft) 
specific yield (ftlft) 
vertical conductivity (ftlday) 
factor to weight conductivity values to get ftlday 
factor to weight storage coefficient values 
factor to weight specific yield values 
factor to weight vertical hydraulic conductivities of the 
overlying aquiclude to get ftlday 
x coordinate of node IC 
y coordinate of node ICi 
not used 

hydraulic conductivity (ftlday) 
aquifer transmissivity 
specific yield of aquifer I aquifer storage coefficient 
aquifer specific yield for an unconfined or confined case 
vertical leakance 
vertical leakance 
vertical hydraulic conductivity (ftlday) 
transmissivity of element 
effective porosity 
element number 
conductivity value to overwrite element IETA for 
layer (ia) 

hydraulic conductivity in horizontal direction 
non-zero stiffness matrix component resulting from FEM 
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gw7 
reo 
rc 
pvo 
pv 
idrn 
ilake 
slake 
hlake 
soilr 
hbase 
rl 
rlk 

perch 
soili 
pirig 

rcn1,2,3,4 
rdhn 
cdhn 
rechmxn 
sirrtnd 

gw8 
idtpu 
icolpu 
fracpu 

idpu 

idtwl 

icolwl 

fracwl 

qpc 

yddist 
dpump 
fpumo 
fpuyr 
nlpu 
ieimp 
idtim 

icolim 

fracim 
yimdt 
fimmo 
fimyr 
factst 

retention capacity of element (*) 
maximum available soil moisture 
fraction of element (*) that is pervious 
fraction of area that is pervious to infiltration 
not used 
index for lake in each element 
area of each element that is covered with water 
water surface elevation of lake 
soil moisture retained in the soil 
initial water table elevations at nodes 
stream bed conductivity (ft/day) 
river leakance (if perch < 1) 
river vertical conductivity * river length for node i 
thickness of streambed lining at node i (ft) 
variable set equal to 25% of available soil moisture 
percentage of area associated with a node that is 
irrigated 
coefficients in the rainfall - runoff equation 
root zone depth at a node 
capilliary rise (feet) data for node 
monthly recharge at an individual node (i) 
percentage of applied water to return flow at an 
individual node (i) 

distribution table to be used 
column of pumping data file to be applied at node IDPU 
fraction of pumping from column ICOLPU which is 
agricultural water 
node where pumping occurs 
also monthly distribution table to be applied to node 
IDUP, Set equal to zero if monthly data provided 
monthly pumping distribution table to be used for well 
!DUM. Enter 0 for monthly values 
column number in pumping data set to be used for 
specifying amounts of pumping for each well 
fraction used to quantify pumping or recharge for a 
single well 
volume of water pumped from a single well 
defined as fpumo(icolwl(iwl)) * fracwl(iwl) 
fraction of annual pumping occurring in month (j) 
not used 
total groundwater pumped from each element 
pumping in the year ITPUYR for column i 
number of nodes or elements pumping in layer (i) 
element receiving imported water 
monthly imported water distribution table applied to 
element IEIMP, set equal to 0 if monthly data provided 
column of imported water data file applied at element 
IE IMP 
fraction of water imported 
fraction of annual imported water occuring in month (j) 
monthly imported water data 
annual imported water corresponding to node at column i 
conversion factor to convert discharges to cfs for the 
stream inflow (i) 
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fpapl 
fwapl 

iyear 
iyrtp 
kgwpmp 

gwlO 
nqb 
iqb 
qqb 

wqb 

fqb 
nhb 
ihb 
qhb 
whb 
fhb 
nmb 
imb 
qmb 
wmb 
frob 

hbm 
khb 
nmtb 
hmtb 
qmtb 
hhb 
tqbi 
tqbo 
thbi 
thbo 
tmbi 
tmbo 

gwll 
qpump 

wpump 
qrech 
wrech 
qsurf 
wsurf 

qrain 
wrain 
qevap 
wevap 
qbase 
wbase 
qlake 
wlake 
qleak 
wleak 

fraction of irrigation water applied at a node 
fraction of pumping from column ICOLWL to be applied at 
well IDUM 
index for year type 
year type associated with each year 
switch = 0 if pumping overwritten by surface water model 

number of flux boundary nodes for each layer 
index counter for boundary nodes 
flux across the model boundary at a specified flux 
boundary node 
totalled flux at flux boundary nodes for output water 
balances 
factor for flux 
number of constant head boundary nodes in each layer 
node numbers for boundary nodes 
aquifer influx or efflux due to the source/sink term 
flux due the source/sink term from layer j 
constant to add to prescribed head boundary nodes 
number of rating table boundary nodes in each layer 
index counter for boundary nodes 
flux for rating table and general boundary nodes 
boundary flux into or out of layer (j) 
factor to change rating table and combined head flux to 
af/yr 
not used 
error code for flux boundary conditions (.-1, 0 +1) 
flag ; set equal to -1 for general head boundary 
head in the rating table 
flux in the rating table 
total flux at a boundary node 
total annual discharge from controlled boundary in 
total annual discharge from controlled boundary out 
constant head boundary (in) 
constant head boundary (out) 
total flux from head controlled boundary (in) 
total flux from head controlled boundary (out) 

total well pumping from an element after accounting for 
any negative pumping p 
groundwater pmping from an element 
quantity of aquifer recharge to an element 
recharge to aquifer layer for element 
surface water infiltration 
cumulative surface water infiltration at node (id) for 
the simulation period 
quantity of incident rainfall in each element 
rainfall incident on layer i at node (id) 
evapotranspiration from each element area 
total amount of evaporation at a node during simulation 
discharge from bedrock at each node 
discharge from bedrock at each node 
flux from the lake 
seepage to lake from layer i at node (id) 
aquifer leakage between semiconfined and confined aquifer 
cumulative leakage term from element idl 
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qr 
wr 
qrinf 
wrinf 
qrtr 
idst 

qstrm 
trech 
tpump 
tleak 
qaply 
waply 
qevsl 
vole 
headelm 

gw12 
dtpu 
dtre 
dtrn 
dtst 
dtev 
rain 
title 

gw13 
hp 
hn 
qd 
w 

wa 
wb 
we 
wx 
ibh 
qb 

col 
koutg 
kout 
kdeb 
kwell 
krain 
kstr 
klake 
kbase 
initm 
lastm 
deltm 
iyra 
lyra 
imoa 
lmoa 
ndya 
delta 
mwrth 

river flow 
sum of flow in a reach (accumulated river flow) 
gain/loss at each river node in groundwater model 
sum of gains and losses 
upstream and tributary inflow for each stream node 
river node corresponding to inflow listed in column i of 
the stream flow data file 
inflow at river node IDST(i) 
total artificial aquifer recharge specified by user 
total groundwater pumping 
total annual leakage between aquifers 
irrigation applied water at a node 
irrigation applied water to layer i at node (id) 
not used 
storage volume of element for layer il of element le 
average head for each element (array) 

not used 
not used 
rainfall for month (imo) 
not used 
potential evapotranspiration 
not used 
title to be printed on all output 

variable set equal to hn, groundwater head at each node 
groundwater head at each groundwater node 
source/sink term (pumping etc.) 
id for layer (idl) 
constant to add to initial condition data for layer 1,2 
temporary variable 
temporary variable 
temporary variable 
temporary variable 
index variable used as a counter 
not used 

switch to print geometric data 
switch to control output 
1 - to print debugging data 0 - no print out 
switch to use wells, input 
switch to use rainfall 
switch to use stream data 
number of elements with lakes, input 
switch to use constant head in bedrock 
first month of simulation 
ending date of the simulation (years/months) 
simulation time steps in months 
first year of detailed simulation 
year to end detailed simulation 
first month of detailed simulation 
last year of detailed simulation 
number of days in each detailed simulation 
time step in hours for the detailed simulation 
months between print of heads 
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mwrtq 
mwrtd 
mwrta 
mpcx 
mpcy 
lpc 
king 
koutp 
ndpu 
ndst 
npuyr 
npumo 
ktpu 
ktst 
ktrn 
itpuyr 
itpumo 
itst 
itrn 
ntyc 
ntyd 

nyyd 
kpuyr 
kpumo 
kimp 
ndtim 
neimp 
nimmo 
nimyr 
kimmo 
kimyr 
itmmo 
itmyr 
iin 
iou 
kouth 
ktim 
nskip 
koutr 
iwrtq 
iwrth 
kaply 
itimmo 
itimyr 
kpmp 
kplot 
kyplot 
kgwsalt 

co2 
nd 
ne 
nl 
ndl 
ndb 
ne4 
ns 

months between print of water balance 
control for print of detailed discharge data 
number of detailed simulation outputs 
number of sequential print control pairs 
number of non-sequential print control pairs 
0 to print heads for all layers 
temporary variable : set equal to unit number 
switch to control plotter output 
number of nodes or elements pumping in a layer = nlpu 
number of stream nodes where water enters the system 
number of nodes with pumping 
number of columns of monthly pumping data 
dummy variable used in pumping data input file 
not used 
initial month of data 
year of pumping records 
year and month of pumping (Sep 1980 198009) 
year and month of stream inflow 
year of rainfall 
not used 
number of monthly pumping distribution tables to be 
provided 
not used 
variable counter for number of years in pumping file 
variable counter for number of months in pumping file 
switch to use imported water 
number of monthly imported water distribution tables 
number of elements receiving imported water 
number of different imported monthly values 
number of annual imported water values (columns) 
monthly counter for imported water data input 
annual counter for imported water data input 
not used 
not used 
decision variable ; set to 20 at beginning of subroutine 
unit number used in output control 
switch to control head output 
first month of imported water data 
number of lines to skip 
switch to print river nodes as hydrograph output 
temporary variable set equal to mwrtq 
counter for the months at which to write water budgets 
switch to use irrigation applied water data 
month of monthly imported data 
year of annual imported water data 
switch to use pumping 
switch to control plot output 
not used 
flag set to 1 if he salt model is being used 

number of nodes 
number of elements 
number of layers 
array storage variable (maximum dimension) 
set equal to nd + 1 
number of elements multiplied by 4 
number of nodes surrounding elementsneta 
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nsh 
na 
nj 
nrh 
ndiv 
nrnt 
ndnt 
nwell 
nwell4 
nwel16 
nwenl4 
nxer 
nrwr 

nrdw 

ntr 
nrtb 
ndtb 
nthb 
ntqb 

ntmb 

ndp 
nep 
ndwd 
nel 
ndla 
nyr 
lph 

co3 
factxd 
factxw 
factpm 
factpy 
factr 
factw 
facto 
factyc 
rcl-4 
rdh 
cdh 
scl 
sc2 
del 
dc2 
dil 
di2 
cbase 
rechmx 
traina 
troff 
area 
are ax 
are air 
tstimp 

defined as ns/2 
not used 
sum of the number of nodes surrounding each GW nodenr 
number of reaches 
dummy variable not previously used 
not used 
not used 
number of wells simulated in the system 
nwell multiplied by 4 
nwell multiplied by 6 
nwell multiplied by 4 and by nl (number of layers) 
set equal to irdr (counter for number of pumping wells) 
loop counter for wells with effective radius of pump~ng 
assigned to a given node 
loop counter for wells with effective radius of pumping 
assigned to a given node 
not used 
number of data points with a diversion 
number of data points indicating a diversion 
number of boundary nodes where constant heads specified 
number of boundary nodes where the constant fluxes are 
specified 
number of boundary nodes where the relationship between 
head and flux is specified 
number of nodes in the parameter grid 
number of elements in the parameter grid 
total number of nodes with associated wells 
product of ne and nl (layers * elements) 
temporary variable set equal to nd * (nl - 1) 
number of years in the table 
switch to print head output (lph=O) matrix format (lph=l) 

map scaling factor for node coordinates 
scaling factor for x and y locations 
factor to change pumping rate to cubic ft/ month 
conversion factor 1000 acre-ft to cubic ft/month 
conversion factor divides area by 12 and timestep deltm 
conversion factor divides by square feet/acre 
conversion factor cfs - cubic ft/month 
not used 
amount of rainfall consumptively used on average (ins) 
root zone depth (ft) 
capilliary rise (feet) data for element 
coefficient k in the seepage equation (ft/day) 
thickness of sediment deposits in the lake bottom (ft) 
temporary variable set equal to del * delt 
not used 
temporary variable set equal to dil * delt 
not used 
bedrock hydraulic conductivity for layer (i) 
maximum monthly recharge (ins/month) 
rainfall (annual values for each region) 
rainfall runoff (annual values for each region) 
model area 
temporary variable : model area 
irrigated area 
annual stream inflow 
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troffs 

aroff 
voli 
volf 
sirrtn 
tevrt 
nrsta 
tstdiv 
timp 
factim 
factiy 
factq 
facts 

co4 
kyr 

imo 

itime 
iflag 
idt 
ldt 
delt 
delh 
itmed 
ntmed 
omega 

relax 

niter 
stope 

filena 
itwqa 
iter 
itwq 
omegb 

rainfall runoff from element which is diverted to an 
adjacent stream 
not used 
initial storage 
final storage 
percentage of applied water to return flow 
total volume of evaporated water (ET) 
number of stations 
total annual diversion 
total annual imported water 
factor to convert acres to square feet (43560) 
factor to change imported water values to cubic ft/year 
conversion factor changes sign and divides by timestep 
conversion factor : divides by timestep 

year counter : may be advanced or retarded for linkage 
between the surface water and groundwater models 
month during the simulation : value set equal to 
initm - kyr * 100 
time during the simulation e.g March 1980 = 198006 
number of months from beginning of simulation 
temporary variable set equal to deltm (time step) 
variable set equal to idt(time step) : incremented by -1 
time in an average month 
not used 
not used 
not used 
impilcit - explicit weighting factor. Omega = 0 for fully 
explicit and 1 for fully implicit 
relaxation parameter for sor method to accelerate 
convergence (0 - 2 : typically 1.6) 
maximum number of iterations for convergence (10-30) 
convergence criterion deviation between iterations 
(0.1 -1.0) 
generic variable for name of file 
temporary variable set equal to itwq (initial time) 
iteration number 
initial time 
temporary variable set equal to 1 - omega 

1.6.3.3 TULARE.blk contains include files and common blocks 
(defined in surface water model section) 

model variable and parameter file params.inc 
demands.cmn 
files.cmn 
flows.cmn 
fwreqs.cmn 
goodcom.cmn 
gwpump.cmn 
inflows.cmn 
miller.cmn 
misc.cmn 
nodenos.cmn 
remain.cmn 
reservor.cmn 
returns.cmn 
tempor.cmn 

demand and delivery variables 
names of files called by program 
flow variables for each node 
fish and wildlife requirement variables 
variables used to describe Goodwin darn operation 
project and non-project pumping variables 
variables used in gain and inflow calculations 
variables used to describe Friant darn operation 
time and initialization 
nodal array variables 
remaining flow variables 
reservoir rule variables unless oherwise specified 
project and non-project return variables 
temporary variables 
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tulbasn.cmn 
usage.cmn 
write.cmn 

tulare basin specific variables 
file of partition coefficients among uses 
input/output control variables 
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1. 7 Surface Water Model Parameter Files : 

1.7.1 .INC files 

1.7.1.1 PARAMS.inc (used in dimension statements) 
kdnd dimension on nodes 
kdrs dimension on reservoirs 
kdusn dimension on u/s nodes 
kdusr dimension on u/s return nodes 
kdyr dimension on number of years (used in output routines) 
kdcon dimension on number of nodes for salt routine output 
kdconyr dimension on number of years for salt routine output 
kdsrc dimension on number of "sources" in the Tulare area 
kdsnk dimension on number of DAUs receiving water from a 

source in the Tulare area 

1.7.2 .CMN files 

1.7.2.1 DEMANDS.cmn -
adj 

ageffnon 

ageffcri 

agrpat 
anagdem 
anagcon 
anmidem 
anmicon 
contag 
contmi 
gwst 
mieffnon 

mieffcri 

mnipat 
npdel 
npeffnon 

npeffcri 

pdel 
pdelag 
pdelmi 
tpdem 
tpdmag 
tpdmmi 
xaggw 
xmigw 
xnpgw 
yaggw 
ymigw 
ynpgw 

demand and delivery variables 
groundwater adjustments from subroutine GWCOMP 
(kdnd, 12) 
agric monthly efficiencies for noncritical years 
(kdnd,12)input 
agric. " 
(kdnd,12), input 

.. critical years 

agric. monthly pattern at a node (kdnd,12), input 
annual agric. demand at a node (kdnd), input 
annual agric. contract at a node (kdnd), input 
annual M&I demand at a node (kdnd), input 
annual M&I contract at a node (kdnd), input 
contracted delivery (agric) (kdnd,12) ANAGCON*AGRPAT 
contracted delivery (M&I) (kdnd,12) ANMICON*MNIPAT 
groundwater storage (kdnd,12), from subroutine GWCOMP 
M&I monthly efficiencies for noncritical years 
(kdnd,12), input 

M&I " " critical years 
(kdnd,12), input 
(real) M&I monthly pattern at a node (kdnd,12),input 
(real) nonproject demands (kdnd,12), input 
(real) nonproj. noncritical year monthly 
efficiencies (kdnd,12), input 
(real) nonproj. critical year monthly efficiencies 
(kdnd,12), input 

PDELMI+PDELAG for all demand nodes except SWP in CAQ 
adjusted project deliveries (agri.) (kdnd,12) 
adjusted project deliveries (M&I) (kdnd,12) 
total target project demand (kdnd,12) TPDMMI+TPDMAG 
target project demand (agri.) (kdnd,12) ANAGDEM*AGRPAT 
target project demand (M&I) (kdnd,12) ANMIDEM*MNIPAT 
maximum ag. GW pumping, (kdnd,12) 
maximum M&I GW pumping, (kdnd,l2) 
maximum GW pumping, (kdnd,12) 
minimum ag. GW pumping, (kdnd,l2) 
minimum M&I GW pumping, (kdnd,12) 
minimum GW pumping, (kdnd,12) 
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1.7.2.2 Fll..ES.cmn - file names, all character variables in the control file 
binfil name of binary output file 
eerrfil name of file that errors and warnings are written to. 
flodfil name of file with time series of flood control rule 

fwfil 
gainfil 
glogfil 
goodfil 
gwcfil 
gwdfil 
gwtsfil 
inffil 
npdinfil 

milfil 
pdinfil 
pdtsfil 
powrfil 
pumpfil 
resfil 
saltfil 

schmfil 
slogfil 
tuldfil 
usndfil 
wyrfil 

1.7.2.3 
xpmpnp 

xpmpp 

xppatp 

xppatnp 

ypmpnp 

ypmpp. 

yppatp 

yppatnp 

1.7.2.4 
mieffnon 

mieffcri 

mnipat 
npdel 
npeffnon 

npeffcri 

GWPUMP.cmn 

GWCOMP.cmn 

storages 
name of file with F&W data 
name of file with time series of GAINs 
name of run log file for GW portion 
name of Goodwin Dam data file 
name of file with GW control data 
name of file with GW time series data 
name of file with time series of historical GW pump. 
name of file with time series of inflows 
name of file with nonproject demand data, including 
time series of demands 
name of file for Millerton operation data 
name of file with project demand data 
name of file with time series of project demands 
name of file with CVP system power variables 
name of file with min. and max. GW pumping data 
name of file with reservoir data 
name of binary file written for use with the salt 
routine 
name of file with data from PROSIM 
name of run log file for surface model 
name of file with Tulare data 
name of file with u/s node data 
name of file with year types 

maximum annual nonproject GW pumping for a demand 
node, 3 year types, input (kdnd,3) 
maximum annual project GW pumping for a demand node, 
3 year types, input (kdnd,3) 
monthly pattern of max. project GW pumping, %, input 
(kdnd, 12, 3) 

monthly pattern of max. nonproject GW pumping, %, 
input (kdnd,12,3) 
mlnlmum annual nonproject GW pumping for a demand 
node, 3 year types, input (kdnd,3) 
minimum annual project GW pumping for a demand node, 
3 year types, input (kdnd,3) 
monthly pattern of min. project GW pumping, %, 3 
year types, input, (kdnd,12,3) 
monthly pattern of min. nonproject GW pumping, %, 3 
year types, input (kdnd,12,3) 

M&I monthly efficiencies ~or noncritical years 
(kdnd,12), input 

M&I " " critical years (kdnd,12), 
input 
(real) M&I monthly pattern at a node (kdnd,12),input 
(real) nonproject demands (kdnd,12), input 
(real) nonproj. noncritical year monthly 
efficiencies (kdnd,l2), input 
(real) nonproj. critical year monthly efficiencies 
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pdel 
pdelag 
pdelmi 
tpdem 
tpdmag 
tpdmmi 
xaggw 
xmigw 
xnpgw 
yaggw 
ymigw 
ynpgw 

1.7.2.5 ENERGY.cmn 
datum 

mwh 

teff 

1.7.2.6 
flow 

1.7.2.7 
fwclas 
fwequn 

fwreq 
fwtrig 
kfwfor 
triggr 

FLOWS.cmn 

FWREQS.cmn 

(kdnd,12), input 
PDELMI+PDELAG for all demand nodes except SWP in CAQ 
adjusted project deliveries (agri.) (kdnd,12) 
adjusted project deliveries (M&I) (kdnd,12) 
total target project demand (kdnd,12) TPDMMI+TPDMAG 
target project demand (agri.) (kdnd,12) ANAGDEM*AGRPAT 
target project demand (M&I) - (kdnd,12) ANMIDEM*MNIPAT 
maximum ag. GW pumping, (kdnd,12) 
maximum M&I GW pumping, (kdnd, 12) 
maximum GW pumping, (kdnd, 12) 
minimum ag. GW pumping, (kdnd,12) 
minimum M&I GW pumping, (kdnd,12) 
minimum GW pumping, (kdnd, 12) 

hydropower variables 
elevation from which head on turbines is computed, 
(kdnd) , input 
(real) monthly megawatt hours of energy at each dam, 
(kdnd, 12) 
array of turbine efficiencies, (kdnd) 

flow leaving a node (kdnd,12), doesn't include 
returns from that node 

array of fw req.values at 7 levels (kdnd,12,7),input 
array of fw req. "equations" in character variables, 
(kdnd) , input 
flowby requirements for f&w (kdnd,12) 
array of fw req. trigger values (kdnd,7), input 
same as KFRCST, used for F&W req. computations (12) 
trigger value to calculate FWREQ 

1.7.2.8 
clsgood 
exppat 
ex carry 

GOODCOM.cmn 

fwgood 

ossjdem 
ossjspl 

1.7.2.9 
dmcq 
forinf 

gain 
inflo 
schmflo 

yrtype 

INFLOWS.cmn 

annual vol of FW flow at Goodwin, 4 values (4), input 
monthly export pattern from Goodwin, (12), input 
export carry over, amount of EXPORT 110 that can't 
be used, carried to the next month 
monthly fraction of annual FW flow at Goodwin, 
monthly values for each CLSGOOD, (12,4) input 
maximum annual diversion from Goodwin, input 
split of Goodwin diversions between Oakdale-South 
(delivery to 110) and Oakdale-North plus South San 
Joaquin (EXPORT 110) 

flow from Mendota pool into node 15, (12) 
forecasted inflow from current month to the end of 
the water year, (kdnd,12) 
gains (kdnd,12), input 
(real) inflows to reservoirs, (kdnd,12), input 
array of monthly DMC and CAQ deliveries computed in 
PROSIM, input, (9, 12) 
(integer) array of year types, input (kdyr) 
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1. 7 .2.10 MILLER.cmn 
(all values input 
dismad 

unless noted) 

fkc1 
fkc2 
fkc21 
fkc2s 
fkmspl 

madc1 
madc2 
madxpat 

milinf 

up store 

1.7.2.11 MISC.cmn 

array of monthly fractions of Madera Canal (EXPORT 
25) water from Millerton going to node 25, remainder 
goes to node 35, input (12) 
monthly volume of Friant-Kern (FKC) Class1 flow (12) 
monthly volume of FKC Class 2 flow (12) 
monthly volume of FKC Class 2 long-term flow (12) 
monthly volume of FKC Class 2 short-term flow (12) 
fraction of Class 1 and Class 2 water going to 
Friant-Kern Canal. remainder goes to Madera Canal 
(EXPORT 25). input, (5) 
monthly volume of Class 1 flow in Madera Canal (12) 
monthly volume of Class 2 flow in Madera Canal (12) 
(real) monthly pattern of Madera Canal exports, 
input, (12, 5) 
natural monthly inflow into Millerton, assuming no 
upstream storage, real, input, (12) 
storage in reservoirs u/s from Millerton, input (12) 
used to compute Millerton flood storages and spills 

(all values input unless otherwise noted) 
rtitle run title, 80 characters 
myear, variable to get a time stamp from the computer - year 

month 
day 
hour 
minute 
sees 

mmonth, 11 
11 

mday, II II 

mhour, 11 
11 

mmunit, 11 
11 

msecs, 
m100th 
begmo 
begsim 
begyr 
capcty 
lastyr 
nyear 
wqtar 

1.7.2.12 

II II 

11 
11 0. 01 sees 

(integer) month number of beginning of simulation 
(integer) year in which simulation starts 
(integer) year at beginning of run,input (1922 - ) 
capacity of links (kdnd) 
last year in simulation 
number of years in simulation, LASTYR-BEGSIM+1 
quality target at node 27, units are mg/1, input (12) 

NODENOS.cmn 
(numbers - all values input) 
frusret array of percentage of return from an u/s node going 

knodcp 
knodcvp 
knoddm 
knodfw 
knodgn 
knodgts 

knodin 
knodnp 
knodpmp 
knodprj 
knodpts 

knodrs 
knodtul 

to the current node, (kdusr,kdnd) 
array of nodes with capacities (kdnd) 
array of nodes with CVP demands (kdnd) 
array of nodes with demands (kdnd) 
array of nodes with F&W req. (kdnd) 
array of nodes with gain (kdnd) 
array of nodes with time series of historical GW 
pumping 
array of 
array of 
array of 
array of 
array of 
(kdnd) 

nodes 
nodes 
nodes 
nodes 
nodes 

with inflow (kdnd) 
with nonproject demands (kdnd) 
with GW pumping (kdnd) 
with project demands (kdnd) 
with time series of project demands 

array of nodes with reservoir (kdrs) 
list of node numbers of Tulare DAUs, input, (kdnd) 
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maxusnd 
maxusrt 

n 

neap 
ndnum 
ncvpdm 
ndemd 
nfw 
ngain 
ngwts 
ninfl 
nnodes 
nnpdem 
nprjdm 
nprjts 
npump 
nres 
nsource 
ntuldm 
nusnod 
nusret 

nwretn 
us node 

us ret 

maximum number of nodes immed. u/s from current node 
maximum number of nodes with returns immed. u/s from 
current node 
array of subscript numbers corresponding to the 
array of node numbers - NDNUM, (6*kdnd) - (for 
example, N for node 5 is 1, N for node 95 is 19) 
number of nodes with capacities 
array of node numbers (kdnd) 
number of CVP demand nodes 
number of nodes with demand 
number of nodes with fish & wild require. (min flow) 
number of nodes with gains 
number of nodes with time series of GW pumping 
number of nodes with inflow 
number of nodes in model 
number of nonproject demand nodes 
number of nodes with project demands 
number of nodes with time series of project demands 
number of nodes with GW pumping 
number of reservoirs 
number of sources of water in the Tulare area, input 
number of Tulare-area DAUs 
number of immediately u/s nodes 
number of immediately u/s nodes with returns going 
to current node 
number of nodes w/ returns from west side of valley 
(integer) node numbers of nodes immediately u/s of 
current node (kdusn,kdnd) 
(integer) node numbers of nodes with returns 
immediately u/s of current node (kdusn,kdnd) 

1.7.2.13 REMAIN.cmn - remaining flow variables 
flowin flow entering a node (kdnd) 
reqrel extra release needed to get up to FWREQ. (kdnd) 
rgain remaining gain at a node (kdnd) 
rinf remaning inflow at a node (kdnd) 
rnpret rema1n1ng non-project returns at a node(kdnd) 
rpret remaining project returns at a node(kdnd) 

1.7.2.14 RESERVOR.cmn 
arel 

bstor 

ev 
kswsmlt 

qpow 
rstor 
snomlt 
spcvec 

srule 
stare£ 
stele£ 
strf 
xqpow 
xstfld 

- reservoir rule data, input unless otherwise noted 
array of additional releases needed to meet 
requirements, computed, (kdnd) 
beginning storage for month (kdnd), input
computed every year 
reservoir evaporation depth (.01 ft) (kdnd,12) 
array of binary switches to turn on snowmelt routine 
(kdnd) 
release limit for hydropower (kdnd,l2) 
running storage (kdnd) 
array of snowmelt releases (kdnd,12) 
vector of outlet capacities for space rule calls at 
3 areas, nodes 40, 95, 125 (3,kdnd) 
storage rule (kdnd,l2) 
storage-area curve coeffs. (kdnd,4) 
storage-elevation curve coeffs. (kdnd,4) 
storable inflows to reservoirs (kdnd) 
hydraulic capacity of powerhouse (kdnd) 
flood control rule (kdnd,12) 
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I 

xstor 
ystor 
ystrsv 

maximum storage (kdnd) 
minimum storage (kdnd) 
minimum reserve storage (kdnd,12) 

1.7.2.15 
npret 
pret 

RETURNS.cmn - project and nonproject returns 
(real) nonproject returns (kdnd,12) 
project returns (kdnd,12) 

1.7.2.16 TULBASN.cmn 
div 

jbpexs 
lsink 

nsink 

sdelv 
tsrcsnk 

1.7.2.17 USAGE.cmn 
npgnus 
npgwus 
npinus 
npretus 
npsht 
paggw 
pagsht 
pagus 
pmigw 
pmisht 
pmius 

1.7.2.18 WRITE.cmn 
evap 
export 
sjqual 

stor 
tempag 
tempdel 
tempfw 

tempmi 

vqual 
wqrel 

1. 7.3 .BLK files 
none 

surface diversion from source to sink in a month 
(kdsrc,kdnd,12) 
excess flow that can't go down the James Bypass (12) 
node numbers of DAUs getting water from a sink,input, 
(kdsrc, kdnd) 
number of DAUs getting water from a sink, 
input, (kdsrc) 
total surface delivery into a DAU, (kdnd,12) 
fraction of flow from a source to a DAU for a month 
and year type, input, (kdsrc,kdsnk,12,3) 

- how water is split among various uses. all (kdnd,12) 
(real) non-project gain 
(real) non-project groundwater usage 
(real) non-project inflow 
(real) non-project return flow 
(real) non-project shortage 
project groundwater used by agriculture 
project agricultural shortage 
project surface water used by agriculture 
project groundwater used for M&I 
project M&I shortage 
project surface water used for M&I 

- variables passed to time series output subroutine 
reservoir evaporation (KAF) (kdnd,12) 
exports (kdnd,12) 
San Joaquin water quality for the month, units are 
mg/1 (12) 
end of month storages, used only for output (kdnd,mo) 
end of month storage (PDELAG) :output (kdnd,12) 
deliveries (PDEL) :output (kdnd,12) 
fish and wildlife requirements (FWREQ) :output 
(kdnd, 12) 
municipal and industrial demand (PDELMI) :output 
(kdnd, 12) 
quality at Vernalis, units are mg/1 (12) 
quality release made from New Melones to meet WQTAR 
at Vernalis, node 27 (12) 
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1. 8 Output Parameter Files : 

1.8.1 .INC files 
none 

1.8.2 .CMN files 

1.8.2.1 BALANCE .cmn 
tdelv 
balance 
pdelgr 
pdelsu 
npsur 
return 
us flow 

total surface water delivered to an area 
surface water balance at a stream node 
project delivery groundwater 
project delivert surface water 
non-project delivery surface water 
combined return flow 
flow at the upstream surface water node 

1.8.3 .BLK files 

1.8.3.1 TULARE.blk 

params.inc 
demands . cmn 
files.cmn 
flows.cmn 
fwreqs.cmn 
goodcom.cmn 
gwpump.cmn 
inflows.cmn 
miller.cmn 
misc.cmn 
nodenos.cmn 
remain.cmn 
reservor.cmn 
returns.cmn 
tempor.cmn 
tulbasn.cmn 
usage.cmn 
write.cmn 

contains include files and common blocks 
(previously defined in surface water model section) 

model variable and parameter file 
demand and delivery variables 
names of files called by program 
flow variables for each node 
fish and wildlife requirement variables 
variables used to describe Goodwin dam operation 
project and non-project pumping variables 
variables used in gain and inflow calculations 
variables used to describe Friant dam operation 
time and initialization variables 
nodal array variables 
remaining flow variables 
reservoir rule variables unless oherwise specified 
project and non-project return variables 
temporary variables 
tulare basin specific variables 
file of coefficients for split between uses of water 
input/output control variables 

1.8.3.2 COMM1.blk -common blocks used in the groundwater model 
(previously defined in groundwater model section) 
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1. 9 Salinity Model Parameter Files : 

1.9.1 .INC files 
none 

1.9.2 

1.9.2.1 
concret 
concxp 
concfl 
vole 
concing 
ratelch 

.CMN files 

SALT.cmn 
return flow TDS concentration 
TDS concentration of exports 
TDS concentration of flow 
last year's monthly groundwater storage 
initial concentration of each groundwater element 
rate of salt leachate from applied irrigation water 

1.9.2.2 SALTCOM.cmn - salt model variables 
caplmat 

concapl 
concfl 
concgn 
concgw 
concim 
concin 
concmat 
concret 
concst 
flowmat 
in odes 

knodwrt 
nord 

rconcst 

1.9.2.3 
cone ret 
concxp 
concfl 

1.9.2.4 
cvx 
qx 
qy 
vold 
ax 
ay 
ije 

1.9.3 

cone. application matrix used for writing results 
(12,kdconyr,kdcon) 
cone. of applied water (kdnd,12) 
cone. of FLOWs leaving a node (kdnd,12) 
cone. of GAINs, input, (kdnd,12) 
cone. of GW, either input or computed, (kdnd,12) 
cone. of imports (kdnd,12) 
cone. of INFLOws, input, (kdnd,12) 
cone. matrix for writing results (12,kdconyr,kdcon) 
cone. of surface returns, input, (kdnd,12) 
cone. of initial reservoir storage, input (kdnd,12) 
flow matrix for writing results (12,kdconyr,kdcon) 
array of input node numbers used to insure node 

numbering consistency (kdnd) 
array of node numbers for output, input, (kdnd) 
array of node numbers in the order in which 

computations are done, in BLOCK DATA (kdnd) 
running concentration in storage nodes (kdnd) 

QUALITY.cmn 
cone. of surface returns, input, (kdnd,12) 
TDS concentration of exports 
cone. of FLOWs leaving a node (kdnd,l2) 

GW14.cmn 
coefficients of the shape function 
not used 
not used 
not used 
coefficients of shape function 
coefficients of shape function 
non-zero stiffness matrix node number associated with 
element 

.BLK files 

1.9.3.1 TULSALT.blk invokes include files and common blocks 
params.inc model variable and parameter file 
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misc.cmn 
nodenos.cmn 
returns.cmn 
tulbasn.cmn 
usage.cmn 
saltcom.cmn 

1.9.3.2 

1.9.3.3 

GW14.blk 

TULARE.blk 

params.inc 
demands.cmn 
files.cmn 
flows.cmn 
fwreqs.cmn 
goodcom.cmn 
gwpump.cmn 
inflows.cmn 
miller.cmn 
misc.cmn 
nodenos.cmn 
remain.cmn 
reservor.cmn 
returns.cmn 
tempor.cmn 
tulbasn.cmn 
usage.cmn 
write.cmn 

1.9.3.4 TULSALT.blk 
params.inc 
misc.cmn 
nodenos.cmn 
returns.cmn 
saltcom.cmn 
tulbasn.cmn 
usage.cmn 

time and initialization 
nodal array variables 
project and non-project return variables 
tulare basin specific variables 
file of partition coefficients among uses 
parameters for salinity control file 

invokes common block GW14 

contains include files and common blocks 
(defined in surface water model section) 

model variable and parameter file 
demand and delivery variables 
names of files called by program 
flow variables for each node 
fish and wildlife requirement variables 
variables used to describe Goodwin dam operation 
project and non-project pumping variables 
variables used in gain and inflow calculations 
variables used to describe Friant dam operation 
time and initialization 
nodal array variables 
remaining flow variables 
reservoir rule variables unless oherwise specified 
project and non-project return variables 
temporary variables 
tulare basin specific variables 
file of coefficients for split between uses of water 
input/output control variables 

Include block for the salinity model 
model variable and parameter file 
time and initialization variables 
nodal array variables 
project and non-project return variables 
salt concentration and salt balance variables 
tulare basin specific variables 
file of coefficients for split between uses of water 

1.10 Binary Switches 

(All input. 0 is off, 1 is on) 
knpzero switch to set negative nonproject demands to zero 
kswgw switch to turn calls to groundwater routines on and 

off 
kswpow switch to turn calls to power routines on and off 
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Vl 
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2. FLOWCHARTS AND VARIABLE DESCRIPTIONS 

2.1 Main program and linkage subroutines 

2.1.1 TULARE.for 
MAIN program which reads groundwater and grid information and transfers surface 
water delivery and groundwater pumping activity levels, for those surface nodes 
with groundwater interaction, to groundwater elements. The groundwater model 
simulates groundwater flow conditions under the new streamflows, surface water 
diversions and pumping rates and calculates updated stream gains and/or losses. 
After the groundwater contributions have been calculated, the stream gains and/or 
losses are transferred from the groundwater stream nodes to the surface water 
model nodes and reservoir releases are adjusted a second time with the updated 
estimates. These transformations occur at each monthly timestep and are made 
within the TULARE and SGTRANS subroutines. The gains and/or losses calculated 
for the preceding month are used as initial conditions for the first iteration of 
the surface water model during the current month. 

Variables and 
begyr 
export(nd,mo) 
fkdaup 

flow (nd,mo) 
forinf(nrn,mo) 

fwreq (nd,mo) 

gain(nd,mo) 
imo 

inflo (nd,mo) 
init 
itime 
iyr 
kdnd 
knodin (nd) 
kswgw 
kswsalt 

kyr 

last 
lastyr 
mo 
ndi 
nfw 
ninfl 
npgnus(nd,mo) 
npgwus (nd,mo) 
npinus(nd,mo) 
npret (nd,mo) 
npretus (nd,mo) 
nprjdm 
npsht 

parameters 
beginning year of simulation 
exports (kdnd,12) 
monthly delivery pattern for Friant - Kern Canal water to 
each DAU 
flow leaving a node (does not include returns) (kdnd,12) 
forecasted volume for given month until end of year 
(nrn,12) 
in stream flow requirements for fish and wildlife 
(kdnd,12) 
gains (input) - (kdnd,12) 
month counter : may be advanced or retarded for linkage 
between the surface water and groundwater models 
real inflows to reservoirs (input) - (kdnd,12) 
beginning time of simulation 
time during the simulation e.g March 1980 = 198006 
do loop index for year 
dimension on nodes 
array of nodes with inflow (kdnd) 
switch to turn calls to groundwater routines on and off 
switch to output surface water data for Salt Balance 
model 
year counter : may be advanced or retarded for linkage 
between the surface water and groundwater models 
ending time of simulation 
last year in simulation 
do loop index for month 
defined as n(knodprj(in)) 
number of nodes with fish and wildlife requirements (min) 
number of nodes with inflow 
(real) non-project gain upstream (kdnd,l2) 
(real) non-project groundwater used (kdnd,l2) 
(real) non-project inflow used (kdnd,l2) 
non-project surface returns (kdnd,l2) 
(real) non-project return flow used (kdnd,l2) 
number of nodes with project demands 
(real) non-project storage 
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nrn 
nsink 
pagsht 
pagus (nd,mo) 
pdel (nd,mo) 
pdelag(nd,mo) 
pdelmi(nd,mo) 
pmisht(nd,mo) 
pmius(nd,mo) 
pret(nd,mo) 
tempag 
tempdel 
tempdv 
tempex 
tempfw 
tempgn1 
tempgn2 
tempmi 
xaggw (nd,mo) 
xmigw(nd,mo) 
xnpgw(nd,mo) 
yaggw(nd,mo) 
ymigw (nd,mo) 
ynpgw(nd,mo) 

Subroutine calls 
maxfiles(err) 

date (rundate) 
time(runtime) 
timdat 
titpag 

gw21(init,last) 

gw22 (init, last, 
iyr,mo) 

surfinp(fkdaup) 

wrtonce 
sltonce 
sgtrans(*,mo) 

surface(iyr,mo, 
fkdaup) 

zero2(*,kdnd,12) 
writ tim 
salt tim 

Files read from: 

defined as n(knodin(i)) 
number of elements where pumping or recharge is specified 
project agricultural shortage 
project surface water used by agriculture (kdnd,12) 
project deliveries (kdnd,12) 
adjusted project deliveries (agricultural) (kdnd,12) 
adjusted project deliveries M & I (kdnd,12) 
project M & I shortage (kdnd,12) 
project surface water for M & I (kdnd,12) 
project returns (kdnd,12) 
dummy variable which stores the current value of pdelag 
dummy variable which stores the current value of pde1 
dummy variable which stores the current value of div 
dummy variable which stores the current value of export 
dummy variable which stores the current value of fwreq 
dummy variable which stores the current value of gain 
dummy variable which stores the current value of gain 
dummy variable which stores the current value of pdelmi 
maximum agricultural groundwater pumping (kdnd,12) 
maximum M & I groundwater pumping (kdnd,12) 
maximum groundwater pumping (kdnd, 12) 
minimum agricultural groundwater pumping (kdnd,12) 
minimum M & I groundwater pumping (kdnd,12) · 
minimum groundwater pumping (kdnd,12) 

(in order of calling) 
fortran utility obtained from Lahey to allow large 
numbers of files to be open at once. 
fortran function which returns current date 
fortran function which returns current time of day 
obtains the system time and date 
puts out a title block and queries the user about the 
type of run to make 
reads in groundwater options file and reads all input 
data for the time loop 
time dependent routines used by the groundwater model. 

reinitializes to zero appropriate arrays and reads 
reservoir data from files before they are closed. 
writes out the initialization data to file (30) 
writes out the initialization data to the salt file (31) 
transforms surface water diversion, pumping and 
streamflow data from sw nodes to GW model elements. 
reads in the time series data and handles surface water 
routing, calling other subroutines . 
zeros out a two dimensional array 
writes annual results to a binary file (30) 
writes annual results to a binary salt file (31) 

Calls to subroutines sgtrans.for and gw21.for to read in grid information and 
hydrologic parameters. 

Files written to: 
slogfile (unit=44) 
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Flowchart 

o begin execution 
o read groundwater information 

grid information 
hydrologic parameters 

o initiate simulation and monthly loop 
o replace monthly gains for nodes with groundwater interactions with 

gains calculated by the groundwater model. 
o transfer surface water delivery and groundwater pumping from the 

surface water model to the groundwater model. 
o transfer stream gains or losses from stream nodes to surface water 

nodes. 
o iterate to obtain final value for stream gains and losses 
o write annual results to a binary file 
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• 

2.1.2 SG TRANS.for 
Program interface linking the surface water and groundwater models. Transforms 
surface water diversion, pumping and streamflow data from surface water nodes to 
finite elements of the groundwater model using a DAU to district cross-indexing 
table. The stream nodes were located to be consistent with Detailed Analysis 
Units (DAU's) and the groundwater elements arranged to geographically recognize 
water district boundaries. This subroutine is called by the main program to 
transform stream seepage gains/losses calculated by the groundwater model to 
surface water nodes. 

Variables and 
allocg(i) 

parameters 

allocs (i) 

cnf 
dsdlv (j) 
dgdlv (j) 
fimmo (i) 

flow (n (i) ,mo) 

fpumo(i) 
gain(n(i) ,mo) 
knodgn(i) 
moplus* 
n (nddmnd (i)) 

nb 
nbyl (i) 
ncross 
nddmnd(i) 
ndist 
nflag 
nibwd 
niwd 
run 
npgnus (nm,mo) 
npinus(nm,mo) 
npretus(nm,mo) 
paggw (nm,mo) 
pagus (nm,mo) 
pmius(nm,mo) 
prcn(i) 

qrinf (1) 
qstrm(n) 
tmp** 

Subroutine calls 
none 

Files read from: 
dauswdat.bin (unit=21) 
distdat.bin (unit=22) 

Files written to: 
none 

fraction of pumped water for each DAU allocated to the 
corresponding water district 
fraction of surface water for each DAU allocated to 
the corresponding water district 
conversion factor from cubic feet to 1000's of acre-feet 
total surface water delivered to district j 
total ground water delivered to district j 
total surface water delivered to each ground water 
element 
flow leaving a node (kdnd,l2),doesn't include returns 
from that node 
total groundwater pumped from each element 
gains (kdnd,l2), input 
array of nodes with gain (kdnd) 
monthly index incremented by one month 
array of subscript numbers corresponding to the array of 
node numbers - NDNUM, (6*kdnd) . 
assigned equal to nbyl(i) 
groundwater element number 
number of cross-index variables (1503) 
surface water demand node numbers 
number of water districts 
decision variable flag 
water district ID (district-DAD cross index) 
water district ID (district-element cross index) 
subscript variable equivalent to n(nddmnd(i)) 
non-project upstream gain (usage) 
(real) non-project inflow (usage) 
(real) non-project return flow (usage) 
(real) project groundwater pumpage for agriculture 
project surface water used by agriculture 
project surface water used by M & I 
percentage of each groundwater element within each water 
district 
gain/loss at each river node in groundwater model 
inflow at river node IDST(i) 
temporary variable 
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Flowchart 
o read grid data from distdat.bin 
o read in district cross-indexing table from dauswdat.bin 
o calculate each district's water delivery for the month 
o transform streamflow from surface water nodes to stream nodes 
o write out data to TULIMP.DAT in a suitable form for input into the 

groundwater model 
o transfer stream gains/losses from groundwater nodes to surface water 

nodes. ( + gains ; - losses). Values are stored in the file QRINF(i) 
in cubic feet per month. 
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( TULARE. for ) 

+ 
Surface water modal cmly 1.. k ... ;v- +1 Select model k...;v - -1 _.] 

Gro~md water -dal ODly I I Read kswqw I 

~ • • o9 kawqv 
Subroutine gw2l.for called to 

Initialize variables and read I I Li.Ditad aurfac• and groundwater I read grid information and 
surface hydrologic data. Write IDDdala hydrologic data 

data to an output file • ~ Initialize variables and read 
initial surface hydrologic data and Subroutine gw22.for called to salinity data. Write data 'to an 

output file. simulate groundwater flows 

j_ • Subroutine gw2l.for called to read (Stop_) 
grid information, initial 

conditions and hydrologic data -
• 

Subroutine agtraDa.for called 
(nflag=O) to perform district -
element and DAU - district data 

transformations 

• . Start counter T = 1, last 
~ Test for begin year and .. initialize arrays to zero 

+ 
Read time series demand,gain 

kawqv - ..2 Transform monthly counter from storage and pumping data and 
operating rules for each year water year to calendar year for 

the groundwater model (t.o) 

.... J . ..._ 
~I Monthly loop mo = 1,12 ..... , jiter = 0 

• Subroutine a..,.faca.for called I Use month's gains for to perform monthly surface water ~ current 
next rronth 's initial conditions routing. jiter = jiter + 1. 

• kawqv -0 
kawqv - 1 Test value of Subroutine agtraDa.for called 

kswqw (0 or 1) jitar -1 (nflag=1) transfer surface water 
and ~ delivery and groundwater pumping 

jiter (1 or 2) from SW nodes to GW elements 

kawqv - 0 • jitar - 2 calculate stream-aquifer 
interaction using groundwater 

model subroutine gw22.for 

,,. • 
Write monthly results to I Subroutine agtraDa.for called .. (nflag=2) to transfer stream ..... slogfil gains/losses from groundwater 

nodes to surface water nodes 

_t 
~ yaa month less t~ 12 

DO+ 

yaa Year counter less 
than last year -

first year +1 

DOj_ 

:::_) 
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Table 1.0 

Com_l)_arison of variable value assignment in surface only and linked models 

Variables Variable definition Surface water model Linked SANTUCM model 

flow flow leaving a node Calculated within the surface water model. Calculated during first iteration of surface water model. 
(monthly) Aow is recalculated during the second iteration and adjusted 

by the new values of stream gains/losses. 

gain stream gain (loss) Read from hydrologic time series file. Read initially from the time series file. After month 1 the 
(monthly) Not changed. 

' 
previous month's gain is used for the initial monthly gain. 
Updated with the calculated gain from the groundwater model. 

gwpts groundwater pumping Determined according to year type and total Read initially from the time series file. 
(monthly) annual demand for ag. and M&I from time Groundwater pumping is recalculated during a second iteration 

series hydrology. and the current value overwritten by the caculated value 

npgwus non-project Determined according to year type and total Read initially from the time series file. 
groundwater pumping annual demand for ag. and M&I from time series Groundwater pumping is recalculated during a second iteration 
(monthly) hydrology. and the current value overwritten by the caculated value 

npgnus non-project gain Read from hydrologic time series file. Read initially from the time series file. After month 1 the 
(monthly) Not changed. seepage loss is calculated from the groundwater model 

and used to determine monthly gain. 

pdelag adjusted ag. deliveries Calculated during first iteration of surface water Calculated during first iteration of surface water model. 
(monthly) model. Ag. deliveries are recalculated during the second iteration and 

variable pdelag is updated with the current value. 

pdelmi adjusted M&I deliverie Calculated during first iteration of surface water Calculated during first iteration of surface water model. 
(monthly) model. M&I. deliveries are recalculated during the second iteration 

and variable pdelmi is updated with the current value. 

pdel total project delivery Calculated during first iteration of surface water Calculated during first iteration of surface water model. 
(M&I +ag) model. Total deliveries are the sum of ag. and M&I deliveries 
(monthly) recomputed in the second iteration. 

qrinf seepage loss at each Groundwater variable Read initially from the time series file. After month 1 the 
stream node Not used seepage loss is calculated from the groundwater model 
(monthly) and used to determine monthly gain. 

qstrm streamflow at each Groundwater variable Calculated during first iteration of surface water model. 
ground water model Not used Streamflow is recalculated during the second iteration and 
stream node variable qstrm is updated with the current value. 
(monthly) 

xnpgw maximum groundwater Determined according to year type and total Maximum pumping can be replaced by a time series value: 
pumping (M&I + ag) annual demand for ag. and M&l. for monthly groundwater pumping. 
(monthly) 

ynpgw minimum ground water Determined according to year type and total Minimum pumping can be replaced by a time series value 
pumping (M&I + ag) annual demand for ag. and M&l. for monthly groundwater pumping. 
(monthly) 
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2.2. Groundwater model subroutines- PASSl 

2.2.1 GWl.for 
The main program gw£m141 in PASS! of SANTUCVM specifies the sizes of all the 
adjustable arrays. The program processes the control input file and generates 
both a standard output file and a binary output file. The binary ouput file is 
read during execution of PASS2 subroutines in the SANTUCM model. 

Variables and parameters : 
ae(i) non-zero stiffness matrix component resulting from FEM 
ael element areas 
area watershed area 
botr(ir) elevation of stream bottom (ft) at node ID 
cr diameter of well in feet 
cw well capacity conversion to cubic feet/day 
cwell(iwl) well capacity (gals/min) 
delta time step in hours for the detailed simulation 
deltm simulation time steps in months 
delz elevation difference between the soil surface and stream 

bottom 
dh(*) 
dht(*) 
elg(id) 
id 
ide(*) 
idr (ir) 
ie 
ii 
iin 
ije 

il 
imoa 
initm 
iyra 
iou 
ip 
ipl 
ise 

itd 
iud(id) 

iwell (iwl) 
iwl 
jnd 
kbase 
kdeb 
kimp 
kl 
klake 
kout 
koutg 
kouth 
koutp 

bedrock elevation 
top elevation of the aquifer for each GW node 
ground surface elevation for each groundwater node 
node number 
node number associated with element ne 
groundwater node corresponding to each stream node 
element number containing a lake 
counter variable 
decision variable ; set to 20 at beginning of subroutine 
non-zero stiffness matrix node number associated with 
element 
index for top layer of element 
first month of detailed simulation 
first month in simulation 
first year of detailed simulation 
unit number used in output control 
well number 
well numbering variable : set equal to ipl + 4 * nl 
index indicating position of the stiffness matrix 
elements in the array AT 
node number of aquifer below 
index to indicate the status of a node as 
confined/unconfined or ineffective 
index for pumping nodes in an element 
well number index 
node numbers surrounding a node 
switch to use constant head in bedrock 
switch to print debug aids 
switch to use imported water 
temporary variable 
number of elements with lakes 
switch to control output 
switch to print geometric data 
switch to control head output 
switch to control plotter output 
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koutr 
kp 
kplot 
kprnp 
krain 
krsta (id) 
kstr 
kwell 
lastrn 
lmoa 
lpc 
lph 
lyra 
rnpcx 
mpcy 
mwrta 
mwrth 
mwrtq 
mwrtd 
na 
nd 
ndya 
ne 
niter 
nj 
nl 
nld (id) 

nrdw 

nrwr 

ns 
nskip 
nwell 
nxer 
omega 

perfi(*) 

pwell (*) 
relax 

rwell (iwl) 
sd(id) 
se(ka) 
stope 

w (*) 

x(*) 
xwell (iwl) 
y(*) 
ywell (iwl) 

Subroutine calls 
skip 

switch to print river node hydrographs 
pumping type index 
switch to control plot output 
switch to use pumping 
switch to use rainfall station data 
rainfall station identifier 
switch to use stream data 
switch to use wells, input 
last month in simulation, input 
last year of detailed simulation 
print head results for this layer 
print head levels in matrix (1) or by elements (2) 
year to end detailed simulation 
number of sequential print control pairs 
number of non-sequential print control pairs 
number of detailed simulation outputs 
months between print of heads 
months between print of water balance 
control for print of detailed discharge data 
not used 
number of nodes 
number of days in each detailed simulation 
number of elements 
maximum number of iterations for convergence (10-30) 
sum of the number of nodes surrounding each GW node 
number of layers 
number of effective layers for each node 
number of lakes 
loop counter for wells with effective radius of pumping 
assigned to a given node 
loop counter for wells with effective radius of pumping 
assigned to a given node 
number of nodes surrounding elements 
number of skipped lines 
number of pumping wells 
set equal to irdr (counter for number of pumping wells) 
impilcit - explicit weighting factor. Omega = 0 for fully 
explicit and 1 for fully implicit. 
adjusted well perforation interval (partial penetrating 
well) 
distribution coefficient to allocate pumpage to each node 
relaxation parameter for sor method to accelerate 
convergence (0 - 2 : typically 1.6) 
well radius 
area associated with each groundwater node 
area of each groundwater element 
convergence criterion deviation between iterations 
(0.1 -1.0) 
thickness of aquiclude 
id for layer (idl) 
constant to add to initial condition data for layer 1,2 .. 
x co-ordinate of each groundwater node location. 
x coordinate of well location 
y co-ordinate of each groundwater node location 
y coordinate of well location 

skips a specified number of lines 
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timdat 
getg 

Files read from : 
tulrespl.dat 
tulcont.dat 

Files written to: 
none 

Flowchart 

gets the system time and date 
reads in and analyzes the geologic, geographic 
element/node configuration data 

response file 
control file 

o read value of variable iin 
o if iin = 20 read from the response file "tulrespl.dat" otherwise read 

in name of response file 
o open output file and obtain title of run 
o read and write control parameters from control file 
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GW1.for 

Read response file data 
TULRESPl.DAT 

Read control file data 
TULCONT.DAT 

Select output file name 
TULOUTl.OUT 

Call subroutine T~ to obtain 
current date and time 

Call subroutine GETG to open and 
process PASSl input files to obtain 

the geologic, geographic and 
element/node configuration data : 

TULELEM. OAT 
TULXY.DAT 

TULSTRA. DAT 
read stream-aquifer data contained in 

files : 
TULIMP.DAT 

TULINIT.DAT 

Echo control parameters to printer 

Calculate stream leakance parameters 
for each river node 

Distribute groundwater pumping to 
triangular and quadrilateral 

groundwater elements 

Write all grid parameters to output 
file TULOUTl.OUT 
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2.2.2 GETG.for 
Reads and analyzes the geologic, geographic element/node configuration data 

Variables and parameters 
ae(i) non-zero stiffness matrix component resulting from FEM 
area watershed area 
ax coefficients of shape function 
ay coefficients of shape function 
bot bottom elevation of stream 
c average aquifer thickness of each layer 
cb percentage of element area that is under water (lake) 

cc 
ct 
cvx 
cvy 
cwd 
cwell(iwl) 
dh(idl) 
dht (idl) 
divx 
divy 
dxer 

elg (id) 
elv 
erdw 
erwn 
factxd 
factxw 
hlake 
hrtb 
ia 
ib 
ibdr 
ibur 
ic 
id 
ide(*) 
idiv (*) 
idl 
idr(ir) 
idwd 
idwn 
ie 
iin 
ije 

il 
ili 
ill 
iou 
ip 
ir 
irngn 

ise 

flux at node CA 
average head of a lake 
sum of all the c values for each node of an element 
coefficients of the shape function 
coefficients of the shape function 
effective well capacity at each node 
well capacity (gals/min) 
bedrock elevation 
top elevation of the aquifer for each GW node 
streamflow in the bypass diversion rating table 
diversion amount in the bypass diversion rating table 
logarithm of the ratio c I w(i) : 
log (aquifer thickness I thickness of aquiclude) 
ground surface elevation for each groundwater node 
variable initially set equal to elg(id) 
effective radius of a well 
effective radius of a node I radius of well 
map scaling factor for node coordinates 
scaling factor for x and y locations 
water surface elevation of lake 
water surface elevation (ft) above BOTR 
node number with diversion 
node number where diversion applied 
last downstream node 
first upstream node number 
reach id 
node number 
node number associated with element ne 
bypass diversion number for each stream node 
index set equal to id, idl or idr(temporary index) 
groundwater node corresponding to each stream node 
node index (set equal to id) 
node number to which this reach is flowing 
element number containing a lake 
test variable : equal to file unit number 
non-zero stiffness matrix node number associated with 
element 
index for top layer of element 
index for bottom layer of element 
temporary counter variable 
groundwater node number for boundary flux 
well number 
do loop counter 
corresponding stream node that surface water will flow 
to. If gw node does not flow to a stream node - enter 0. 
index indicating position of the stiffness matrix 
elements in the array AT 
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iud(id) 

iw (*) 
iwd 

iwell (iwl) 
ji 
jl 
jnd(j) 
ka 
ke 
king 
klake 
krain 
krsta (id) 
kstr 
kwell 
ld 
na 
nd 
ndb 
ndiv 
ndl 
ndtb 
ndwd 
ne 
nel 
nj 
njd 
nl 
nld(id) 

nr 
nrdv 

nrh 
nrt 
nrtb 
nrwr 

ns 
nsh 
ntr 
nwd 
nwdt 
nwell 
nwell4 
nwenl4 
nxer 
perfb 
perfi (*) 

perft 
prtb 
pwell (*) 
qrtb 
rerfb 
rwell (iwl) 

index to indicate the status of a node as 
confined/unconfined or ineffective 
groundwater node index 
node label for nodes with pumping assigned 
set equal to iwl*(10+i) 
element number assigned to the pumping well 
temporary counter variable : ji = njd(i) 
temorary counter variable : jl = njd(i+1) -1 
node numbers surrounding a node 
counter for number of nodes 
counter in increments of 4 for quadrilateral elements 
temporary variable : set equal to unit number 
number of elements with lakes, input 
switch to use rainfall 
rainfall station identifier 
switch to use stream data 
switch to use wells, input 
array storage variable set equal to ily x nd 
not used 
number of nodes 
set equal to nd + 1 
number of diversion nodes 
array storage variable (maximum dimension) = nd * nl 
number of data points indicating a diversion 
total number of nodes with associated wells 
number of elements 
product of ne and nl 
sum of the number of nodes surrounding each GW node 
cumulative number of nodes surrounding each node 
number of layers 
number of effective layers for each node 
number of lakes 
number of river nodes with stream-aquifer interaction 
number of diversions for which the amount of diversion is 
specified 
number of reaches 
number of reaches * number of points in rating table 
number of data points with a diversion 
total number of nodes surrounding pumping wells 
set equal to nwell * 4 
number of nodes surrounding elements 
defined as ns/2 
not used 
number of wells assigned to a node 
not used 
number of wells 
nwell multiplied by 4 
nwell multiplied by 4 and by nl (number of layers) 
set equal to irdr (counter for number of pumping wells) 
bottom of well screen perforations 
adjusted well perforation interval (partial penetrating 
well) 
top of well screen perforations 
wetted perimeter (ft) at HRTB water surface elevation 
distribution coefficient to allocate pumpage to each node 
flow rates (cfs) at HRTB water surface elevation 
not used 
well radius 
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sd(id) 
se(ka) 
slake(*) 
top 
vbase (j) 
w(*) 

X (id) 
xwell(iwl) 
y (id) 
ywell(iwl) 

area associated with each groundwater node 
·area of each groundwater element 
area of each element that is covered with water 
top elevation of each aquifer layer 
bedrock leakage term for layer (j) 
id for layer (idl) 
constant to add to initial condition data for layer 1,2 .. 
x co-ordinate of each groundwater node location 
x coordinate of well location 
y co-ordinate of each groundwater node location 
y coordinate of well location 

Subroutine calls 
ndfg performs element-node computations 

performs element level computations 
skips designated number of lines 

elem 
skip 

Files read from: 
tulcont.swh (5) 
tulelem.dat (7) 
gwmxy. dat (7) 
tulstra. dat (8) 
tulstrm. dat (9) 
lake datafile (3) -
well datafile (4) -

control file 
element data 
node data 
stratigraphy data 
stream control 
lake data (not used) 
recharge well file (not used) 

Files written to: 
tulplb.dat 
tuloutl.out 

binary output file - passl 
standard output file 

Flowchart 
0 read 

0 read 

0 call 
0 call 
0 read 

0 read 

filename with element data -
read node data from file 
read global node numbers from the file 

filename with x-y co-ordinate data 
read x-y co-ordinate data 

subroutine NDFG 
subroutine ELEM 
filename with stratigraphy data 
read elevations of aquifer layers and compute intervals 

filename with stream-aquifer data 
read node numbers along each reach 
read file of diversion nodes 
read data containing hydraulic characteristics of each stream 

o read lake data file 
read lake data, surface elevations and surface area 

o read well data file 
read number of wells and well perforation intervals 
calculate weighting functions to distribute well pumping to 
element nodes 

o call subroutine WLOCA 
o write output to a standard output file 
o write output to a binary file for transfer to PASS2 of the SANTUCM 

groundwater model 
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Read input data files : 
o node and element data and 

scaling factor 
o x and y co-ordinate data and 

rain station locations 

Call subroutine ndfg to define 
node and element indices, used in 

the description of each finite 
element in the numerical method of 

solution 

Call subroutine elem to compute 
the element area and the fractional 

area associated with each corner 
node. 

Read aquifer stratigraphy data and 
connections with surrounding nodes 

Read stream - aquifer stratigraphy 
file and determine connections 

between stream and aquifer nodes 

Read stream flow and diversion data 

no 

no 

yes 

Open binary files for 
stratigraphy, stream, 
diversion, lake and 

miscellaneous data and write 
output data to these files 
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Read well locations and well 
perforation data. Apply map 
scaling factor to well data 

Call subroutine wloca to 
locate well in an element and 
determine weighting function 
to distribute pumping to nodes 



2.2.3 NDFG.for 
Performs node-element computations 

Variables and 
ia 

parameters : 

ib 
iba 
id 
idd 
ide(*) 
ie 
iea 
ier 
ij 
i je (*) 
ik 
iq 
ise (*) 

it 
iud(id) 

iw (*) 
ja 
jb 
jc 
jdd 
je 
jea 
jnd ( j) 
kdd 
ke 
kej 
ki 

kj 

ldd 
nd 
ne 
ne4 
nj 
njd 
ns 

Subroutine calls 
none 

Files read from: 
none 

Files written to: 
none 

smallest number of two adjacent nodes 
largest number of two adjacent nodes 
set equal to ib - 1 
node number 
fist node number of an element 
node number associated with element ne 
element number containing a lake 
element number - 1 
error flag - not used 
do loop counter (temporary variable) 
non-zero stiffness matrix node number 
counter in increments of 6 
counter from 1 - 4 for quadrilateral elements 
index indicating position of the stiffness matrix 
elements in the array AT 
counter from 1 to 3 for triangular elements 
index to indicate the status of a node as 
confined/unconfined or ineffective 
temporary variable defined as iw(ia) + 1 
temporary variable defined as iw(ib) + 1 
smaller of two numbers + 1 
larger of two numbers + 1 
second node number of element 
temporary variable set equal to (ie - jea) 
counter from 1 to iea 
node numbers surrounding a node 
third node number of element 
counter in increments of 4 for quadrilateral elements 
counter which decrements by 4 for quadrilateral elements 
temporary variable set to 1, 3 or 5 used to define 
position of elements in the stiffness matrix 
temporary variable set to 1, 3 or 5 used to define 
position of elements in the stiffness matrix 
fourth node number of an element 
number of nodes 
number of elements 
number of elements multiplied by 4 
sum of the number of nodes surrounding each GW node 
cumulative number of nodes surrounding each node 
number of nodes surrounding elements 
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Flowchart 
o determine the label of adjacent nodes connected to each node 
o calculate the number of nodes connected to each node 
o determine the position of the links that make up each element 
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NDFG.for 

Initialize nodes (id) and elements 
(ie) 

Do loop 

Determine the label of adjacent nodes 
connected to each node 

Calculate the number of nodes 
connected to each node 

Determine the position of the links 
that make up each element 

no 
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Print out the element 
numbers and node numbers 
surrounding each element 

Print error message 
"execution terminated by 
error code in subroutine 

ndfg" 



2.2.4 ELEM.for 
Performs element level computations 

Variables and parameters 
ae(*) 
area 
at(*) 
ax 
ay 
c 
c32 
ca 
cb 

cj 
ck 
an 
ex 
cy 
gp 
gpx(*) 
gpy (*) 
ide(*) 
ie 
ise (*) 

ka 
kb 
ke 
ks 
na 
ne 
sd(*) 
se(*) 
X(*) 
y (*) 

Subroutine calls 
none 

Files read from: 
none 

Files written to: 
none 

Flowchart 

non-zero stiffness matrix component resulting from FEM 
element area 
hydraulic conductivity in horizontal direction 
coefficients of shape function 
coefficients of shape function 
sum of vector products 
constant defined as 1/256 
constant set equal to 1.67*c 
constant set equal to 0.5/c 
flux at node CA 
coefficient of shape fuction 
coefficient of shape function 
coefficient of shape function 
coefficient of shape function 
coefficient of shape function 
constant set equal to 1/sqrt(3) 
numeric data defined in data statement 
numeric data defined in data statement 
node number associated with element ne 
element number containing a lake 
index indicating position of the stiffness matrix 
elements in the array AT 
counter in increments of 6 
counter in increments of 4 
counter in increments of 4 for quadrilateral elements 
counter in increments of 12 
not used 
number of elements 
area associated with each groundwater node 
area of each groundwater element 
x co-ordinate of each groundwater node location 
y co-ordinate of each groundwater node location 

o calculate the area and shape function for each groundwater node 
o calculate the area associated with each groundwater element 
o determine the interpolation function for aquifer hydraulic 

conductivity in the horizontal direction between nodes 
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ELEM.for 

Initialize node area (sd) and shape 
function for nodes surrounding each 

groundwater node (id) 

Do loop : 1 to ne 
(ne = number of 

elements) 

Calculate the area and shape function 
for each groundwater node 

Calculate the area associated with 
each groundwater element 

Determine the interpolation function 
for aquifer hydraulic conductivity in 

the horizontal direction between 
nodes. 
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2.2.5 WLOCA.for 
This is called when the well package is invoked and performs the following 
functions : 
o Locates wells within a grid element 
o Determines the weight by which groundwater pumping is distributed to the 

nodes that bound each grid element 
o Calculates the effective radius of a well at each node 
o Calculates the necessary log function based on well distance and the 

effective radius of a node 

Variables and parameters 
a 
ax 
ay 
bot 
c 
ca 

cb 

cwd 
ewell (iwl) 
dh(idl) 
dht (idl) 
dxer 

dxx 
dyy 
elg (id) 
erdw 
erwr 
id 
ide(*) 
idl 
idw 
idwd 
ie 
ier 
il 
ip 
ipl 
irdr 

it 
itd 
iud(*) 

iw(*) 
iwd 
iwell (iwl) 
iwl 
jwl 
k* 
kp 
nd 
ndwd 
ne 
nj 

coefficients of shape function 
coefficients of shape function 
bottom elevation of stream 
average aquifer thickness of each layer 
fraction of pumping from column ICOLWL to be applied at 
well IDUM 
percentage of element area that is under water (lake) 
flux at node CA 
effective well capacity at each node 
well capacity (gals/min) 
bedrock elevation 
top elevation of the aquifer for each GW node 
logarithm of the ratio c I w(i) : 
log (aquifer thickness I thickness of aquiclude) 
x-coordinate of the distance between adjacent wells 
y-coordinate of the distance between adjacent wells 
ground surface elevation for each groundwater node 
effective radius of a well 
effective radius of node I radius of well 
node number 
node number associated with element ne 
index set equal to id, idl or idr(temporary index) 
counter for nodes with pumping assigned 
node index (set equal to id) 
scalar assigned to element containing a pumping well 
variable set equal to -iwl 
index for top layer of element 
well number 
well numbering variable : set equal to ipl + 4 * nl 
counter for number of pumping wells based on effective 
radius, with pumping assigned to a node 
constant set equal to 3 or 4 
node number of aquifer below 
index to indicate the status of a node as 
confined/unconfined or ineffective 
corresponding groundwater number 
well counter set equal to iwl*lO + i 
element number assigned to the pumping well 
counter for well number 
scalar variable set equal to iwl(j)/10 
temporary variables assigned to each element 
pumping type index 
number of nodes 
total number of nodes with pumping assigned 
number of elements 
sum of the number of nodes surrounding each GW node 
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njd 
nl 
nld(id) 

nrdw 

nrwr 

ns 
nwd 
nwell 
nxer 
perf 
perfb 
perfi (*) 

perft 
pwell(*) 
rwell(iwl) 
top 
w (*) 

X(*) 
xmax 
xmin 
xpp 
xt 
xwell (iwl) 
y (*) 

ymax 
ymin 
ypp 
yt 
ywell(iwl) 

Subroutine calls 
none 

Files read from: 
none 

Files written to: 
none 

Flowchart 

cumulative number of nodes surrounding each node 
number of layers 
number of effective layers for each node 
number of lakes 
loop counter for wells with effective radius of pumping 
assigned to a given node 
loop counter for wells with effective radius of pumping 
assigned to a given node 
number of nodes surrounding elements 
number of wells assigned to a node 
number of wells 
set equal to irdr (counter for number of pumping wells) 
total length of well perforation 
bottom of well screen perforations 
adjusted well perforation interval (partial penetrating 
well) 
top of well screen perforations 
distribution coefficient to allocate pumpage to each node 
well radius 
top elevation of each aquifer layer 
thickness of aquiclude 
id for layer (idl) 
constant to add to initial condition data for layer 1,2 .. 
y co-ordinate of each groundwater node location 
maximum of x co-ordinate values for well location 
minimum of x co-ordinate values for well location 
scalar variable set equal to xwell(iwl) 
well weighting function 
x coordinate of well location 
y co-ordinate of each groundwater node location 
maximum of y co-ordinate values for well location 
minimum of y co-ordinate values for well location 
scalar variable set equal to ywell(iwl) 
well weighting function 
y coordinate of well location 

o determine the elements in which pumping wells are located 
o loop through elements to distinguish triangular and quadrilateral 

elements 
o perform loop to determine weighting function for triangular elements 
o calculate well weighting function to distribute pumping to nodes 
o perform loop to determine weighting function for quadrilateral 

elements 
o calculate well weighting function to distribute pumping to nodes 
o store information and organize in arrays for future use 
o determine perforation variable PERFI and make adjustment to PERFI for 
a partially penetrating well 
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o calculate the effective radius for each node based on well pumping 
o loop on the number of nodes with pumping assigned 
o sum the shape functions for all surrounding nodes 
o calculate the distance between nodes 
o use effective radius to calculate log function 
o loop only for nodes with pumping assigned in the region in which the 

effective radius is being considered 
o loop for nodes associated with triangular elements and well of 

interest 
o calculate the distance between well and other wells and calculate the 

required log function using the effective radius 
o loop for nodes associated with quadrilateral elements and well of 

interest 
o calculate the distance between well and other wells and calculate the 

required log function using the effective radius 
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Initialize nwd (wells assigned to each 
node) 

Determine elements within which the 
pumping wells are located 

Calculate well weighting function 
independently for triangular and 

quadrilateral elements 

Distribute pumping to nodes in both 
triangular and quadrilateral elements 

Determine perforation interval PERFI 
and make adjustment to PERFI for 

partially penetrating wells 

Calculate the effective radius for 
each node considering only nodes 

with actively pumped wells 
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Sum the shape functions for all 
surrounding nodes 

Calculate the distance between each 
node and adjacent nodes and use the 

effective radius to calculate the log 
function DXER = (aquifer 

thickness/thickness of aquiclude) 

Calculate the distance between each 
well and adjacent wells and use the 

effective radius to calculate the log 
function DXER = (aquifer 

thickness/thickness of aquiclude) 
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2.2.6 TIMDAT.for 
Obtains system date and time for use in output subroutines 

Variables and parameters 
rdate current system date 
rtime current system time 

Subroutine calls 
date(rdate) 
time (rtime) 

Files read from: 
none 

Files written to: 
none 

retrieves system date 
retrieves system time 
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2.2. 7 SKIP .for 
Skips a specified number of records in a file 

Variables and parameters 
junk dummy data 
nrecs number of records to be skipped 

Subroutine calls 
none 

Files read from: 
ifile 

Files written to: 
ifile 

file specified in calling subroutine 

file specified in calling subroutine 
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2.2.8 IOSUB.for 
Facilitates input and output for the main program 

Variables 
ix (j) 

and parameters 

11 
12 
n 
nl 
X ( j) 

Internal subroutines 
readi(ix,n,in) 

readr(x,n,in) 

writei(ix,n,io) 

writer(x,n,io) 

Files read from: 
in 

Files written to: 
io 

input/output variable with dimension n 
temporary variable 
temporary variable 
dimension of variable xl 
set equal to n I 256 
input/output variable with dimension n 

reads input variable ix in fields of 256 characters from 
unit in 
reads input variable x in fields of 256 characters from 
unit in 
writes output variable ix in fields of 256 characters 
to unit io 
writes output variable x in fields of 256 characters 
to unit io 

unit specified in input calling routine 

unit specified in output calling routine 
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2.3.1 Groundwater model subroutines - PASS2 

2.3.1 GW21.for 
Sets up and analyzes all the requisite data for the time loop. Performs data 
conversions and summations and initializes all requisite variables used in the 
groundwater model. 

Variables and parameters 
ae(i) non-zero stiffness matrix component resulting from FEM 
area watershed area 
c temporary variable set equal to idt and deltm 
cbase(i) bedrock hydraulic conductivity for layer (i) 
cl(i) vertical hydraulic conductivity (ft/day) 
clk(id) vertical leakance 
clt(id) vertical leakance 
del temporary variable set equal to del * delt 
delt temporary variable set equal to average days per month 

delta 
deltm 
dil 
facto 
factq 
factr 
facts 
factw 
id 
idt 
iflag 
ihsu 
iin 
imo 

imoa 
init 
initm 
iou 
itd(i) 
itime 
itwq 
iwrth 
iwrtq 
iyra 

kbase 
kdeb 
kimp 
klake 
kout 
koutg 
kouth 
koutp 
koutr 
kplot 
kpmp 
krain 
kstr 

(30. 43) * deltm 
time step in hours for the detailed simulation 
simulation time steps in months 
temporary variable set equal to dil * delt 
conversion factor cfs - cubic ft/month 
conversion factor changes sign and divides by timestep 
conversion factor divides area by 12 and timestep deltm 
conversion factor divides by timestep 
conversion factor divides by square feet/acre 
node number 
temporary variable set equal to deltm (time step) 
flag variable 
temporary variable : initially set = 2 
temporary variable : initially set = 20 
month during the simulation : value set equal to 
initm - kyr * 100 
first month of detailed simulation 
temporary variable set equal to initm 
first month of simulation 
groundwater node number for boundary flux 
node number of aquifer below 
time during the simulation e.g March 1980 
temporary variable set equal to init 

198006 

counter for the months at which to write water budgets 
temporary variable set equal to mwrtq 
year to begin the detailed simulation (0 if no detailed 
simulation) 
switch to use constant head in bedrock 
switch to print debug aids 
switch to use imported water 
number of elements with lakes, input 
switch to 
switch to 
switch to 
switch to 
switch to 
switch to 
switch to 
switch to 
switch to 

control output 
print geometric data 
control head output 
control plotter output 
print river nodes as hydrograph output 
control plot output 
use pumping 
use rainfall 
use stream data 
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kswgw 
kwell 
kyr 
last 
lastm 
lmoa 
lpc 
lph 
lyra 
mpcx 
mpcy 
mwrta 
mwrth 
mwrtq 
mwrtd 
nd 
ndl 
ndla 
nel 
ndya 
niter 
nj 
njl 
nl 
nr 
ns 
nsh 
nskip 
ntmb 

ntqb 

omega 

omegb 
qmtb (i) 
qqb(i) 
relax 

rlk(i) 
sc1 
stope 

title(j) 

Subroutine calls 
getgd 

timdat 
skip 
initi 

Files read from: 
tulresp2.dat (20) -
tulcont.swh (5) 

Files written to: 
grunlog(41) 

switch to turn calls to groundwater routines on and off 
switch to use wells, input 
temporary variable set equal to initm I 100 
temporary variable set equal to lastm 
last month in simulation, input 
last year of detailed simulation 
print head results for this layer 
print head levels in matrix (1) or by elements (2) 
year to end detailed simulation 
number of sequential print control pairs 
number of non-sequential print control pairs 
number of detailed simulation outputs 
months between print of heads 
months between print of water balance 
control for print of detailed discharge data 
number of nodes 
array storage variable (maximum dimension) = nd * nl 
temporary variable set equal to nd * (nl - 1) 
variable set equal to the product of ne and nl 
number of days in each detailed simulation 
maximum number of iterations for convergence (10-30) 
sum of the number of nodes surrounding each GW node 
product of nj and nl : total number of nodes 
number of layers 
number of river nodes with stream-aquifer interaction 
number of nodes surrounding elements 
defined as ns/2 
number of lines to skip 
number of boundary nodes where the relationship between 
head and flux is specified 
number of boundary nodes where the constant fluxes are 
specified 
impilcit - explicit weighting factor. Omega = 0 for fully 
explicit and 1 for fully implicit. 
temporary variable : set equal to 1 - omega 
flux in the rating table 
flux across the model boundary at a boundary node 
relaxation parameter for sor method to accelerate 
convergence (0- 2 : typically 1.6) 
river leakance (if perch < 1) 
coefficient k in the seepage equation (ft/day) 
convergence criterion deviation between iterations 
(0.1 -1.0) 
title to be printed on all output 

obtain grid information, geologic and hydrologic 
parameters 
obtains system date and time 
skips a designated number of lines 
obtains initial conditions, boundary conditions, pumping 
and import control data 

response file (pass2) to obtain file names 
input control file 

file containing run-time information 
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tulout2.out(6) 
tulplb.dat (2) 
gsalt.bin (27) 

user-specified (3)-

Flowchart 

standard output file 
output binary file (pass2) 
binary file containing the aquifer storage information 
for use by the salt model 
final head output to external file 

o open response file tulresp2.dat 
o read and echo parameters from response file 
o call timdat to obtain starting time of simulation 
o call subroutine getgd to read in grid information, geologic and 

hydrologic parameters. 
o call subroutine initi to initialize variables 
o open binary files to store output after data manipulation and 

tranformations 
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GW21.for 

Open response file TULRESP2.DAT 

Read and echo parameters from the 
response file 

Call subroutine TIMDAT to obtain 
strating time of simulation 

Call subroutine GETGD to read in grid 
information, geologic and hydrologic 

parameters 

Call subroutine INITI to initialize 
variables 

Open binary file TULPIB.DAT to store 
output after data manipulation and 

transformations. 
Write to binary file TULPIB.DAT 

Open binary file GSALT.BIN to store 
storage volumes for use by the SALT 

model. 
Write to binary file GSALT.BIN 

Open file GRUNLOG for detailed 
~~----~ description of model runand iteration 

count 
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I 

I 

2.3.2 GW22.for 
Main time dependent subroutine of the groundwater model. Controls subroutines to 
perform hydrologic balances and checks. 

Variables 
as (id) 
at(llj) 
c 
cbase(i) 
elk (id) 
dh(id) 
elg(i) 
factxd 
hn(id) 
hp (idl) 
icount 
id 
idl 
idll 
idt (i) 
iflag 
ii 
im 

imo 
istart 
itd(i) 
itime 
itmem 
iud(idll) 

ji 

jl 
kbase 
kplot 
kstr 
kswgw 
kwell 
kyr 

last 
ld 
ldt 
nd 
nhb 
njd (id) 
nld(i) 

nthb 
omega 

qd(id) 
qbase 
qhb(i) 
qleak(idl) 
sd(i) 
wbase 

and parameters 
specific yield of aquifer I aquifer storage coefficient 
hydraulic conductivity in horizontal direction 
volume of inflow or outflow from aquifer at gw node 
bedrock hydraulic conductivity for layer (i) 
vertical leakance I hydraulic conductivity 
bedrock elevation 
ground surface elevation for each groundwater node 
map scaling factor for node coordinates 
groundwater head at each groundwater node 
variable set equal to hn, groundwater head at each node 
counter for time loop during simulation increments by 1 
node number 
index set equal to id, idl or idr(temporary index) 
counter variable : set equal to idl + nd 
temporary variable set equal to deltm (time step) 
number of months from beginning of simulation 
counter variable for loop 
end of range for loop : equal to total constant head 
boundary nodes + 1 
month during the simulation 
flag set at beginning of time loop: set equal to 1 
node number of aquifer below 
time during the simulation e.g March 1980 = 198006 
counter : incremented by one for each loop of simulation 
index to indicate the status of a node as 
confined/unconfined or ineffective 
variable set equal to cumulative number of nodes 
surrounding each node (njd) 
set equal to njd(id - 1) -1 
flag set to indicate inflow from bedrock 
flag set to create plot file of groundwater heads 
switch to use stream data 
switch to turn calls to groundwater routines on and off 
switch to use wells, input 
year counter : may be advanced or retarded for linkage 
between the surface water and groundwater models 
last month of simulation 
array storage variable set equal to ily x nd 
variable set equal to idt (time step) : incremented by -1 
number of nodes 
number of constant head boundary nodes in each layer 
cumulative number of nodes surrounding each node 
number of effective layers for each node 
number of lakes 
number of boundary nodes where constant heads specified 
impilcit - explicit weighting factor. Omega = 0 for fully 
explicit and 1 for fully implicit. 
source/sink term (pumping etc.) 
discharge from bedrock at each node 
aquifer influx or efflux due to the source/sink term 
aquifer leakage between semiconfined and confined aquifer 
area associated with each groundwater node 
flux into or out of bedrock for the base layer 
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whb(i) 
wleak(id.l) 
X ( j) 
y ( j) 

Subroutine calls 
gener(istart) 
getq 
river 
surfl 
bound 

solve 
cone2 
outc 

Files read from: 
none 

Files written to: 
tulout2.out(6) 
grunlog ( 41) 
tulplot. out (19) 
tulhead.out(26) 

Flowchart 

flux due the source/sink term from layer j 
cumulative leakage term from element id.l 
x co-ordinate of each groundwater node location 
y co-ordinate of each groundwater node location 

generates finite element form of the governing equations 
reads in and processes the source and sink terms 
computes the river-aquifer interaction 
performs the soil moisture accounting 
adjusts for specified flux and rating table boundary 
conditions 
solves the finite element equations by the SOR method 
estimates the head due to drawdown at each well 
controls most of the program output 

standard output file 
log file of simulation run 
final head output for plotter 
hydrograph and final head output I 

o begin time loop, adjusting the timer for the groundwater model if the 
surface and groundwater models are run conjunctively. I 

o call subroutines to perform hydrologic mass balances and model . 
checks. 

o send output to specified devices such as a pen plotter. 

I 
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I 

.!l.djust the month and year counters for 
)r~---------l~:orrespondence between groundwater and 

Call subroutine GENER to generate the 
finite element form of the governing 

equations 

Call subroutine GETQ to read in and 
process the source and sink terms 

Call subroutine SURFL to perform soil 
moisture accounting 

DO 

Calculate flux values from bedrock or 
lower model boundary at each node 

Call subroutine bound to adjust for 
specified flux and rating table boundary 

conditions 

Call subroutine solve to solve the 
finite element equations by the SOR 

method 

Adjust aquifer leakage between the upper 
and lower aquifer zones depending on 
whether it is confined or unconfined 
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surface water models 

Call subroutine river to compute 
stream-aquifer interaction 



yea Call subroutine CONE2 to estimate the 
~~---------.~ head due to drawdown at each well 

Call subroutine OUTC to produce 
standard output file 
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Write out plotter output of 
groundwater heads to file TULPLOT.OUT 

f I 
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I 

2.3.3 GETGD.for 
Reads in the grid information and the hydrologic and geologic parameters for the 
groundwater model. 

Variables and parameters 
ae 
aevap 
an(idl) 
area 
as(idl) 
botr 
ca 

cb 

cbase(*) 
cdh 
cdhn(i) 
cl(idl) 
clp(idl) 
cond(idl) 
conda(i) 

condp(idl) 
cwd 
ewell 
dh 
dht 
dtev(i) 
dxer 

elg 
epor (id) 
erdw 
erwr 
factxd 
factxw 
fcl(il) 

fcon(il) 
fsto(il) 
fsyd(il) 
hlake 
hrtb 
ia 
ib 
ibdr (irh) 
ibur 
ic 
ide(*) 
idep (*) 
idl 
idr 
idwd 
idwn 
ie 
ieta (ic) 
irh 

non-zero stiffness matrix component resulting from FEM 
annual evaporation (ins) 
aquifer specific yield for an unconfined or confined case 
watershed area 
specific yield of aquifer I aquifer storage coefficient 
elevation of stream bottom at node ID (ft) 
fraction of pumping from column ICOLWL to be applied at 
well IDUM 
percentage of element area that is under water (lake) 
flux at node CA 
bedrock hydraulic conductivity for layer (*) ft/day 
capilliary rise (ft) 
capilliary rise (feet) data for node 
vertical hydraulic conductivity (ft/day) 
vertical hydraulic conductivity (ft/day) 
hydraulic conductivity (ft/day) 
hydraulic conductivity value to overwrite element ieta 
for layer i 
hydraulic conductivity (ft/day) 
effective well capacity at each node 
capacity of the well (gpm) 
bedrock elevation 
top elevation of the aquifer for each GW node 
fraction of annual evaporation occuring in month i 
logarithm of the ratio c I w(i) : 
log (aquifer thickness I thickness of aquiclude) 
ground surface elevation at node id 
effective porosity 
effective radius of a well 
effective radius of node/radius of well 
scaling factor for coordinate of nodes 
scaling factor for x and y locations 
factor to weight vertical hydraulic conductivities of the 
overlying aquiclude to get ft/day 
factor to weight conductivity values to get ft/day 
factor to weight storage coefficient values 
factor to weight specific yield values 
water surface elevation of lake 
water surface elevation (ft) above BOTR 
previous node in sequence to where diversion applied 
node number where diversion applied 
last downstream node 
first upstream node number 
groundwater node number 
node number associated with element ne 
coarse grid parameter counter 
index set equal to id, idl or idr(temporary index) 
groundwater node corresponding to each stream node 
node index (set equal to id) 
stream node number to which this reach flows 
element number containing a lake 
element number 
river reach index 
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irngn 

is 
isb 
ise 

itd 
iud(idl) 

iwd 
iwell 
jnd 
kdeb 
ke 
klake 
koutp 
krain 

krsta 
kstr 
ld 
na 
nd 
ndb 
ndiv 
ndl 
ndp 
ndtb 
ndwd 
ne 
ne4 
nel 
nep 
net a 

nj 
njd 
nl 

nld 

nr 
nrh 
nrdw 

nrt 
nrtb 
nrwr 

ns 
ntr 
nwd 
nwdt 
nwell 
nxer 
nxn 
perch(i) 
perfb 

corresponding stream node that surface water will flow 
to. If gw node does not flow to a stream node - enter 0. 
groundwater node in upstream reach 
variable defined as is + 1 
index indicating position of the stiffness matrix 
elements in the array AT 
node number of aquifer below 
index to indicate the status of a node as 
confined/unconfined or ineffective 
corresponding groundwater grid node 
element number assigned to the pumping well 
node numbers surrounding a node 
1 - to print debugging data : 0 - no print out 
counter in increments of 4 for quadrilateral elements 
number of elements with lakes, input 
1 - for storing parameter data : 0 - no storage of data 
1 - if precip, runoff and infiltration options are used 
0 - no options used 
rainfall station identifier 
switch to use stream data 
array storage variable set equal to ily x nd 
not used 
number of nodes 
set equal to nd + 1 
dummy variable not previously used 
array storage variable (maximum dimension) nd * nl 
number of nodes in the parameter grid 
number of data points indicating a diversion 
total number of nodes with associated wells 
number of elements 
number of elements multiplied by 4 
product of ne and nl 
number of elements in the parameter grid 
number of elements where the parameter grid will be 
overwritten 
sum of the number of nodes surrounding each GW node 
cumulative number of nodes surrounding each node 
number of aquifer layers to be simulated (not including 
aquitards) 
number of effective layers for'each node 
number of lakes 
number of nodes with stream-aquifer interaction 
number of reaches 
loop counter for wells with effective radius of pumping 
assigned to a given node 
number of reaches * number of points in rating table 
number of data points with a diversion in rating table 
loop counter for wells with effective radius of pumping 
assigned to a given node 
number of nodes surrounding elements 
not used 
number of wells assigned to a node 
not used 
number of wells simulated in the system 
set equal to irdr (counter for number of pumping wells) 
node number for rainfall-runoff parameter table 
thickness of streambed lining at node i (ft) 
elevation of the bottom of the perforated interval (ft) 
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perfi 

perv 

I prtb 
pv(id) 
pvo(*) 
pwell 
qrtb 
rc1/rc4 
reap 

rcn*(i) 
reo(*) 
rdh 
rdhn(i) 
rechmx 
rechmxn(i) 
rl(i) 

rlk(is) 
sc1 
sc2 
sd(id) 
se(*) 
sirrtn 
slake 
stop (idl) 
sydp(idl) 
vbase(*) 
w (*) 

X(*) 
xp (id) 
xwell 
y (*) 
yp (id) 
ywell 

Subroutine calls 
asignp 
readi 
readr 
skip 
writer 

Files read from: 
tulp1b.dat(2) 

Files written to: 
tulparm.dat(4) 

adjusted well perforation interval (partial penetrating 
well) 
constant infiltration capacity (pervious soils) of non
irrigated areas used in the model 
wetted perimeter (ft) at HRTB water surface elevation 
fraction of area that is pervious to infiltration 
fraction of element (*) that is pervious 
distribution coefficient to allocate pumpage to each node 
flow rates. (cfs) at HRTB water surface elevation 
rainfall runoff coefficients 
constant retention capacity of soil to be used throughout 
the model 
coefficients in the rainfall - runoff equation 
retention capacity of element (*) 
root zone depth (ft) 
root zone depth at a node 
maximum monthly recharge (ins/month) 
monthly recharge at an individual node (i) 
vertical conductivity of streambed at stream node i 
(ft/day) 
river leakance (if perch < 1) 
the coefficient k in the seepage equation (ft/day) 
thickness of sediment deposits in the lake bottom (ft) 
area associated with each groundwater node 
area of each groundwater element 
percentage of applied water to return flow 
area of each element that is covered with water 
storage coefficient (ft/ft) 
specific yield (ft/ft) 
bedrock leakance term for layer (*) 
thickness of aquiclude 
id for layer (idl) 
constant to add to initial condition data for layer 1,2 .. 
x co-ordinate of each groundwater node location 
x coordinate of node IC 
x coordinate of well location 
y co-ordinate of each groundwater node location 
y coordinate of node IC 
y coordinate of well location 

assigns element information to surrounding nodes 
facilitates input/output for the program 
facilitates input/output for the program 
skips n lines 
writes input/output 

binary output file from pass1 

parameter data file 
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Flowchart 
o read grid data from binary file tulplb.dat 
o read parameters at each node if coarse grid is not specified ndp<=O 
o read coarse grid parameter if ndp>O 
o read in rainfall-runoff parameters for each node 
o for urban areas use runoff parameters from a file for each element 
o read in stream data 
o if koutp > 0 write parameters into a user specified output file 
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GETGD.for 

Read in grid data from binary file 
TULPlB.DAT 

Call subroutines READR and READI to 
process data 

Read in parameters from file 
TULPARM.DAT 

yea 

Read in coarse grid parameters 

Determine aquifer specific yield or 
storativity depending on 

confined/unconfined characteristics 

DO 

Read in nodal values of aquifer 
parameters 

Read streambed thickness and 
conductivity data 

DO Input rainfall - runoff and soil 
)r------------~~ moisture accounting parameters for 

each node 
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yea 

yea 

Calculate the retention capacity 
and pervious area at the boundary 

nodes of each triangular and 
quadrilateral element 

Calculate the river leakance at 
each node along each stream reach 

Write binary parameters to to file 
tulplb.dat 
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Read in coefficients of the 
rainfall-runoff equation for each 

nooe 

read in urban runoff parameters 
(fraction of element that is 

pervious) for each element 



2.3.4 INITI.for 
Subroutine used to initialize various variables in the groundwater model and 
provide initial conditions, boundary conditions and pumping data to the 
groundwater model 

Variables and 
areair 
an(idl) 
as(idl) 
at(i) 
c 
ca 

care a 

cb 

cc 
cdist 

cl(idl) 
clk(i) 
clt(idl) 
cond(id) 
dh(idl) 
dht (idl) 
elg (id) 
elv 
erdw 
erwr 
factim 
factiy 
factpm 
factpy 
factst(i) 

fbase 
fhb(il) 
fmb(ii) 

fpapl (i) 
fqb 
fracim(i) 
fracpu(i) 

fracwl(i) 

fwapl(i) 

hbase 
hhb (ji) 
hmtb (j) 
hn(i) 

parameters 
irrigated area 
aquifer specific yield for an unconfined or confined case 
specific yield of aquifer I aquifer storage coefficient 
hydraulic conductivity in horizontal direction 
variable set equal to aquifer storage (hp - dh) 
fraction of pumping from column ICOLWL to be applied at 
well IDUM 
node number 
0.0 for the rating table boundary or area through which 
flow occurs for the combination head-flux boundary 
percentage of element area that is under water (lake) 
number of entries in the rating table for rating table 
boundary or the constant head at a distance CDIST from 
node CA for the combination head - flux boundary 
prescribed head node CA 
flux at node CA 
average head of a lake 
0.0 for the rating table boundary or distance between CA 
and CB for the combination head-flux boundary 
vertical hydraulic conductivity (ft/day) 
vertical leakance 
vertical leakance 
hydraulic conductivity (ft/day) 
bedrock elevation 
top elevation of the aquifer for each GW node 
ground surface elevation for each groundwater node 
ground surface elevation at a node 
effective radius of a well 
effective radius of node/radius of well 
factor to convert acres to square feet (43560) 
factor to change imported water values to cubic ft/year 
factor to change pumping rate to cubic ft/ month 
conversion factor 1000 acre-ft to cubic ft/month 
conversion factor to convert discharges to cfs for the 
stream inflow (i) 
calibration variable added to initial aquifer heads 
constant to add to prescribed head boundary nodes 
factor to change rating table and combined head flux to 
af/yr 
fraction of irrigation water applied at a node 
factor for flux 
factor 
fraction of pumping from column ICOLPU which is 
agricultural water 
fraction used to quantify pumping or recharge for a 
single well 
fraction of pumping from column ICOLWL to be applied at 
well IDUM 
initial water table elevations at nodes 
total flux at a boundary node 
head in the rating table 
groundwater head at each groundwater node 
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hp(i) 
ia 
ib 
ic 
icolim(i) 

icolpu(i) 
icolwl(i) 

id 
ide(*) 
idl 
idpu(i) 

idtim(i) 

idtpu (i) 
idtwl (i) 

idum 

ieimp(i) 
ihb(ii) 
ihsu 
iidl 
iin 
il 
ioutr 
iouth 

itd 
itimyr 
itmem 
itpumo 
itpuyr 
itrn 
itst 
iud (id) 

iyrtp 
iwell(iwl) 
kbase 
kdeb 
kevap 
kgwpmp 
khb(ii) 
kimmo 
kimp 
kimyr 
klake 
kouth 
kpmp 
kpumo 
kpuyr 
krain 
kstr 
kswgw 

variable set equal to hn, groundwater head at each node 
node number with diversion 
node number where diversion applied 
groundwater node number 
column of imported water data file applied at element 
IE IMP 
column of pumping data file to be applied at node IDPU 
column number in pumping data set to be used for 
specifying amounts of pumping for each well 
node number 
node number associated with element ne 
index set equal to id, idl or idr(temporary index) 
node where pumping occurs 
also monthly distribution table to be applied to node 
IDUP, Set equal to zero if monthly data provided 
monthly imported water distribution table applied to 
element IEIMP, set equal to 0 if monthly data provided 
distribution table to be used 
monthly pumping distribution table to be used for well 
!DUM. Enter 0 for monthly values. 
layer number 
pump identification number 
element receiving imported water 
node numbers for boundary nodes 
data flag for pumping control file 
node number set equal to id for imported water file 
decision variable ; set to file unit number 
index for top layer of element 
river node to be printed in hydrograph output 
node at which a groundwater hydrograph is to be 
printed 
node number of aquifer below 
year of annual imported water data 
counter : incremented by one for each loop of simulation 
year and month of pumping (Sep 1980 198009) 
year of pumping records 
year of rainfall 
year and month of stream inflow 
index to indicate the status of a node as 
confined/unconfined or ineffective 
year type associated with each year 
element number assigned to the pumping well 
switch to use constant head in bedrock 
switch to print debug aids 
switch to utilize evapotranspiration data 
switch = 0 if pumping overwritten by surface water moae: 
error code for flux boundary conditions (-1,0 +1) 
monthly counter for imported water data input 
switch to use imported water 
annual counter for imported water data input 
number of elements with lakes, input 
switch to control head output 
switch to use pumping 
variable counter for number of months in pumping file 
variable counter for number of years in pumping file 
switch to use rainfall 
switch to use stream data 
switch to turn calls to groundwater routines on and off 
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ktim 
ktpu 
ktrn 
kwell 
ld 
mpcx 
mpcy 
nd 
ndb(il) 
ndef 
ndiv 
ndl 
ndla 
ndpu 
ndst 
ndtim 
ndx 
ndy 
ne 
neimp 
nel 
nhb(il) 
nimmo 
nimyr 
njl 
nl 
nld(id) 

nlpu (i) 
nmb(il) 
nmtb (ki) 
npumo 
npuyr 
nqb(il) 
nr 
nskip 
nthb 
ntmb (ki) 

ntmbt 

ntqb 

ntyd 

nwd 
nwell 
nyr 
pirig(i) 

qrntb (j) 
qqb (i) 
rc(i) 
sd(id) 
se(ka) 
soili (i) 
soilr (i) 
tevrt 

first month of imported water data 
dummy variable used in pumping data input file 
initial month of data 
switch to use wells, input 
array storage variable set equal to ily x nd 
number of sequential print control pairs 
number of non-sequential print control pairs 
number of nodes 
set equal to nd + 1 
pumping control data switch 
number of diversion nodes 
array storage variable (maximum dimension) = nd * nl 
temporary variable set equal to nd * (nl - 1) 
number of nodes or elements pumping in a layer = nlpu 
number of stream nodes where water enters the system 
number of monthly imported water distribution tables 
variable, initially set equal to 20 ; for printer control 
variable, set equal to id/ndx ; for printer control 
number of elements 
number of elements receiving imported water 
product of ne and nl 
number of constant head boundary nodes in each layer 
number of different imported values 
number of annual imported water values (columns) 
product of nj and nl : total number of nodes 
number of layers 
number of effective layers for each node 
number of lakes 
number of nodes or elements pumping in layer (i) 
number of rating table boundary nodes in each layer 
flag ; set equal to -1 for general head boundary 
number of columns of monthly pumping data 
number of nodes with pumping 
number of flux boundary nodes for each layer 
number of river nodes with stream-aquifer interaction 
number of lines to skip 
number of boundary nodes where constant heads specified 
number of boundary nodes where the relationship between 
head and flux is specified 
set equal to the total number of head values in the 
flow - stage rating table 
number of boundary nodes where the constant fluxes are 
specified 
number of monthly pumping distribution tables to be 
provided 
number of wells assigned to a node 
number of wells simulated 
number of years in the table 
percentage of area associated with a node that is 
irrigated 
flux in the rating table 
flux across the model element boundary 
maximum available soil moisture 
area associated with each groundwater node 
area of each groundwater element 
variable set equal to 25% of available soil moisture 
soil moisture retained in the soil 
total volume of evaporated water (ET) 
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timp 
traina 
trane(i) 
trans (idl) 
troff 
troffs 

tstdiv 
tstimp 
vbase (j) 
voli 
waply (i) 
wbase(i) 
wevap (i) 
whb(i) 
wlake(i) 
wleak(i) 
wmb(i) 
wpump (i) 
wr (i) 
wrain(i) 
wrech (i) 
wrinf(i) 
wsurf(i) 
yddist (j) 
yimdt (j) 

Subroutine calls 
out ph 
skip 

Files read from: 
tulcont.dat(S) 
tulboun.dat(9) 
tulpmp.dat(lO&ll) -
tulstq41.dat(12) 
tulinit.dat(15) 
tulpic.dat(17) 
tulprcp.dat(13) 
tulimp.dat(14&16) -
tulyrt.dat(18) 

Files written to: 
tuldvrs.out(25) 
tulhead. out (26) 
tulout2.out(6) 

Flowchart 

total imported water supply 
rainfall (annual values for each region) 
transmissivity of element 
aquifer transmissivity at a node 
rainfall runoff (annual values for each region) 
rainfall runoff from element which is diverted to an 
adjacent stream 
total annual diversion 
stream inflow 
bedrock leakage term for all elements in layer (j) 
initial storage 
irrigation applied water to all elements in layer i 
initial heads in layer i 
evaporation from all elements in layer i 
flux due the source/sink term from layer i 
seepage to lake from layer i at node (id) 
aquifer leakance from all elements in layer i 
boundary flux into or out of layer (j) 
aquifer pumping from all elements in layer i 
sum of flow in a reach (accumulated river flow) 
rainfall incident on all elements in layer i 
recharge to aquifer layer from element 
sum of gains and losses for layer i 
cumulative surface water infiltration to layer i 
fraction of annual pumping occurring in month (j) 
fraction of annual imported water occuring in month (j) 

outputs the head values in different forms 
skips n lines 

input control file 
boundary conditions 
monthly pumping data file 
streamflow data file 
initial conditions 
pumping control data 
precipitation data 
monthly imported water data 
year type table file 

stream diversion file 
final head values 
standard output file 

o read in filenames for well drawdown data, stream diversion data, 
final head values and boundary conditions 

o open files for storing well drawdown values and stream diversion data 
o read in boundary condition data 
o read in rating table boundary data 
o read in pumping control data 

o perform separate routines for element and nodal data 
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0 read in imported water data 
0 perform separate routines for element and nodal data 

0 read in stream flow data 
0 read in rainfall data 
0 read in printer control file 
0 read in year type data file 
0 read in initial conditions from a file and initialize variables 
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INITI.for 

Read in filenames for storing output 
stream diversions :TULDVRS.OUT (25) 

final heads: TULHEAD.OUT (26) 

Read in boundary condition file and 
rating table information: 

TULBOUN. DAT ( 9) 

Read in input control file 
TULCONT. DAT ( 5) 

Read in pumping control and imported 
water control files 

TULPIC.DAT (17) 
Perform separate accounting routines 
for element and nodal data; also for 
quadrilateral and triangular elements 

yea 

Read in annual pumping data file 
TULPMP.DAT (11) 

Read in stream flow data file 
TULSTQ41.DAT 

Read in monthly pumping data file 
TULPMP.DAT (10) 

~=Y-•_•-----------I~?rint error message and diversion node 
where error occurred 
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Read in rainfall data file 
TULPRCP.DAT (13) 

yea Read in imported water monthly data 
~~----------~~ file 

Read in imported water annual data 
file 

TULIMP.DAT (16) 

Read year type table file 
TULYRT.DAT (18/19) 

Read initial conditions file 
TULINIT.DAT (15) 

Call subroutine OUTPH 

Print initial conditions file 
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TULIMP.DAT (14) 

Open printer control file 
TULCONT.DAT (ihsu .ne. 2) 

TULYRT (ihsu = 2) 



2.3.5 GENER.for 
Determines the effective aquifer transmissivities for triangular and 
quadrilateral elements. Determines the surrounding node hydraulic conductivities 
and prints out the hydraulic conductivity for each node. 

Variables 
ae(i) 
an 
as 
at(ij) 
c 
clk(idl) 
cond(id) 
conda(ia) 

dh(idl) 
dht (idl) 
epor (id) 
hn(i) 
ia 
id 
idl 
idu 
ie 
ieta 
im 
ip 
ipl 
istart 
ise (*) 

it 

itd 
iud(id) 

iw (*) 
iwell(iwl) 
iwl 
jnd ( j) 
ka 
kb 
ke 
kp 
nd 
ne 
net a 

njd 
nld (id) 

nwell 
perfi(*) 

pwe(*) 
pwell(*) 
qmtb (j) 
trane (im) 

and parameters : 
non-zero stiffness matrix component resulting from FEM 
aquifer specific yield for the unconfined case 
aquifer storage coefficient 
hydraulic conductivity in horizontal direction 
set equal to ae * trane (element transmissivity) 
vertical leakance 
hydraulic conductivity (ft/day) 
conductivity value to overwrite element lETA for 
layer (ia) 
bedrock elevation 
top elevation of the aquifer for each GW node 
effective porosity 
groundwater head at each groundwater node 
node number with diversion 
node number 
index set equal to id, idl or idr(temporary index) 
node identifier set equal to idl 
element number containing a lake 
element number 
subscript for node number of surrounding nodes 
well number 
well numbering variable : set equal to ipl + 4 * nl 
flag set at beginning of time loop: set equal to 1 
index indicating position of the stiffness matrix 
elements in the array AT 
constant with value of 3 for triangular and 4 for 
quadrilateral elements 
node number of aquifer below 
index to indicate the status of a node as 
confined/unconfined or ineffective 
corresponding groundwater number 
element number assigned to the pumping well 
well number index 
node numbers surrounding a node 
subscript variable for nodes surrounding a node 
subscript variable for nodes surrounding a node 
counter in increments of 4 for quadrilateral elements 
pumping type index 
number of nodes 
number of elements 
number of elements where the parameter grid will be 
overwritten 
cumulative number of nodes surrounding each node 
number of effective layers for each node 
number of lakes 
number of wells 
adjusted well perforation interval (partial penetrating 
well) 
effective well pumping rate 
distribution coefficient to allocate pumpage to each node 
flux in the rating table 
transmissivity of element 
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trans(idl) 

Subroutine calls 
none 

Files read from: 
none 

Files written to: 
none 

Flowchart 

aquifer transmissivity at a node 

o determine effective well pumping rate in accordance with the length 
of well perforations in each aquifer layer 

o determine effective aquifer transmissivity for triangular and 
quadrilateral elements 

o determine effective vertical permeabilities of each layer 
o determine surrounding node hydraulic conductivities and print out the 

effective hydraulic conductivity for each node 
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( GENERjor ) 
• Determine effective well pumping rate 

a function of the well perforated 
length in each.aquifer layer 

~ 
Determine the effective aquifer 
transmissivity independently for 

triangular and quadrilateral elements 

~ 
Determine the effective vertical 

permeabilities for each aquifer layer 

~, 

Determine the surrounding node 
hydraulic conductivities 

~r 

Print the effective hydraulic 
conductivity for each groundwater node 

~r 

c ~m~ 

-~-



2.3.6 GETQ.for 
Reads in and processes the sink and source terms 

Variables and parameters : 
facto conversion factor : cfs - cubic ft/month 
factst(i) conversion factor to convert discharges to cfs for the 

fimmo(i) 
fimyr (i) 
fpapl (i) 
fpumo (i) 
fpuyr(i) 
fracim(i) 

fracpu(i) 

fracwl(i) 

fwapl(i) 

ia 
icolim(i) 

icolpu(i) 
icolwl(i) 

id 
ide(*) 
idl 
idst(i) 

idpu(i) 

idtim(i) 

idtpu (i) 
idtwl (i) 

idu 
idum 

ieimp(i) 
iidt 
il 
imo 
ip 
ipl 
itd 
itime 
itimmo 
itimyr 
itmem 
itpumo 
itpuyr 
itq 

itrn 

stream inflow (i) 
monthly imported water data 
annual imported water corresponding to node at column i 
fraction of irrigation water applied at a node 
total groundwater pumped from each element 
pumping in the year ITPUYR for column i 
fraction of area associated with element IEIMP which 
receives imported water 
fraction of pumping from column ICOLPU which is 
agricultural water 
fraction used to quantify pumping or recharge for a 
single well 
fraction of pumping from column ICOLWL to be applied at 
well IDUM 
node number counter 
column of imported water data file applied at element 
IE IMP 
column of pumping data file to be applied at node IDPU 
column number in pumping data set to be used for 
specifying amounts of pumping for each well 
node number 
node number associated with element ne 
index set equal to id, idl or idr(temporary index) 
river node corresponding to inflow listed in column i o! 
the stream flow data file 
node where pumping occurs 
also monthly distribution table to be applied to node 
IDUP, Set equal to zero if monthly data provided 
monthly imported water distribution table applied to 
element IEIMP, set equal to 0 if monthly data provided 
distribution table to be used 
monthly pumping distribution table to be used for well 
IDUM. Enter 0 for monthly values. 
node identifier set equal to idl 
well identification 
layer number 
element receiving imported water 
set equal to idtpu(i) - 1 * 12 + imo 
index for top layer of element 
month during the simulation 
well number 
well numbering variable : set equal to ipl + 4 * nl 
node number of aquifer below 
time during the simulation e.g March 1980 = 198006 
month of monthly imported data 
year of annual imported water data 
counter : incremented by one for each loop of simulation 
year and month of pumping (Sep 1980 = 198009) 
year of pumping records 
iteration counter set to 3 for triangular elements and 4 
for quadrilateral elements 
year of rainfall 
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itst 
iyrr 
iyrtp 
iwell (iwl) 
iwl 
kimmo 
kimp 
kimyr 
kpmp 

kpumo 
kpuyr 
krain 
kstr 
kswgw 
ktim 
ktp 
ktpuu 
ktrn 
ld 
nd 
ndivo 
ndl 
ndpu 

ndst 
ndtim 
neimp 
nhb(il) 
nimmo 
nimyr 
nl 
nld(id) 

nlpu(i) 
nlpua 
npumo 
npuyr 
nr 
nrsta 
nwell 
nyr 
pwe(ip) 
qaply(i) 
qd 
qdum 
qpc(iwl) 

qpump (i) 

qrdiv (i) 
qrech(i) 
qrtr(i) 
qstrm(i) 
rain 
se(ka) 

year and month of stream inflow 
variable set equal to itime/100 : (non-integer value) 
year type associated with each year 
element number assigned to the pumping well 
well number index 
monthly counter for imported water data input 
switch to use imported water 
annual counter for imported water data input 
switch to use pumping 
KPMP 0, for no pumping 
KPMP = 1, for pumping by element 
KPMP = 2, for pumping by node 
variable counter for number of months in pumping file 
variable counter for number of years in pumping file 
switch to use rainfall 
switch to use stream data 
switch to turn calls to groundwater routines on and off 
first month of imported water data 
variable set equal to year type of current year 
dummy variable used in pumping data input file 
initial month of data 
array storage variable set equal to ily x nd 
number of nodes 
index indicating diversion node 
array storage variable (maximum dimension) 
number of nodes or elements pumping in a layer = nlpu 
calculated in subroutine initi 
number of stream nodes where water enters the system 
number of monthly imported water distribution tables 
number of elements receiving imported water 
number of constant head boundary nodes in each layer 
number of different imported monthly values 
number of annual imported water values (columns) 
number of layers 
number of effective layers for each node 
number of lakes 
node or element pumping in layer (i) 
total number of nodes or elements pumping in layer (11 
number of columns of monthly pumping data 
number of nodes with pumping 
number of river nodes with stream-aquifer interaction 
number of stations 
number of wells 
number of years in the table 
effective well pumping rate 
irrigation applied water at a node 
source/sink term (pumping etc.) 
dummy variable : flow values are dummy numbers 
volume of water pumped from a single well 
defined as fpumo(icolwl(iwl)) * fracwl(iwl) 
total well pumping from an element after accounting for 
any negative pumping p 
river flow diversion demand 
quantity of aquifer recharge to an element 
upstream and tributary inflow for each stream node 
inflow at river node IDST(i) 
annual rainfall to an an element 
area of each groundwater element 
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tevrt 
timp 
tstimp 
wpump (i) 
wrech(i) 
yddist (j) 
yimdt (j) 

Subroutine calls 
none 

Files read from: 
tulpmp.dat(10&11) -
tulstq41.dat(12) 
tulprcp.dat (13) 
tulimp.dat(14&16) -

Files written to: 
none 

Flowchart 

total volume of evaporated water (ET) 
cumulative imported water 
cumulative stream inflow 
groundwater pumping from an element 
recharge to aquifer layer for element 
fraction of annual pumping occurring in month (j) 
fraction of annual imported water occuring in month (j) 

monthly pumping data file 
streamflow data file 
precipitation data 
monthly imported water data 

o read in annual data if variable counter for pumping > 0 
o read in monthly pumping data if conjunctive use model is not used 
o distribute element level pumping values to corresponding nodes 

assume one pumping value per element (recharge +ve) 
o add in pumping from each element for all layers 
o if using annual values of pumping use the monthly distribution table 

icolpu(nlpua) and yydist(iidt) to obtain monthly pumping amounts 
groundwater model supplies pumping values on an annual basis 
surface water model supplioes pumping values on a monthly basis 

o calculate the amount of irrigation water applied at each node (qaply) 
for both triangular and quadrilateral elements 

o read in annual imported water data if the conjunctive use model is 
not being used (kswgw = -1) 

o distribute the annual imported water based on geographic location 
(idtim > 0) 

o calculate the total imported water for mass balance analysis 
o perform similar check for imported water on a node basis 
o if the conjunctive use model is being used overwrite with streamflow 

data from the surface water model 
o read streamflows and diversions from data files 
o read rainfall data in annual format if krain = 1 
o read rainfall data in monthly format if krain = 2 
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no 

yes 

Read in annual pumping data 

Read in monthly pumping data 

o If using distribution table (idtpu>O) 
then determine monthly pumping values 

from annual pumping values (multiply by 
fractions for ag pumping and each month 

during year) 

o otherwise read in values directly 

Distribute element level pumping to 
:orresponding nodes assuming one pumping 
value per element. Perform separately 

for triangular and quadrilateral 
elements 

Account for source-sink terms during 
calculation of total well pumping from 
an element 

:alculate the amount of irrigation water 
applied at each element 

o Determine monthly pumping values from 
annual pumping values (multiply by 

fractions for ag pumping and each month 
during year) 

o otherwise read in values directly 
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yes 

es 

no 

yes 

Read streamflows and diversions from 
data files 

Distribute node level pumping to 
corresponding nodes. Perform separately 

for triangular and quadrilateral 
elements 

Account for source-sink terms during 
calculation of total well pumping at a 
node 

:alculate the amount of irrigation water 
applied at each node 

Read in annual imported water data file 
TULIMP.DAT (14) 

If data available read in monthly 
imported water data 

TULIMP .DAT (16) 

loop : 1 to neimp 
(elements with 
imported water) 

Distribute annual imported water based 
on geographic location (idtim > 0) or 

year type (idtim < 0). 

:alculate total imported water for water 
balance for nodes and for elements 

Read dummy values for flow and actual 
values for riparian diversions 
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Convert current value of qstrm to units 
of cfs 

yes 

Set river flow diversion demand equal to 
sum of qstrm values 

es 

Set upstream and tributary inflow equal 
to sum of qstrm values 

If krain = 1 : 
Read rainfall from yearly formatted data 

if krain =2 
read rainfall from monthly formatted 

data 
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2.3.7 SURFL.for 
Performs soil moisture accounting 

Variables and parameters 
aimp area of element that is impervious 
airg area associated with a groundwater node that is irrigated 

airig 
a per 
aply 
as(idl) 
c 
cdh 
cdhn(i) 
ck 

cl(idl) 
clk(i) 
en 

depth 
deptha 
dtev 
dtrn(krs,imo) 
eg 
elg (id) 
es 
evap 
facto 
filt 
hlake(i) 
hn(i) 
id 
idl 
imo 
irngn(i) 

itd 
klake 
krain 
krs 
krsta(i) 
kstr 
nd 
pirig(i) 

pv 
qaply (i) 
qd(idl) 
qevap 
qlake(i) 
qrain(i) 
qrtr(*) 
qsurf(id) 
ra 

rcl(i) 
rcn*(*) 

set to the minimum of sda and associated area irrigated 
area of element that is irrigated 
area of element that is pervious excluding irrigated area 
depth of irrigation applied water 
specific yield of aquifer I aquifer storage coefficient 
soil moisture content 
capilliary rise (feet) data for element 
capilliary rise (feet) data for node 
vertical conductance : vertical hydraulic conductivity I 
area associated with each node 
vertical hydraulic conductivity (ft/day) 
vertical leakance 
aquifer yield from storage 
specific yield I area associated with each node 
moisture retained in the unsaturated zone (ft) 
depth of the unsaturated zone (surface - water table) 
potential evapotranspiration 
rainfall for month (imo) 
amount of water that can be evaporated from the root zone 
ground surface elevation at each groundwater node 
minimum soil moisture value 
evapotranspiration of applied water 
conversion factor : cfs - cubic ft/month 
water infiltrating during the month 
water surface elevation of lake 
groundwater head at each groundwater node 
node number 
index set equal to id, idl or idr(temporary index) 
month during the simulation 
corresponding stream node that surface water will flow 
to. If gw node does not flow to a stream node - enter 0. 
node number of aquifer below 
number of elements with lakes, input 
switch to use rainfall 
rainfall station identifier (scalar) 
rainfall station identifier for a node 
switch to use stream data 
number of nodes 
percentage of area associated with a node that is 
irrigated 
fraction of area that is pervious to infiltration 
irrigation applied water at a node 
source/sink term (pumping etc.) 
evapotranspiration from each element area 
flux from the lake 
quantity of incident rainfall in each element 
upstream and tributary inflow for each stream node 
surface water infiltration 
maximum value of either incident rainfall or maximum 
infiltration capacity 
maximum available soil moisture 
coefficients in the rainfall - runoff equation 
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rdh* 
rdhn* 
rech 
rechmx 
rechmxn 
roff 
roffa 
roffd 
rp 
sd(id) 
s~ 
sirrtn 
sirrtnd(i) 

slake(id) 
soilc 
soilm 
soilmt 
soilr(i) 
srtn 
tevrt 
traina 
troff 
troffs 

wevap(i) 
wrain(i) 
wsurf(i) 

Subroutine calls 
none 

Files read from: 
none 

Files written to: 
none 

Flowchart 

root zone depth (feet) 
root zone depth at a node 
groundwater recharge 
maximum monthly recharge (ins/month) 
monthly recharge at an individual node (i) 
rainfall runoff 
actual runoff limited by rainfall (depth) 
total volume of runoff 
amount of rainfall that infiltrates 
area associated with each groundwater node 
area at a groundwater node ; set equal to sd(id) 
percentage of applied water to return flow 
percentage of applied water to return flow at an 
individual node (i) 
area of each element that is covered with water 
set to 50% of available soil moisture 
soil moisture storage 
maximum available soil moisture 
soil moisture retained in the soil 
total runoff from irrigation applied water 
total volume of evaporated water (ET) 
rainfall (annual values for each region) 
rainfall runoff (annual values for each region) 
rainfall runoff from element which is diverted to the 
adjacent stream 
total amount of evaporation at a node during simulation 
total rainfall at a node for the simulation period 
cumulative surface water infiltration at node (id) for 
the simulation period 

o if rainfall - runoff parameters are by node use the no~l 
values using rainfall station data 

o for non-irrigated areas perform the following rainfall balance 
o apply rainfall - runoff relationship 
o calculate rainfall that goes to groundwater recharge based on soil 

moisture. A limiting value is set by the vertical hydraulic 
conductivity. 

o calculate rainfall that goes to evaporation 
o assign water that dosen't infiltrate or evaporate to surface runoff 

o for irrigated areas perform the following rainfall balance 
o determine the percentage of applied water that becomes runoff 
o calculate the amount of applied water that becomes groundwater recharge 

based on soil moisture. Limit this amount to a maximum equal to the 
hydraulic conductivity of the aquifer. 

o calculate evapotranspiration of surface applied water. 
o assign water that dosen't infiltrate or evaporate to surface runoff 

o account for any interaction with lakes 
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SURFLJor 

Do loop : 1 to nd 
(number of nodes) 

Calculate surface water 
~~------~ infiltration based on aquifer 

Set infiltration to zero 

Do loop : 1 to nd 
(number of nodes) 

Calculate the areas of irrigated land 
and non-irrigated, pervious and 

impervious land 

Determine surface runoff using rainfall
~unoff relationships and potential volume 

available for infiltration (RA) 

no 

Calculate actual infiltrating volume 
based on potential volume (RA) and 

current soil moisture 

conductivity parameters 



Determine soil water evaporation based 
on ratio of current and maximum 

available soil moisture 

Runoff is calculated as the excess soil 
moisture above the soil moisture 

retained 

Calculate total volume of runoff and 
volume of evaporated water 

no 

Calculate the percentage of water that 
goes directly to runoff 

Calculate actual infiltrating volume 
based on potential volume (RA) and 

current soil moisture 

Determine soil moisture 
evaporation based on available 

soil moisture depth and 
potential evapo-transpiration 

Calculate total volume of runoff 
and volume of evaporated water in 
the impervious area (if AIRG > 0) 



Account for capilliary rise in the 
estimation of soil moisture retained in 

the unsaturated zone 

Determine soil water evaporation based 
on ratio of current and maximum 

available soil moisture 

Runoff is calculated as the excess soil 
moisture above the soil moisture 

retained 

Calculate total volume of runoff and 
volume of evaporated water 

yes 

)etermine leakance from the lake based 
on aquifer storativity 

Sum evaporation and rainfall at 
each node 
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Determine soil moisture 
evaporation based on available 

soil moisture depth and 
potential evapo-transpiration 



2.3.8 BOUND.for 
Adjusts groundwater finite element fluxes and rating table boundary conditions in 
the groundwater model. (Constant head boundary inflow is calculated in main 
program GWFM142 after the matrix is solved at each time step. 

Variables and parameters 
as(idl) 
at (i) 
c 
ca 

cb 
dh(idl) 
elg (id) 
hmtb (j) 
hn(i) 
ib 
ic 
id 
ii 
il 
im 
irnb(ki) 
iqb(i) 
it 
ita 
jnd 
ld 
nd 
nj 
njd(*) 
nl 
nrnb(il) 
nmtb (ki) 
nqb(il) 
ntmb(ki) 

ntqb 

qd(id) 
qrnb(i) 
qqb (i) 

qmtb (j) 
wrnb(i) 

wqb(i) 

Subroutine calls 
none 

Files read from: 
none 

Files written to: 
none 

specific yield of aquifer I aquifer storage coefficient 
hydraulic conductivity in horizontal direction 
limiting value for boundary inflow 
flux inflow from surrounding nodes to boundary node of 
interest 
boundary flux based on one dimensional darcy's law 
bedrock elevation 
ground surface elevation for each groundwater node 
head in the rating table 
groundwater head at each groundwater node 
node number where diversion applied 
groundwater node number 
node number 
set equal to im + 1 
index for top layer of element 
variable counter for number of flux boundary nodes 
index counter for boundary nodes 
index counter for boundary nodes 
iteration index 
temporary index variable set to previous value 
node numbers surrounding a node 
array storage variable set equal to ily x nd 
number of nodes 
sum of the number of nodes surrounding each GW node 
cumulative number of nodes surrounding each node 
number of layers 
number of rating table boundary nodes in each layer 
flag ; set equal to -1 for general head boundary 
number of flux boundary nodes for each layer 
number of boundary nodes where the relationship between 
head and flux is specified 
number of boundary nodes where the constant fluxes are 
specified 
source/sink term (pumping etc.) 
flux for rating table and general boundary nodes 
flux across the model boundary at a specified flux 
boundary node 
flux in the rating table 
totalled flux at head dependent and general head boundary 
nodes for output water balance 
totalled flux at flux boundary nodes for output water 
balances 
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Flowchart 
o adjust the specified flux for a flux boundary 
o adjust the rating table boundary conditions for a general head 

boundary condition nmtb = 0 
o just the rating table boundary conditions for a general head 

boundary condition nmtb = -1 
o limit the flux value based on the flux from surrounding nodes and 

the available aquifer storage 
o calculate the flux inflow from surrounding nodes to the boundary node 

of interest 
o calculate the boundary fluxes based on one dimensional Darcy flow. 
o check the limiting value for boundary outflow. 
o sum up boundary flux values for output water balance check. 
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yes 

no 

yes 

no 

Do loop 

Count the number of flux boundary 
nodes 

Assign the specified flux at the 
appropriate boundary nodes 

Do loop 1 to nl 

Count the number of general head 
boundary nodes 

If using the rating table : 
Determine boundary fluxes from the 
rating table for new aquifer head 

values (nmtb = -1) 

If calculating boundary fluxes : 
Calculate the flux inflow from 

surrounding nodes to the node of 
interest. Boundary flux is based on 

one-dimensional Darcy flow 

Check the limiting valuse for 
boundary outflow 
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Sum the fluxes at all assigned flux 
boundary nodes for output mass 

balances 

Sum the fluxes at all head dependent 
flux boundaries for ouput mass 

balances 
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2.3.9 ASIGNP.for 
Assigns element information to the surrounding nodes 

Variables and parameters 
a* 
an (idl) 
as(idl) 
ax 
ay 
bx 
by 
cl(idl) 
clp (1*) 
cond(idl) 
condp(l*) 
ex 
cy 
det 
dx 
dy 
idep (k) 
iep 
ier 
itd(id) 
k* 
11 

nd 
ndp 
nep 
nld(id) 

stop(l*) 
sydp(l*) 
xp(k*) 
xmax 
xmin 
ymax 
ymin 
yp(k*) 

Subroutine calls 
none 

Files read from: 
none 

Files written to: 

temporary variable used in shape function computation 
aquifer specific yield for an unconfined or confined case 
aquifer specific yield/storage coefficient 
coefficients of shape function, ist node 
coefficients of shape function, ist node 
coefficients of shape function, 2nd node 
coefficients of shape function, 2nd node 
vertical hydraulic conductivity (ft/day) 
vertical conductivity (ft/day) 
hydraulic conductivity (ft/day) 
hydraulic conductivity (ft/day) 
coefficients of shape function, 3rd node 
coefficients of shape function, 3rd node 
variable used in calculation of shape function 
coefficients of shape function, 4th node 
coefficients of shape function, 4th node 
coarse grid parameter counter 
do loop counter 
variable set equal to final value of iep 
node number of aquifer below 
node numbers of adjacent nodes 
temporary variable assigned equal to number of effective 
layers (nld) 
number of nodes 
number of nodes in the parameter grid 
number of elements in the parameter grid 
number of effective layers for each node 
number of lakes 
storage coefficient (ft/ft) 
specific yield (ft/ft) 
x coordinate of node ic 
maximum value of xp(k) 
minimum value of xp(k) 
maximum value of yp(k) 
minimum value of yp(k) 
y coordinate of node ic 

tulout2.out - standard output file 

Flowchart 
o assign element information to the surrounding nodes 
o if variable ier = iep then print out error statement 
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Calculate shape factors for the 
parameter grid 

)etrmine minimum and maximum values 
of X and Y coordinates in the 

parameter grid 

loop 1 
(nodes) 

Assign hydraulic conductivity and 
aquifer storage parameters from 

elements to the surrounding nodes 

Assign element information to the 
nodes in the lower layers 

ea 
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Write out error meassage and 
termination statement 



2.3.10 RIVER.for 
Performs mass balances on stream nodes and calculates stream gains or losses as 
the major component of stream - aquifer interaction. 

Variables 
as (idl) 
at(*,*) 
botr (ir) 
c 

ca 
cc 
cl(*) 
clt 
cnvf 
divx 
divy 
facto 
factst(i) 

hg 
hn(i) 
hrtb(ita) 
hs 
ia 
ib 
ibdr 
ibur 
ic 
id 
idiv (*) 
idl 
idr(ir) 
idwn 
il 
ily 
irh 
is 
isb 
it 
ita 
itime 
itl 
its 
iud(id) 

jnd ( j) 
ld 
nd 
ndiv 
ndivo 
ndl 
ndtb 
nj 
njd (id) 
nr 
nrh 

and parameters 
specific yield of aquifer I aquifer storage coefficient 
hydraulic conductivity in horizontal direction 
elevation of stream bottom (ft) at node ID 
multiple definitions 
factor to convert cfs to acre-ft/year 
river leakance calculated from rating table and gw heads 
river flow- set equal to qr(ia) 
average head of a lake 
vertical hydraulic conductivity 
vertical hydraulic conductivity 
conversion factor 1000's acre-ft to cfs 
streamflow in the bypass diversion rating table 
diversion amount in the bypass diversion rating table 
conversion factor : cfs - cubic ft/month 
conversion factor to convert discharges to cfs for the 
stream inflow (i) 
groundwater elevation at a stream node 
groundwater head at each groundwater node 
water surface elevation (ft) above BOTR 
elevation of stream at stream node 
node number with diversion 
node number where diversion applied 
last downstream node 
first upstream node number 
groundwater node number 
node number 
bypass diversion number for each stream node 
index set equal to id, idl or idr(temporary index) 
groundwater node corresponding to each stream node 
node number to which this reach is flowing 
last node of stream reach 
integer form of variable il 
river reach index 
groundwater node in upstream reach 
beginning node in stream reach 
counter for nodes in a reach 
temporary index variable set to previous value 
time during the simulation e.g March 1980 198006 
last node in a stream reach 
first node in a stream reach 
index to indicate the status of a node as 
confined/unconfined or ineffective 
node numbers surrounding a node 
array storage variable set equal to ily x nd 
number of nodes 
number of diversion nodes 
index indicating diversion node 
array storage variable (maximum dimension) = nd * nl 
number of data points indicating a diversion 
sum of the number of nodes surrounding each GW node 
cumulative number of nodes surrounding each node 
number of river nodes with stream-aquifer interaction 
number of river reaches 
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nrtb 
perch(i) 
prtb (ita) 

number of data points with a diversion 
streambed thickness 
wetted perimeter (ft) at HRTB water surface elevation 
interpolated value of wetted perimeter ps 

qd(*) source/sink term (pumping etc.) 
qr(i) river flow 
qrdiv (ia) 
qrinf(i) 
qmind(ia,mo) 
qrtb 

river flow diversion demand 
gain/loss at each river node in groundwater model 
minimum flow prior to diversion 
flow rates (cfs) at HRTB water surface elevation 
upstream and tributary inflow for each stream node 
stream bed conductivity (ft/day) 

qrtr (ia) 
rl 
rlk(i) river leakance (if perch < 1) 

tstdiv 
wr(i) 
wrinf(i) 
z(*) 

river vertical conductivity * river length for node i 
total annual diversion 
sum of flow in a reach (accumulated river flow) 
sum of gains and losses 
variables assigned to diversion and flow parameters 

Subroutine calls 
none 

Files read from: 
none 

Files written to: 
tulout2.out (6) 
tuldvrs.out (25) 

Flowchart 

standard output file 
stream diversion file 

o repeat for each reach 
o repeat for each streamnode per reach loop 
o calculate diversions specified as negative inflow and write the 

demand vs diversion results 
o calculate and adjust for diversions specified using the rating 

table 
o begin the calculations of river - groundwater interactions 
o determine flow-stage relationship from rating table and 

calculate whether the river node is a losing or gaining reach 
o begin calculations for a losing river reach 

for a losing reach river level (hs) > (hg) groundwater level 
o check that river leakage is consistent with geohydrologic 

parameters 
o account for leakage between aquifer layers on available storage 

space 
o choose minimum river leakage from Cl, C2 and C3 algorithms 

Cl calculated river leakage from the rating table and 
groundwater levels 

C2 head difference * specific yield + adjustment for leakage 
between aquifers 

C3 vertical hydraulic conductivity * area of node * assumed 
unsaturated flow gradient of 1.0 

o begin calculations for a gaining reach 
groundwater level (gw) > (hs) river elevation 

o interpolate head from the rating table 
o check that river leakage is consistent with geohydrologic 

parameters 
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o account for leakage between aquifer layers on available storage 
space 

o choose minimum river leakage from Cl, C2 and C3 algorithms 
Cl calculated river leakage from the rating table and 

groundwater levels 
C2 head difference * specific yield + adjustment for leakage 

between aquifers 
C3 vertical hydraulic conductivity * area of node * assumed 

unsaturated flow gradient of 1.0 
o repeat calculations of river flow and leakance for each river 

node for each reach 
o sum flows along each river reach and print output 
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RIVER. for 

Initialize variables 

yea Calculate actual diversions which is 
)r=------------i~ the smaller of water available or 

Calculate river flow at river node 
accounting for inflow, returns and 

diversions 

Calculate and adjust for additional 
diversions specified by means of the 

rating table -

Retrieve groundwater head (hg) 
Determine the river head (hs) and 
wetted perimeter (ps) using the 

stage-discharge table and the 
wetted perimeter-discharge table 

water demand at a river node 

print demand vs diversion function 

Choose algorithm for river-aquifer 
~=Y-•_•---------t~interaction depending on the thickness 

of the river bed 

DO 
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if PERCH! < 0 use leakance table 

)istribute leakance to all nodes along 
a reach and check with other 

geohydrologic parameters 



DO 

Account for effect of leakage between 
aquifer layers on available aquifer 

storage 

Choose minimum leakance from 
algorithms Cl,C2 and C3 
o Cl - calculated river leakance 

from rating table and 
groundwater levels 

o C2 - (groundwater head - river 
head) * specific yield * 

adjustment for leakance 
between aquifers 

o C3 - vertical conductivity * area 
of node * assumed unsat flow 

gradient of one time step 

Choose algorithm for river-aquifer 
~~Y~•--•----------~interaction depending on the thickness 

of the river bed 
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if PERCHI < 0 use leakance table 

)istribute leakance to all nodes along 
a reach and check with other 

geohydrologic parameters 

~ccount for effect of leakance between 
aquifer layers on available aquifer 

storage 

Choose minimum leakance from 
algorithms Cl,C2 and C3 
o Cl - calculated river leakance 

from rating table and 
groundwater levels 

o C2 - (groundwater head - river 
head) * specific yield * 

adjustment for leakance 
between aquifers 

o C3 - vertical conductivity * area 
of node * assumed unsat flow 

gradient of one time step 



Do loop : ib to 
for each river node 

river reach 

Distribute diversions and returns 
between nodes along each reach 

Sum flow along each river reach and 
write the output to TULOUT2.0UT 
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2.3.11 CONE2.for 
Estimates the effect of well drawdown on aquifer heads 

Variables and 
c 

parameters 
average tdrawdown at a well 
final drawdown at the well 
pumping rate from each node 
time in an average month 
bedrock elevation 

cone(iwl) 
cq 
delt 
dh(idl) 
dxer 

erdw 
erwr 
hn(i) 
hw 
id 
ide(*) 
irdr 

it 
iwd 
iwell (iwl) 
iwl 
ji 
jl 
jnd (j) 
kn 
kwl 
nd 
njd 
nwd 
nwell 
pwe(*) 
q 
qpc(kwl) 
trans (idj) 

logarithm of the ratio c I w(i) : 
log (aquifer thickness I thickness of aquiclude) 
effective radius of a well 
effective radius of node/radius of well 
groundwater head at each groundwater node 
groundwater head for an element 
node number 
node number associated with element (ne) 
counter for number of pumping wells based on effective 
radius, with pumping assigned to a node 
number of nodes associated with an element 
node label for nodes with pumping assigned 
element number assigned to the pumping well 
well number index 
scalar assigned to node of interest 
scalar assigned to njd(id+1) -1 
node numbers surrounding a node 
assigned a value equal to (iwe11(iwl)-1)/4 
well number assigned to the node of interest 
number of nodes 
cumulative number of nodes surrounding each node 
number of wells assigned to a node 
number of pumping wells 
effective well pumping rate 
pumping rate for each element 
percentage of pumpage assigned to each node 
aquifer transmissivity 

Subroutine calls 
none 

Files read from: 
none 

Files written to: 
tuldvrs.out (25) stream diversion file 

Flowchart 
0 

0 
0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

repeat for each pumping well and calculate the drawdown influence of 
surrounding nodes based on the effective radius 
repeat for the number of nodes associated with each element I 
repeat for the number of nodes surrounding the node of interest 
repeat for the number of wells assigned to the node of interest and 
calculate Q at the assigned node 
branch around wells if they lie outside the area of interest 
once through nested loops calculate CQ and HW 
calculate final heads at the pumping wells due to superposition of 
drawdown due to other wells surrounding the node, whose effective 
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radius is being used. Also calculate the drawdown due to the well 
itself. 

o repeat for the number of wells, the nodes associated with each 
element and for the confined and unconfined aquifers 

o calculate drawdown due to other wells. Note that only wells with 
pumping assigned to the node with effective radius are considered. 

o repeat for surrounding nodes and branch around any wells of interest 
o output drawdown results to a file at the end of each month 
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CONE2.for 

Do loop : 1 to nwell 
(number of wells) 

Do loop : 
(number of nodes 

associated with element) 

~ssign head at each node to associated 
element 

Do loop : ji to jl 
(number of nodes 

surrounding node of 
interest) 

3ranch on wells outside the element of 
interest. Estimate groundwater head 

for each element 

Calculate the pumping rate at each 
node of interest 



Do loop : 1 to nwell 
(number of wells) 

Do loop : 1 to it 
(number of nodes 

associated with element) 

Calculate the pumping rate for each 
node as a percentage of the pumpage 

attributed to each element 

yes 

Calculate average water table 
elevation for the node 

Do loop : ji to jl 
(number of nodes 

surrounding node of 
interest) 

Calculate the drawdown due to other 
wells. Only wells with pumping 

assigned to the node with effective 
radius are considered 

Calculate drawdown at 
node based on effective 

radius of well 

No nodes surrounding node 
of interest 

yes Calculate drawdown at well 
~~------------~ based on effective radius 

of well 



Determine final drawdown CONE(IWL) at 
each well of interest 

)utput drawdown results to file at the 
end of each month 
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2.4 Groundwater model : solver routine 

2.4.1 SOL VE.for 
Subroutine for solving the partial differential equation for groundwater flow by 
the finite element method. The iterative numerical technique used in solving 
these equations is the Successive Over-Relaxation Method (SOR). 

Variables and 
as(idl) 

parameters 

at (llj) 
c 
cb 

cd 

elk (id) 
dif 
hn (id) 
hp (idl) 
ibh 
id 
ide(*) 
idl 
idlu 
il 
itd(i) 
iter 
iud(idl) 

jnd 
ld 
lj 
nbh 
nd 
nj 
njd(idl) 
nld(i) 

omega 

qd(idl) 
qhb (i) 
qleak(idl) 
relax 

stope 
w(idl) 

wa (*) 
wb (*) 
whb(i) 
wleak(idl) 
wx(*) 

Subroutine calls 
none 

specific yield of aquifer I aquifer storage coefficient 
hydraulic conductivity in horizontal direction 
calculated head dependent leakance 
percentage of element area that is under water (lake) 
flux at node CA 
lateral flow calculated from aquifer transmissivity and 
head gradient 
vertical leakance 
maximum head difference between iterations 
groundwater head at each groundwater node 
variable set equal to hn, groundwater head at each node 
index variable used as a counter 
node number 
node number associated with element ne 
index set equal to id, idl or idr(temporary index) 
defined as idl - nd * ii 
set equal to (idl-1)/nd 
node number of aquifer below 
iteration number 
index to indicate the status of a node as 
confined/unconfined or ineffective 
node numbers surrounding a node 
array storage variable set equal to ily x nd 
defined as il * nd 
index variable used as counter 
number of nodes 
sum of the number of nodes surrounding each GW node 
cumulative number of nodes surrounding each node 
number of effective layers for each node 
number of lakes 
impilcit - explicit weighting factor. Omega = 0 for fully 
explicit and 1 for fully implicit. 
source/sink term (pumping etc.) 
aquifer influx or efflux due to the source/sink term 
aquifer leakage between semiconfined and confined aquifer 
relaxation parameter for sor method to accelerate 
convergence (0 - 2 : typically 1.6) 
convergence criterion 
id for layer (idl) 
constant to add to initial condition data for layer 1,2 .. 
temporary variable 
temporary variable 
flux due the source/sink term from layer i 
cumulative leakance from elements idl 
temporary variable 
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Files read from: 
none 

Files written to: 
tulhead.out (41) 

Flowchart 

output file of groundwater heads 

o determine heads in surrounding nodes 
o calculate the heads at each node iteratively until the difference 

between successive approximations is less than the convergence 
criterion (i.e dif is less or equal to stope) 
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SOLVE.for 

Form a tridiagonal matrix for each 
node 

Apply the tridiagonal matrix 
solution technique 

Update heads 

Modify heads for all nodes (SOR 
technique) 

DO 
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2.5 Groundwater model subroutines : output 

2.5.1 OUTC.for 
Controls most of the output from the program 

Variables 
as(idl) 
ca 

cb 

cc 
dh (idl) 
gnode 
hn(idl) 
id 
idl 
iflag 
il 
imo 
itime 
itwq 
itwqa 
iouth(i) 

iouthl(i) 

iud(idl) 

iwrth 
kbase 
klake 
kout 
koutr 
kouth 
krain 
kstr 
kswgw 
mwrth 
ndl 
ndla 
nl 
nUlb 
ntmb 

ntqb 

p 
qbase 
qevap 
qhb 
qlake 
qleak 
qmb 
qpump 

and parameters 
specific yield of aquifer I aquifer storage coefficient 
fraction of pumping from column ICOLWL to be applied at 
well IDUM 
percentage of element area that is under water (lake) 
flux at node CA 
average head of a lake 
bedrock elevation 
literal variable set equal to 'g' 
groundwater head at each groundwater node 
node number 
index set equal to id, idl or idr(temporary index) 
number of months from beginning of simulation 
index for top layer of element 
month during the simulation 
time during the simulation e.g March 1980 = 198006 
initial time 
temporary variable set equal to itwq (initial time) 
node at which a groundwater hydrograph is to be 
printed 
layer number for which a groundwater hydrograph is to be 
printed 
index to indicate the status of a node as 
confined/unconfined or ineffective 
counter for the months at which to write water budgets 
switch to use constant head in bedrock 
number of elements with lakes, input 
switch to control output 
switch to print river nodes as hydrograph output 
switch to print groundwater node hydrographs 
switch to use rainfall 
switch to use stream data 
switch to turn calls to groundwater routines on and off 
monthly interval for writing head values 
array storage variable (maximum dimension) = nd * nl 
temporary variable set equal to nd * (nl - 1) 
number of layers 
number of boundary nodes where constant heads specified 
number of boundary nodes where the relationship between 
head and flux is specified 
number of boundary nodes where the constant fluxes are 
specified 
total well pumping in an element 
discharge from bedrock at each node 
evapotranspiration from each element area 
aquifer influx or efflux due to the source/sink term 
flux from the lake 
aquifer leakage between semiconfined and confined aquifer 
flux for rating table and general boundary nodes 
total well pumping from an element after accounting for 
any negative pumping p 
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qqb 
qr(*) 
qrain 
qrech 
qrinf 
qsurf 
rnode 
vbase (il) 
w(*) 

Subroutine calls 
out ph 
outpq 

Files read from: 
none 

Files written to: 
tulout2.out(6) 
tulhead.out(26) 

flux across the model boundary at a boundary node 
river flow 
quantity of incident rainfall in each element 
quantity of aquifer recharge to an element 
gain/loss at each river node in groundwater model 
surface water infiltration 
literal variable set equal to 'r' 
bedrock leakage term for layer (j) 
id for layer (idl) 
constant to add to initial condition data for layer 1,2 .. 

outputs head values in various forms 
computes and prints out an aquifer water budget 

standard output file 
groundwater heads 
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OUTC.for 

Call output subroutine OUTPV to 
compute monthly storage volume for 

each element and layer 

Determine flow parameters at layer 
number for which the hydrographs are 

to be printed 

Nrite to file TULHEAD.OUT set of nodes 
~---------l~civer (r) or groundwater (g) and value 

of flow parameter 

Call subroutine OUTPH to print the 
head values 

Call subroutine OUTPQ to print the 
system water budget 
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2.5.2 OUTPH.for 
Outputs the head values in different forms 

Variables and parameters 
headelm(le) average head for each element (array) 
hn(*) groundwater head at each groundwater node 
ia node number with diversion 
ide(*) node number associated with element ne 
ie element number containing a lake 
il index for top layer of element 
imo month during the simulation 
iprnt groundwater node number for which heads are printed 
iy do loop counter 
kmo character variable for month 
ld array storage variable set equal to ily x nd 
le element subscript 
lpc 0 to print heads for all layers 
lph switch to print head output (lph=O) matrix format (lph=l) 
mpcx number of columns for writing heads (unit 6) 
mpcy number of rows for writing heads (unit 6) 
nd number of nodes 
ndx variable, initially set equal to 20 ; for printer control 
ne number of elements 
n1 number of layers 
se(*) area of each groundwater element 
w(j) id for layer (j) 

Subroutine calls 
none 

Files read from: 
none 

Files written to: 
tulout2.out(6) 

constant to add to initial condition data for layer 1,2 .. 

standard output file 
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no 

Write character variable for each 
month and month to file TULOUT2.0UT 

yes 

no 

no 

yes 

Write out values of groundwater head 
at each node in matrix format to file 

TULOUT2 . OUT 

Store the average heads for each 
element 

Write out the average head for each 
element in file TULOUT2.out 
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2.5.3 OUTPQ.for 
Computes and outputs the system water budget 

Variables 
an(idl) 
area 
areair 
as(idl) 
c 
delvol 
dh(idl) 
dht (idl) 
factw 
hn(idl) 
ia 
ib 
ic 
id 
ideltim 
idl 
idr(i) 
idwn (irh) 
ihb 
ii 
il 
imb(j) 
initm 
iqb 

ir 
irh 
itd(id) 
itime 
itwqa 
iud (idl) 

kaply 
kbase 
klake 
krain 
kstr 
lastm 
ld 
11 
mwrtd 
nd 
ndl (id) 
nhb 
nl 
nmb 
nqb (i) 
nr 
nrh 
taply 
tbase 
tevap 
tevrt 
thbi(i) 

and parameters 
aquifer specific yield for an unconfined or confined case 
model area 
irrigated area 
specific yield of aquifer I aquifer storage coefficient 
average aquifer thickness of each layer 
change in storage 
bedrock elevation 
top elevation of the aquifer for each GW node 
conversion factor : divides by square feet/acre 
groundwater head at each groundwater node 
node number with diversion 
node number where diversion applied 
groundwater node number 
node number 
defined as (last month)/100- (initial month)/100 
index set equal to id, idl or idr(temporary index) 
groundwater node corresponding to each stream node 
node number to which this reach is flowing 
node numbers for boundary nodes 
increments various variables by 1 
index for top layer of element 
node numbers for rating tabnle boundary nodes 
first month of simulation 
groundwater nodes where flux boundary conditions are 
specified 
do loop counter 
river reach index 
node number of aquifer below 
time during the simulation e.g March 1980 198006 
initial time 
index to indicate the status of a node as 
confined/unconfined or ineffective 
switch to use irrigation applied water data 
switch to use constant head in bedrock 
number of elements with lakes, input 
switch to use rainfall 
switch to use stream data 
ending date of the simulation (years/months) 
array storage variable set equal to ily x nd 
total number of layers 
control for print of detailed discharge data 
number of nodes 
array storage variable (maximum dimension) = nd * nl 
number of constant head boundary nodes in each layer 
number of layers 
number of rating table boundary nodes in each layer 
number of flux boundary nodes for each layer 
number of river nodes with stream-aquifer interaction 
number of river reaches 
total water applied to land 
seepage inflow from bedrock (annual) 
total ET from a shallow water table 
total consumptive use (ET) 
constant head boundary (in) 
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thbo(i) 
timp 
tlake 
tleak(il) 
tmbi(i) 
tmbo(i) 
tpump(i) 
tqbi(i) 
tqbo (i) 
train 
traina 
trech (i) 
trecht 
trloss 
troff 
troffs 
tstdiv 
tstimp 
tstin 
tstout 
tsurf 
vbase(il) 
volf 
voli 
volum 
waply (id) 
wbase (id) 
wevap (id) 
whb (j) 
wlake (id) 
wleak (id) 
wmb (j) 
wpump (j) 
wqb (j) 

wr(ir) 
wrain (id) 
wrech (id) 
wrinf(ir) 
wsurf (id) 
z 

Subroutine 
timdat 

calls 

Files read from: 
none 

Files written to: 
tulout2.out(6) 

constant head boundary (out) 
total annual imported water 
total annual seepage to lake 
total annual leakage between aquifers 
total flux from head controlled boundary (in) 
total flux from head controlled boundary (out) 
total groundwater pumping 
total annual discharge from controlled boundary in 
total annual discharge from controlled boundary out 
total annual rainfall recharge to groundwater 
rainfall (annual values for each region) 
total artificial aquifer recharge specified by user 
total annual groundwater recharge 
total annual soil moisture accretion 
rainfall runoff (annual values for each region) 
total annual direct runoff diverted to a stream 
total annual diversion 
annual stream inflow 
annual streamflow loss to aquifer 
annual stream outflow 
surface discharge 
bedrock leakage term for layer (j) 
ending storage 
initial storage 
storage volume for the node 
irrigation applied water to layer i at node (id) 
discharge from bedrock at each node 
evapotranspiration from layer i at node (id) 
flux due the source/sink term from layer j 
seepage to lake from layer i at node (id) 
aquifer leakage from layer i at node (id) 
boundary flux into or out of layer (j) 
volume of pumpage from layer i at node (id) 
totalled flux at flux boundary nodes for output water 
balances 
sum of flow in a reach (accumulated river flow) 
rainfall incident on layer i at node (id) 
recharge to aquifer layer i at node (id) 
sum of gains and losses from layer i at node (id) 
cumulative surface water infiltration at node (id) 
conversion factor to acre-ft (1/(12*43560) 

standard output file 
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OUTPQ.for 

~~~--------~~?rint detailed discharge data for each 
node and layer 

Calculate final storage values for 
each layer in the groundwater system 
~nd for each river node in the river -

aquifer system 

Call subroutine OUTPV to calculate 
storage volume for each element and 

for each time step 
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2.5.4 OUTPV.for 
Outputs storage volume for each element 

Variables 
an(idl* 
as(idl*) 
dh(idl*) 
dht (idl*) 
factw 

and parameters 

hn (idl*) 
ia 
ide(*) 
idl* 
itd(*) 
itime 
ie 
k(*) 
kgwsalt 
nd 
ne 
nl 
nlz 
sd(idl*) 
se (*) 
vbase(il) 
vol* 
vole (le) 
volelm 

.. 

Subroutine calls 
none 

Files read from: 
none 

Files written to: 
tulout2.out(6) 

aquifer specific yield for an unconfined or confined case 
specific yield of aquifer I aquifer storage coefficient 
bedrock elevation 
top elevation of the aquifer for each GW node 
conversion factor : divides by square feet/acre 
groundwater head at each groundwater node 
node number with diversion 
node number associated with element ne 
index set equal to id, idl or idr(temporary index) 
node number of aquifer below 
time during the simulation e.g March 1980 = 198006 
element number containing a lake 
index for adjacent elements 
flag set to 1 if he salt model is being used 
number of nodes 
number of elements 
number of layers 
counter which increments by ne in do loop 
area associated with each groundwater node 
area of each groundwater element 
bedrock leakage term for layer (j) 
storage volume for each node of each layer of element ie 
storage volume of element for layer il of element le 
storage volume of element for layer il 

standard output file 
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OUTPV.for 

Calculate storage volume for each 
layer of each element 

Sum the total storage volume for each 
layer 

Write out the storage volume for each 
element to a binary file 
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2.5.5 IOSUB.for 
Facilitates input/output for the program 

Variables and parameters 
i index variable used as counter 
in 
ix (j) 
j 
11 
12 
n 
nl 

Subroutine 
none 

calls 

Files read from: 
in 

Files written to: 
none 

2.5.6 SKIP.for 

unit number 
variable to be read in 
index variable used as counter 
printer control variable initial counter value for j 
printer control variable ending counter value for j 
dimenasion of variable to be read in 
set equal to n/256; used as a counter 

Skips 'n' records in a file 

Variables and parameters 
junk dummy records 
nrecs number of records 

Subroutine calls 
none 

Files read from: 
none 

Files written to: 
none 
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2.6 Surface Water Model Subroutines 

2.6.1 SURFINP .for 
Zeros out arrays that need to be cleared and reads data from the input data 
deck. 

Variables and parameters : 
agefcri(nd,mo) agricultural monthly efficiencies for non-critical 

agefnon(nd,mo) 

agrecf(nd,mo) 
agrpat(nd,mo) 
anagcon (nd) 
anagdem (nd) 
andvcsj 
andvsew 
anmicon (nd) 
anmidem (nd) 
begsim 
begyr 
binfil 
bstor (n (*) ) 
capcty(n) 
clsgood(i) 
contag(nd,mo) 

contmi(nd,mo) 

dismad(mo) 

dpindx(mo) 
ev (nd,mo) 
exppat(*,mo) 
fkmspl(i) 

flodfil 

frusret ( j, nd) 

fwclas(nd,mo,i5) 
fwfil 
fwgood(mo,i) 

fwequn(nd) 

fwpars (iyr,mo, 
nd,rstor) 

fwtrig (nd, iS) 
gainfil 
glogfil 
goodfil 
gwtsfil 
inode 

years (kdnd,12),input 
agric monthly efficiencies for non-critical years 
(kdnd,12), input 
agricultural recharge factor, (kdnd,12) input 
agric. monthly pattern at a node (kdnd,12), input 
annual agric. contract at a node (kdnd), input 
annual agric. demand at a node (kdnd), input 
annual diversion to the Central San Joaquin WD 
anuual diversion to the Stockton East WD 
annual M&I contract at a node (kdnd), input 
annual M&I demand at a node (kdnd), input 
(integer) year in which simulation starts 
(integer) year at beginning of run, (1922) 
name of binary output file 
beginning storage for month (kdnd), input 
capacity of links (kdnd) 
annual volume of FW flow at Goodwin, 4 values,input 
monthly contracted agricultural deliveries at a node 
product of anagcon(nd) and agrpat(kdnd,12) 
monthly contracted M&I deliveries at a node 
product of anmicon(nd) and mnipat(kdnd,l2) 
array of monthly fractions of Madera Canal 
(EXPORT 25) water from Millerton going to node 
25,remainder goes to node 35, input (12) 
index of required inflows to Don Pedro reservoir 
reservoir evaporation depth (.01 ft) (kdnd,12) 
monthly export pattern from Goodwin, (12), input 
fraction of Class 1 and Class 2 water going to 
Friant-Kern Canal. remainder goes to Madera Canal 
(EXPORT 25). input, (5) 
name of file with time series of flood control rule 
storages 
array of percentage of return from an u/s node going 
to the current node, (kdusr,kdnd) 
array of fw req.values at 7 levels (kdnd,12,7),input 
name of file with F&W data 
monthly fraction of annual FW flow at Goodwin, 
monthly values for each CLSGOOD, (12,4) input 
array of fw req. "equations" in character variables, 
(kdnd), input 
parses the "equation" in the fish and wildlife (FW) 
input routine into a value for TRIGGR 
array of fw req. trigger values (kdnd,7), input 
name of file with time series of GAINs 
name of run log file for GW portion 
name of Goodwin Dam data file 
name of file with time series of historical GW pump 
temporary variable for node number 
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inffil 
kdummy 
kfrcst 
kfwfor(mo) 
knodcp(i) 
knodcvp(i) 
knoddm(i) 
knodfw(i) 
knodgn(i) 
knodpts (i) 

knodin (i) 
knodnp(i) 
knodpmp(i) 
knodprj (i) 
knodrs (i) 
knodtul(i) 
knpzero 
kstop 

kswhist(n) 

kswpow 
kswsalt 
kswsml t (n (*) ) 

lastyr 
madxpat (mo, i) 

maxusnd 
maxusrt 

miefnon(nd,mo) 

miefcri(nd,mo) 
milfil 
mirecf(nd,mo) 
mnipat(nd,mo) 
neap 
ncvpdm 
nd 
ndd 
ndchek1 
ndemd 
ndnum(i) 
nfw 
ngain 
ngwts 
ninfl 
nj 
nnodes 
nnpdem 
npdmfil 
npefcri(nd,mo) 

npefnon(nd,mo) 

nprecf(nd,mo) 

name of file with time series of inflows 
durruny cariable 
forecast option for Millerton inflows 
fish and wildlife water requirements (12) 
array of nodes with capacities (kdnd) 
array of nodes with CVP demands (kdnd) 
array of nodes with demands (kdnd) 
array of nodes with F&W req. (kdnd) 
array of nodes with gain (kdnd) 
array of nodes with time series of historical GW 
pumping 
array of nodes with inflow (kdnd) 
array of nodes with nonproject demands (kdnd) 
array of nodes with GW pumping (kdnd) 
array of nodes with project demands (kdnd) 
array of nodes with reservoirs (kdrs) 
list of node numbers of Tulare DAUs, input, (kdnd) 
switch to set negative nonproject demands to zero 
switch to stop program whenever an error in input 
occurs 
switch to set reservoir storages to historic input, 
input (kdnd) 
switch to turn calls to power routines on and off 
switch to output sw data for Salt Balance model 
array of binary switches to turn on snowmelt routine 
(kdnd) 
last year in simulation 
(real) monthly pattern of Madera Canal exports, 
input, (12, 5) 
maximum upstream nodes 
maximum number of nodes with returns immediately 
upstream from current node 
monthly M&I efficiency for non-critical years, 
(kdnd,12) input 

M&I efficiency for critical years, (kdnd,12) input 
name of file for Millerton operation data 
M&I recharge factor, (kdnd,12) input 
(real) M&I monthly pattern at a node (kdnd,12),input 
number of nodes with capacities 
number of CVP demand nodes 
number of nodes 
temporary variable for node number 
temporary variable for node check or input data 
number of nodes with demand 
array of node numbers (kdnd) 
number of nodes with fish & wild require. (min flow) 
number of nodes with gains 
number of nodes with time series of GW pumping 
number of nodes with inflow 
defined as n(usret(j,nd)) 
number of nodes in the model 
number of nonproject demand nodes 
file containing non-project time series demand data 
(real) non-project critical year monthly efficiencies 
(kdnd,12) 
(real) non-project non-critical year monthly 
efficiencies (kdnd,12) 
non-project recharge factor 
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nprjdm 
nprjts 
npump 
nres 
nstts 

ntuldm 
nusnod(nd) 
nus ret 

nyear 
ossjdem 
ossjspl 

pdel(nd,mo) 

pdelag(nd,mo) 
pdelmi(nd,mo) 
pdmfil 
pdtsfil 
powrfil 
pumpfil 
qpow(nd,mo) 
qpowdef 
redcsse 

resfil 
ripn55(i) 
rstor (n (*) ) 
rtitle 
saltfil 

schmfil 
slogfil 
spcvec(*,n(*)) 

spvtuol(*) 
srule(nd,mo) 
starcf (nd, j) 
stelcf(nd,j) 
strf(n(*)) 
tn 
tfr 
tpdem(nd,mo) 
tpdmag (nd,mo) 
tpdmmi(nd,mo) 
tuldfil 
usndfil 
us node ( j, nd) 

us ret ( j, nd) 

wqtar(mo) 

wyrfil 
ypmpnp(nd,*) 

number of nodes with project demands 
number of nodes with time series of project demands 
number of nodes with GW pumping 
number of reservoirs 
number of reservoirs for which historic storages are 
to be used in the simulation 
number of Tulare-area DAUs 
number of immediately upstream nodes (kdnd) 
number of immediately u/s nodes with returns going 
to current node 
number of years in simulation, LASTYR-BEGSIM+1 
maximum annual diversion from Goodwin, input 
split of Goodwin diversions between Oakdale-South 
(delivery to 110) and Oakdale-North plus South San 
Joaquin (EXPORT 110) 
Total project delivery to all demand nodes (kdnd,12) 
sum of pdelmi(nd,mo) and pdelag(nd,mo) 
adjusted project deliveries (agri.) (kdnd,12) 
adjusted project deliveries (M&I) (kdnd,12) 
name of file with project demand data 
name of file with time series of project demands 
name of file with CVP system power variables 
name of file with min. and max. GW pumping data 
release limit for hydropower (kdnd,12) 
default value for qpow 
deficiencies used for Central San Joaquin and Stockton 
East Water Districts based on water year type 
name of file with reservoir data 
riparian demands on Merced river at node 55, input 
current month (running) reservoir storage (nd) 
run title, 80 characters 
name of binary file written for use with the salt 
routine 
name of file with data from PROSIM 
name of run log file for surface model 
vector of outlet capacities for space rule calls at 
three locations (nodes 40,95 and 125) (3,kdnd) 
space vector on Tuolomne river system 
storage rule (kdnd,12) 
storage-area curve coefficients 
storage-elevation curve coeffs. (kdnd,4) 
storable inflows to reservoirs (kdnd) 
temporary variable for tfr 
upstream return flow fraction array, input 
target monthly project demand (kdnd,12) 
target monthly project agricultural demand (kdnd,12) 
target monthly project M&I demand (kdnd,12) 
name of file with the Tulare data 
name of file with the upstream node data 
(integer) node numbers of nodes immediately 
upstream of current node (kdusn,kdnd) 
(integer) node numbers of nodes with returns 
immediately upstream of current node (kdusn,kdnd) 
monthly water quality target at node 27, Vernalis 
(mg/1) (12) 
name of file with year types 
minimum annual non-project groundwater pumping for 
a demand node (3 year types input) (kdnd,3) 
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ypmpp ( nd, *) 

yrtype(k) 
ystor (n (*)) 
ystrsv(nd,mo) 
xpmpnp(nd,*) 

xpmpp(nd,*) 

xqpow (n (*) ) 
xstor(n(*)) 

Subroutine calls 
initial 
zerol 
skipln 
ndchek2 
ndchekl 

Files read from: 
tulare.con 
slogfil 
glogfil 
usndfil 
resfil 
fwfil 
npdmfil 
pdmfil 
tuldfil 
pdtsfil 
pumpfil 
gwtsfil 
sttsfil 
goodfil 
milfil 
inffil 
gainfil 
flodfil 
schmfil 
wyrfil 

Files written to: 
binfil 
saltfil 

Summary flowchart 

m1n1mum annual project groundwater pumping for a 
demand node (3 year types input) (kdnd,3) 
integer array of year types, input (kdyr) 
minimum storage (kdnd) 
mimimum reservoir reserve storage (kdnd,12) 
maximum annual non-project groundwater pumping for 
a demand node (3 year types input) (kdnd,3) 
maximum annual project groundwater pumping for a 
demand node (3 year types input) (kdnd,3) 
hydraulic capacity of powerhouse (kdnd) 
maximum reservoir storage (kdnd) 

initializes a series of arrays to zero 
zeros out a one dimensional array 
skips three input lines 
checks node correspondence in time series files 
checks node correspondence in non time series files 

control data file for SANTUCM 
file for error check data 
file for error check data 
upstream node data table 
reservoir data table 
fish and wildlife data 
non-project demand file 
project demand file 
Tulare area demand data 
project demand time series file 
groundwater pumping file 
groundwater pumping time series file 
historical storage time series file 
Goodwin operations data 
Millerton operations data 
Millerton inflows 
Millerton gains 
Millerton flood control 
PROSIM output file 
water year type 

binary output file 
binary output file 

o initilialize arrays to zero 
o read node table 
o check for errors and that the return fraction (FRUSRET) for each node 

adds to either 0.0 or 1.0 
o read in all data that is read in only once 
o read rules for power operations and convert beginning storages (BSTOR) 

to running storages (RSTOR) 
o read storage targets, minimum storage reserves, evaporation data 
o read storage-area and storage-elevation regression equations 
o read fish and wildlife, non-project and project demand data 
o compute monthly nodal demands from annual and distribution data 
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o read Tulare area demand node data - class 1 and class 2 distributions 
for each node 

o read the surface diversion data (DIV) by source and sink 
o read groundwater pumping file for both project and non-project demand 

nodes 
o read groundwater pumping time series 
o read historical time series of reservoir storage 
o read Goodwin Dam (node 110) data and Goodwin fish and wildlife release 

data 
o read Millerton Lake operations data 
o read time series files for inflow,gains,flood control,PROSIM output and 

the water year type 
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SURFINP.for 

Call subroutine INITIAL and set a 
number of arrays to zero 

Open control file TULARE.CON and read 
names of control files 

Check the number of years in the 
simulation and print error message if 

nyear is larger than kdyr 

Read array size for each parameter or 
variable and read in the data from file 

TULARE.CON 

Read in current value of switches 

Read in upstream node table 

Do error checking, making sure the 
return fraction (FRUSRET) adds to either 

0 or 1.0 

Read in data that is read in only once. 
This includes : 

o reservoir descriptive data 
o reservoir power rules 
o storage targets 
o minumum storage targets 
o evaporation data 
o storage-area regression coefficients 
o storage- volume regression coefficient 
o fish and wildlife water requirements 
o demand data : non-project and project 

convert efficiencies and monthly 
distribution data from % to decimals 

compute nodal demands from annual and 
distribution pattern data 

Open file TULDFIL and read TUlare area 
demand node data 

Open file PDTSFIL and read project demand 
time series file header 
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Read groundwater pumping file PUMPFIL for 
project and non-project demand nodes 

~~~y~e_s-----------;~Read groundwater pumping time series 
file GWPTS 

~~~y~e_s ____________ ~Read groundwater pumping time series 
file GWPTS 

Read Goodwin node 110 information from 
file GOODFIL and read release fractions 

Read Millerton operation data from file 
MILFIL and additional fish release data 

Open up all the time series files which 
include 

inflow data : INFFIL 
stream gains data : GAINFIL 
flood control rule file : FLODFIL 
SCHISM (PROSIM) output file : SCHMFIL 
water year type file : YRTYPE 

Open a binary file BINFIL to receive model 
output 

yes 
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2.6.2 SURF ACE.for 
SURFACE performs the surface water routing by making calls to other 
subroutines. 

Variables and 
arel(n(*)) 

begsim 
begyr 
bstor(nd) 

contag(nd,mo) 

delsum(nd,mo) 
div (1, n (*) ,mo) 

export 
fkdaup(*,kdsnk) 

flowin (nd) 
forinf(nd,mo) 

fwreq(nd,mo) 
gain(nd,mo) 
gwpts(nd,mo) 
histsto(n(*),mo) 
inflo (n (*) ,mo) 
indxrp 

iyr 
kdnd 
kdsnk 

kfrcst(mo) 
kfwfor(mo) 
knodgn(i) 
knodin (i) 
knodnp(i) 
knodpts (id) 

knodrs (in) 
knpzero 
milinf (mo) 

nfw 
ngwts 
npdel (nd,mo) 
npgnus (nd,mo) 
npinus(nd,mo) 
nprjdm 
nprjts 
nres 
nsink(*) 
nstts 

pagus (nd,mo) 
pdel(nd,mo) 
pdelag (nd,mo) 

parameters 
array of additional releases needed to meet 
requirements, computed, (kdnd) 
(integer) year in which simulation starts 
(integer) year at beginning of run,input (1922 - ) 
beginning storage for month (kdnd), input-
computed every year 
monthly contracted agricultural deliveries at a node 
product of anagcon(nd) and agrpat(nd,mo) 
monthly water delivery to each node 
surface diversion from source to sink in a month 
(kdsrc, kdnd, 12) 
exports (kdnd,12) 
monthly delivery pattern for Friant-Kern Canal water 
to each DAU, input 
flow entering a node (kdnd) 
forecasted inflow from current month to the end of 
the water year, (kdnd,12) 
flowby requirements for f&w (kdnd,12) 
gains (kdnd,12), input 
monthly groundwater pumping time series for each node 
monthly reservoir histroic storages 
(real) inflows to reservoirs, (kdnd,12), input 
temporary variable for node 55, riparian diversion 
index 
year during the simulation 
dimension on nodes 
dimension on number of DAUs receiving water from a 
source in the Tulare area 
used for F&W req. computations (12) 
same as KFRCST, used for F&W req. computations (12) 
array of nodes with gain (kdnd) 
array of nodes with inflow (kdnd) 
array of nodes with nonproject demands (kdnd) 
array of nodes with time series of project demands 
(kdnd) 
array of nodes with reservoirs (kdrs) 
switch to set negative nonproject demands to zero 
natural monthly inflow into Millerton assuming no 
upstream storage, real, input (12) 
number of nodes with fish & wild require. (min flow) 
number of nodes with time series of GW pumping 
(real) nonproject deliveries (kdnd,12), input 
(real) non-project gain (kdnd,l2) 
(real) non-project inflow (kdnd,12) 
number of nodes with project demands 
number of nodes with time series of project demands 
number of reservoirs 
number of DAUs getting water from a sink,input, (kdsrc) 
number of reservoirs for which historic storages are 
used 
project surface water used by agriculture (kdnd,12) 
Total project delivery to all demand nodes (kdnd,12) 
adjusted project deliveries (agri.) (kdnd,12) 
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pdelmi (nd,mo) 
pmius (nd,mo) 
red 
repn55 
reqrel (n (*) ) 

rgain 
rinf 
rnpret 
rpret 
rstor (nd) 
schmflo(i,mo) 

spill (n (*) ,mo) 
srule(nd,mo) 
stor(nd,mo) 
tempag (nd,mo) 
tempdel(nd,mo) 
tempdv1 ( j, mo) 
tempex(nd,mo) 
tempfw(nd,mo) 

tempmi(nd,mo) 

tpdem (nd,mo) 
tdpmag (nd,mo) 
tdpmmi (nd,mo) 
upstore(mo) 

xaggw ( nd, mo) 
xstfld (nd,mo) 
yaggw (nd,mo) 
yrtype(iyr) 
ystor(nd) 

Subroutine calls 
zero1 
mildelv 

cvpdel 
pumpmax 

goodwin 

fwpars 

sjroute 

csroute 

spcall 

floadj 

Files read from: 
none 

Files written to: 

adjusted project deliveries (M&I) (kdnd,12) 
project surface water used for M&I (kdnd,12) 
reduction in project delivery due to year type 
riparian diverions on the Merced river, node 55 
extra releases needed to meet fish and wildlife 
required in-stream flows (FWREQ) . (kdnd) 
remaining gain at a node (kdnd) 
remaning inflow at a node (kdnd) 
remaining non-project returns at a node(kdnd) 
remaining project returns at a node(kdnd) 
accumulator variable for reservoir storage (kdnd) 
schmflo - array of monthly DMC and CAQ deliveries 
computed in PROSIM, input, (9,12) 
spillage at node (*) 
storage rule (kdnd,12) 
end of month storages : output (kdnd,mo) 
temporary variable ag deliveries output (kdnd,12) 
temporary variable total deliveries output (kdnd,12) 
temporary variable diversions output (kdnd,12) 
temporary variable exports output (kdnd,12) 
fish and wildlife requirements (FWREQ) :output 
(kdnd,12) 
municipal and industrial demand (PDELMI) :output 
(kdnd,12) 
target monthly project demand (kdnd,12) 
target monthly agricultural demand (kdnd,12) 
target monthly M&I demand (kdnd,12) 
storage in reservoirs u/s from Millerton,input (12) 
used to compute Millerton flood storages and spills 
maximum monthly agricultural GW pumping, (kdnd,12) 
flood control rule (kdnd,12) 
minimum monthly agricultural GW pumping, (kdnd,12) 
(integer) array of year types, input (kdyr) 

minimum storage (kdnd) 

zeroes out a one dimensional array 
computes class1 and class2 water leaving Millerton 
Lake bound for Friant-Kern Canal and Madera Canal. 
performs the CVP demand reduction 
sets the minimum and maximum groundwater pumping 
for each node 
computes exports at Goodwin Dam (node 110) and the 
fish and wildlife requirement (FWREQ) for the node 
parses the "equation" in the fish and wildlife (FW) 
input routine into a value for TRIGGR 
performs the routing for the entire system except 
for the Stanislaus and Caleveras rivers 
performs routing for the Calaveras and Stanislaus 
rivers 
calculates required releases according to the space 
rule 
recalculates flows due to space routine calls 
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(44) - write running storages into storage array. 

Summary flowchart 
o compute maximum available water supply each month to determine spill 
o reinitialize arrays to zero to zero out remaining usable gain 
o set beginning storage to running storage volume 
o if the switch knpzero is zero set negative non-project demands to zero 
o recompute monthly nodal demands for nodes with time series data 

contracted and adjusted agricultural deliveries are set equal to target 
deliveries · 

o call subroutine Mildelv to calculate Millerton exports if starting 
simulation or in month 6 (March) of any other year 

o call cvpdel to compute CVP deficiencies, 
o call pumpmax set minimum and maximum pumping and storage rules 
o set the flood control rule equal to the storage rule, if xstfld = 0 
o for nodes with time series data maximum and minimum agricultural 

groundwater pumping values are replaced with the time series values 
o call goodwin to compute exports at nodes 150 and 155 and the fish and 

wildlife flow requirement at node 110 at march (mo=6) of each year 
o monthly riparian demands at node 55 are met by releases made by Merced 

ID according to a monthly schedule between February and September 
o sjroute and csroute called to perform surface water routing 
o perform flow and running storage adjustments and calculate additional 

releases required from the reservoir. 
o call the space rule to determine required releases 
o write forecast deliveries, exports and diversions to temporary arrays 
o calculate spill as the difference between actual reservoir releases and 

that needed to meet deliveries and fish and wildlife requirements. 
o return to main program 
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jiter 

Read initialization data and 
zero out remaining usable 

gains 

Set negative riparian 
demands = 0 

Set ag. contract demands to 
~....._----.! historical values using 

time series 

Call MILDELV to set Millerton 
~....._---~ deliveries and PUMPMAX to set 

minimum and maximum 
groundwater pumping 

Call CVPDEL to compute CVP 
demand deficiencies based on 

year type 

5et xstfld to the storage rule 
)r~----~ otherwise subroutine RESVR 

For nodes using historical 
groundwater pumping overwrite 

the xaggw and yaggw values 
with time series values 

will dump the entire reservoir 
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Call GOODWIN to compute 
axports from nodes 150 and 155 

~~~-----1~ and fish and wildlife 
requirement from node 110 

Call GOODWIN to compute 
axports from nodes 150 and 155 

~~~----~~ and fish and wildlife 
requirement from node 110 

:all FWPARS and determine fish 
~------------~IN and wildlife requirements for 

each node with f&w demands 

Set Stanislaus River monthly 
fish and wildlife water 

requirements = 0 

Set riparian demands according 
)r~--------~ to a monthly schedule of 

deliveries obtained from 

Call SJROUTE to perform the 
surface water routing for the 
middle San Joaquin reservoirs 

Call CSROUTE to perform the 
surface water routing for the 

Calaveras and Stanislaus Rivers 

Merced ID 
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y 
Calculate additional releases 

AREL's required from each 
reservoir by sunming REQREL' s 

(required releases) 

• Perform FLOW and RSTOR (storage) 
adjustments. Set the REQREL for 
each reservoir node to negative 

AREL and reduce the reservoir 
storages by AREL • 

• Call SPACE subroutine to compute 
reservoir releases from storage 

to meet downstream demands 

~r 

Call FLOADJ to perform 
adjustments in stream flow in 

downstream order 

~· 
Set temporary arrays to write 

output to the binary file 
without deliveries, exports and 

diversions being overwritten 

u 
Write the running storages into 
the storage array and check that 
running storage (RSTOR) exceeds 

minimum storage (YSTOR) 

u 
Calculate SPILL by subtracting 
actual reservoir releases from 

releases needed to meet 
deliveries and F&W requirements 

~· c Return ~ 
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2.6.2.1 Subroutine timeinp.for 

Variables and 
gain (n (*) ,mo) 
gwpts (n (*) ,mo) 

parameters 

histsto (n (*) ,mo) 
inflo (n (*) ,mo) 
iyr 
knod.rs(i) 
knodgn (i) 
knodgts (i) 

knodin (i) 
knodnp(i) 
knodpts (i) 

milinf (roo) 

ngain 
ngwts 
ninfl 
nnpdem 
nprjts 
nres 
nstts 

schmflo (i,mo) 

tpdmag(n(*),mo) 
upstore(mo) 

xstfld(n(*) ,mo) 

Subroutine calls 
none 

Files read 
miller 
inflo 
gain 
xstfld 
npdel 
tpclmag 
schism 
gwpts 
histsto 

from : 
(39) 
(32) 
(33) 
(34) 
(38) 
(40) 
(37) 
(42) 
(43) 

Files written to: 
none 

Summary flowchart 

monthly gain 
monthly groundwater pumping time series for each node 
(kdnd,l2) 

monthly reservoir histroic storages (kdnd,l2) 
(real) inflows to reservoirs, (kdnd,l2), input 
year during the simulation 
array of nodes with reservoirs (kd.rs) 
array of nodes with gain (kdnd) 
array of nodes with time series of historical GW 
pumping (kdnd) 
array of nodes with inflow (kdnd) 
array of nodes with nonproject demands (kdnd) 
array of nodes with time series of project demands 
(kdnd) 
natural monthly inflow into Millerton, assuming no 
upstream storage, real, input, (12) 
number of nodes with gains 
number of nodes with time series of GW pumping 
number of nodes with inflow 
number of nonproject demand nodes 
number of nodes with time series of project demands 
number of reservoirs 
number of reservoirs for which historic storages are 
used 
array of monthly DMC and CAQ deliveries computed in 
PROSIM, input, (9, 12) 
target project agricultural demand (kdnd,l2) 
storage in reservoirs u/s from Millerton, input, (12) 
used to compute Millerton flood storages and spills 
flood control rule (kdnd,l2) 

Millerton data 
inflow 
gains 
flood control rules 
demands 
project agricultural demands 
PROSIM node data 
groundwater pumping time series 
historical storage time series 

o read monthly Millerton data 
o read time series data 
o if the groundwater model is being used calculate the gains for all nodes 

except for nodes 70, 110 and 140. 
o read flood control rules 
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o read demand data 
o read PROSIM node data 
o read project agricultural demand data 
o read groundwater pumping time series 
o read historical storage time series 
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( TIMEINP.for ) 

Do loop : mo = 1, 12 

Read Millerton data : inflow 
milinf and upstream storage 

upatore 

Read in time series data : 
inflo for inflow; and gain for 
gains. (If running conjunctive 
use model calculated gains will 

overwrite these values) 

Store node 100 accretions in a 
temporary file "gain10" for 

later use 

Read in flood control rules 
XSTFLD 

Read in other time series data : 

non-project demands : 
PROSIM data : 
project ag demands : 
total GW pumping : 
historical storage : 

NPDEL 
SCHMFLO 
TPDMAG 
GWPTS 
HISTSTO 

... 

~Continue ~~--------------------------~ 
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2.6.3 SJROUTE.for 
Performs the flow routing for the middle San Joaquin subsystem with the 
exception of the Stanislaus and Calaveras Rivers. The middle San Joaquin 
subsystem includes the San Joaquin river from Millerton to the confluence with 
the Stanislaus River including Chowchilla, Fresno, Merced and the Tuolomne 
rivers. Water is first routed through Millerton to determine Millerton 
releases and the exports to the Madera and Friant-Kern Canals. Hidden and 
Buchanan reservoirs are operated according to the rules. Releases are made 
from Exchequer on the Merced River to meet demands downstream (nodes 
45,50,55). The Tuolomne Riveris simulated next (nodes 
60,65,70,75,80,85,90,95). Hetchy-Hetchy and Cherry/Eleanor lakes are use 
historical operations because they are used heavily for power. Don Pedrois 
operated according to rules - water is diverted into Turlock and Modesto 
reservoirs during wet months to accumulate as much storage as possible. 

The subroutine is divided into eight sections labelled SJROUTE1 -
SJROUTE8. These sections are organized as follows: 
SJROUTE1 Millerton operations 
SJROUTE2 Hidden and Buchanan operations 
SJROUTE3 Nodes 10 and 15. Flow not needed to meet demands at 10 and 

15 is sent down the eastside bypass. 
SJROUTE4 Merced river operations 
SJROUTE5 Tuolomne river operations ................. . 

Variables and 
adex* 
area(n(*)) 
arel (n(*)) 

avds 

avs80 
avs85 
avstot 
bstor (n (*)) 

capcty(n(*)) 
class1 
class2 
d80 
d85 
def80 

def85 
de1v 

diff 

dismad(mo) 

goes 
div (1,md,mo) 

dmcq(mo) 
dpindx(mo) 
ev (n (*) ,mo) 
evap (n (*) ,mo) 
ex2535 
export (n (*) ,mo) 

parameters : 
additional export to node * 
reservoir surface area (kdnd) 
array of additional releases needed to meet 
requirements, computed, (kdnd) 
difference between FLOW 95 and FWREQ 95. This is 
the amount "available" to export to 80 or 85 
availability for more storage in Modesto 
availibiblty for more storage in Turlock 
sum of AVS80 + AVS85 
beginning storage for month (kdnd), input
computed every year 
capacity of links (kdnd) 
total annual Millerton class1 deliveries 
total annual Millerton class2 deliveries 
surface water used to meet demands at node 80 
same as D80 for node 85 
deficit at 80, volume needed to bring storage up to 
rule and supply demand 
same as DEF80 but for Turlock 
demands satisfied directly from reservoir for New 
Don Pedro, Modesto, and Turlock 
difference computed for Millerton releases and 
storages 
array of monthly fractions of Madera Canal (EXPORT 
25) water from Millerton going to node 25, remainder 
to node 35, input (12) 
surface diversion from source to sink in a month 
(kdsrc,kdnd,12) 
flow from Mendota pool into node 15, (12) 
index used to compute the SJR four-river index 
reservoir evaporation depth (.01 ft) (kdnd,12) 
reservoir evaporation (KAF) (kdnd,12) 
sum of EXPORT 25 and EXPORT 35 
exports (kdnd,12) 
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extrel 
fkcl (mo) 
fkc2(mo) 
flow (n (*) ,mo) 

frac 

kswhist(n(*)) 

fwreq(n (*) ,mo) 
gain (n (*) ,mo) 
inflo(n(*) ,mo) 
iyr 
lsink(l,j) 

madcl (mo) 
madc2 (mo) 
nd 
npdel (n(*) ,mo) 
npret (n (*) ,mo) 
nsink(1) 

numres(*) 
pagmi15 
pagus (n (*) ,mo) 
pdelmi (n (*) ,mo) 
pmius (n (*) ,mo) 
pret (n (*) ,mo) 
rgain (n (*) ) 
reqrel (n (*) ) 

rstor (n (*) ) 
srule (n (*) ,mo) 
spill (10) 
temp feb 
temphi 
temple 
texport 
tinf 
xstor(n(*) 
yrtype(iyr) 
ystor(n(*) 

Subroutine calls 
resvr 
smaray 
tlroute 

sannode 

Files read from: 
none 

Files written to: 
none 

extra release made from any reservoir 
monthly volume of Friant-Kern Class1 flow (12) 
monthly volume of FKC Class 2 flow (12) 
flow leaving a node (kdnd,12), doesn't include 
returns from that node 
fractions used for flow adjustments at nodes 5, 20 and 
30 
switch to set reservoir storages to historic input, 
input (kdnd) 
flowby requirements for f&w (kdnd,12) 
gains (kdnd,12), input 
(real) inflows to reservoirs, (kdnd,12), input 
year during the simulation 
node numbers of DAUs getting water from a sink, 
input, (kdsrc,kdnd) 
monthly volume of Class 1 flow in Madera Canal (12) 
monthly volume of Class 2 flow in Madera Canal (12) 
current node number 
(real) nonproject deliveries (kdnd,12), input 
non-project return flow 
number of DAUs getting water from a sink, 
input, (kdsrc) 
node numbers of reservoirs in space call 
sum of Ag. and M&I surface deliveries at node 15 
project surface water used by agriculture (kdnd,12) 
adjusted project deliveries (M&I) (kdnd,12) 
project surface water used for M&I (kdnd,12) 
project returns (kdnd,12) 
remaining gain at a node 
extra releases needed to 
required in-stream flows 
running storage (kdnd) 
storage rule (kdnd,12) 
spillage at node 10 

(kdnd) 
meet fish and wildlife 
(FWREQ) . (kdnd) 

adjustment to Millerton Feb. flood storage 
adjustment to Millerton flood storage 
adjustment to Millerton flood storage 
total exports for Millerton 
total inflow to reservoir 
maximum reservoir storage (kdnd) 
(integer) array of year types, input (kdyr) 

minimum storage (kdnd) 

computes reservoir releases based on the rule curves 
sums returns from upstream connected nodes 
allocates surface and groundwater deliveries to the 
Tulare nodes 
allocates flow to demands from various sources 
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Summary flowchart 
o operate Millerton 
o calculate exports to the Friant-Kern Canal and Madera canal. Call 

RESVR to compute reservoir releases based on rule curves. 
o If below the minimum pool reduce class 2 diversions first, then class 1 

diversions. Reduce exports to Tulare DAU's and set storage to prevent 
violation of minimum and maximum storage pool. 

o call TLROUTE to compute deliveries to non-SANJASM nodes. 
o operate Hidden and Buchanan sequentially 
o call subroutines RESVR, SMARAY and SANNODE in sequence to compute 

deliveries from Hidden and Buchanan reservoirs 
o calculate flows from from nodes 20 and 30 and make Millerton exports 

available at downstream nodes 
o operate Mendota Pool 
o compute Mendota demands and eastside bypass exports 
o if demand at node 15 is met by Fresno slough inflows then meet demands 

at node 15 from node 10 spills and the remainder from DMC deliveries. 
Adjust flow to node 15 by the DMC required releases. If demand is not 
met at node 15 set the spill down the SJR to zero and route flow down 
the East Side Bypass. 

o operate Exchequer 
o call subroutines RESVR, SMARAY and SANNODE in sequence to operate 

Exchequer by rules and determine monthly releases. 
o operate Hetchy-Hetchy and Cherry/Eleanor 
o call subroutines RESVR, SMARAY and SANNODE in sequence to operate 

Hetchy-Hetchy and Cherry/Eleanor by rules and to determine monthly 
releases. 

o if not using historic time series data then operate reservoirs by rules. 
When insufficient water is entering New Don Pedro increase the release 
from both reservoirs using the space rule. 

o divert available Tuolomne flow into Modesto and Turlock ID's using the 
rules. 

o operate lower portions of the Tuolomne and Merced using rules. 
o calculate available storage in Modesto and Turlock. If storage space is 

available, determine excess flows available and recalculate river flows 
if these are utilized. 
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( SJROUTE.for ) 
"' 

I 
Operate Millerton I :alculate exports to Friant-Kern canal r<E9-I .. and Madera canal irnum - Call 1111:111/Jl to COI!pUte reservoir 

) + releases based on rule curves 

First reduce class 2 and then 
class 1 diversions. Reduce 

DO diversions by factor FRAC. 

• ~ Reduce exports to Tulare 
Call '!LIIOO'III:.for to compute 1--- DAD's (nodes 5,25 and 35). 

Set Feb storage to 435 kaf to • deliveries to non-SANJASM nodes • prevent violation of mininum 

I Operate Hidden and I and maximum storage pool. 

Buchanan sequentially 

I Call RKSYR,BMARAY,SARBODE for .. Hidden and Buchanan in sequence 
to compute deliveries to nodes. 

I calculate flow from 20 and route calculate flow from 30 and route 
flow through node 25 to make r--- flow through node 35 to make .. Millerton export available to Millerton export available to 

project demands at nodes 20,25 project demands at nodes 30,35 

I 

+ 
I Operate Mendota Pool I 

Compute Mendota demands and Demand met by DO Meet demands at node 15 from I .. Eastside bypass exports. Meet 

"")? 
node 10 spills and remainder node 15 demands from Fresno inflows 

.. 
from DMC deliveries slough inflows,accretions. 

• yes Compute exports down East Side 

Set spill down the San 
bypass and route excess down 

Joaquin river to zero. Route 
the San Joaquin River 

flow down East Side Bypass - • limited by channel capacity 

• Adjust ~ to node 15 by the 

+ DMC required releases computed 
above. 

I I Operate Exchequer 
Call ltii:SYR, IIIDRAY, IIABBODE .. to operate Exchequer by rules 

and compute monthly releases 

• IJperate Hetchy-Hetchy and I 
Cherry/Eleanor 

If insufficient water is Call ltii:SYR, IIIORAY, IIABBODE Is historic DO 
I to operate Hetchy-Hetchy and . storage time . entering Don Pedro increase .. Cherry/Eleanor by rules and ·y .. release from both Hetchy -

compute monthly releases used Hetchy and Cherry/Elanor 

• 
yea Call space rule to compute 

extra release. Update flow 
to nodes 60 and 65. 

Determine inflow to node 75 1.. I 
from node 70 r 

• l Operate lower portion of L Divert available Tuolomne 
flow into Modesto and Merced at nodes 55 and 40 ~~ Turlock using rules 

• 
I Operate lower portion of I 

Tulomne at nodes 90 and 95 

I .. Determine storage space .. Is storage yea .. Compute excess flow available in Modesto and - space available FLOW95 - FWREQ95 Turlock available 

• 
DO Excess flows divided 

between reservoirs using 
ratio of AXS80 to AVS85 

, • c Return .... Recompute flows downstream 

··-',- from node 75 
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2.6.4 TLROUTE.for 
Allocates surface and ground water deliveries to the Tulare nodes. 

2.6.4.1 Subroutine tlroute(iyr,iyt,exports) 

Variables and 
div (isrc, nd,mo) 

parameters 

exportS 
flow(n(*) ,mo) 

fsnkcls 

gain(n(*),mo) 
inflo (n (*) ,mo) 
isrc 
iyt 
jbpexs (mo) 
jiter 
knodtul (in) 
ktype 
lsink (isrc, j) 

nd 
nsink(isrc) 
nsource 
ntuldm 
schmflo (* ,mo) 

sdelv(nd,mo) 

Subroutine calls 
tsource 

tulnode 

Files read from: 
none 

Files written to: 
none 

Summary flowchart 

surface diversion from source to sink in a month 
(kdsrc,kdnd,l2) 
exports at node 5 
flow leaving a node (kdnd,l2), doesn't include 
returns from that node 
monthly percentage of annual FKC going to a given 
DAU, input, (kdsnk,l2) 
gains (kdnd,l2), input 
(real) inflows to reservoirs, (kdnd,l2), input 
source of water for any DAU 
temporary variable for year type 
excess flow that cant go down the James Bypass (12) 
iteration counter 
list of node numbers of Tulare DAUs, input, (kdnd) 
year type for Tulare demands 
node numbers of DAUs getting water from a sink,input, 
(kdsrc, kdnd) 
current node number 
number of DAUs getting water from a sink,input, (kdsrc) 
number of sources of water in the Tulare area,input 
number of Tulare-area DAUs 
array of monthly DMC and CAQ deliveries computed in 
PROSIM, input, (9, 12) 
total surface delivery into a DAU, (kdnd,l2) 

computes the volume of surface delivery from a 
Tulare source to a Tulare demand node 
allocates flow to demands from various sources. 
Demand nodes are project or non-project. 

o Set inflow (INFLO) to nodes along the Delta Mendota Canal and California 
Aqueduct to SCHMFLO from PROSIM 

o Call TSOURCE for each "source" other tah the Friant-Kern Canal and nodes 
216 and 217 to compute DIV(i,j), the diversion from source ito sink 
(DAU) j. 

o Set DIV for nodes 216 and 217. 
o Compute surface delivery (SDELV) for each Tulare node (DAU) as the sum 

of the diversions (DIV) from each source into the node (sink). 
o Along the Friant-Kern canal, set the Flow leaving the node as the FLOW 

leaving the upstream node minus the diversion (DIV). Do this for each 
node along the Friant-Kern Canal except 300, 320 and 330; these are 
confluences with Kings, Koweah and Tule rivers. 

o Set FLOW values along the Kings River. 
o Set FLOW values along the Koweah, Tule and Kern Rivers. 
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o Set FLOW values along the Cross Valley Canal, California Aqueduct and 
Delta Mendota Canal. 

o Call TULNODE to set surface and groundwater usages at each node, PMIUS, 
FAGUS, PMIGW and PAGGW. 
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Set an upper limit on rronthly 
Kings River flows available for 

diversion 

Determine year-type for the 
Tulare nodes IYT 1~type 1; IYT 
2,3 ~ type 2; IYT 4,5 - type 3 

Set INFLO from nodes along the 
Delta Mendota Canal (216, 217 and 

218) and California Aqueduct 
(290) to SCHMFLO from PROSIM 

Call TSOURCE for each • source• 
other than Friant-Kern and nodes 
216 and 217 to compute DIV(ij), 
the diversion from source i into 

sink DAU(j) 

Set diversions DIV for nodes 216 
and 217 which come from PROSIM 

nodes 45 and 46 

Compute surface water delivery 
(SDELV) for each Tulare node 

(DAU) as the sum of the 
diversions from each source into 

the node (sink) 

Along the Friant-Kern Canal set 
the flow leaving the node to the 

FLOW leaving the upstream node 
minus the diversion (DIV). 

Repeat this for each node except 
nodes 300, 320 and 330 which are 
the confluences with the Kings, 

Koweah and Tule rivers. 

Add the FKC Kings River 
diversions at 305 

Add the FKC diversions 
(DIV) at node 300 (Kings 

River) 

Add the diversions (DIV) 
to node 300 after the 

groundwater rrodel calls 

no 

Add the FKC Kings River 
diversions at 305 including 
diversions at nodes 233,238 

and 236 from the FKC. 
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Set flows at nodes 310 and 315 
•s flow leaving upstream nodes 
minus the diversions. Flow at 
node 315 is corrected for a 

monthly flow limit of 302 kaf 
down the James bypass. 

no 

Reduce diversions from node 
)Jye:.;;;:s~-----1~315 in proportion to the error 

(error= -flow(n(315)) for 
Kings River diverters only 

) 

Add the FKC Kaweah River 
diversions at 325 

yes Add the diversions (DIV) 
to node 320 after the 

groundwater model calls 

Add the FKC Kaweah River 
diversions at 325 including 
diversions at nodes 241 and 

242 from the FKC. 

Add the FKC Tule River 
diversions at 335 

Add the diversions (DIV) 
to node 330 after the 

groundwater model calls 

Add the FKC Tule River 
diversions at 335 including 

diversions at node 243. 
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Set flows at Kern River 
nodes 341, 342 and 343 as 
flow leaving upstream node 

minus diversion 

Set flows at remainder of 
Kern River nodes as flow 

leaving upstream node minus 
diversion 

Spill all flood flows in 
the King's River in excess 

of James Bypass capacity to 
the Tulare Lake bed 

Call subroutine tulnoda 
to set surface and GW 
usages at each node 
PMIUS, PAGUS, PMIGW, 

PAGGW 
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2.6.4.2 Subroutine tsource(xflow,isrc,mo,ktype) 

Variables and parameters 
isrc 
ktype 
nsink(isrc) 
tsrcsnk(isrc,j, 

mo,ktype) 
xflow 

Subroutine calls 
none 

Files read from: 
none 

Files written to: 
none 

Summary flowchart 

source of water for any DAU 
year type for Tulare demands 
number of DAUs getting water from a sink,input, (kdsrc) 
fraction of flow from a source to a DAU for a month 
and year type, input, (kdsrc,kdsnk,12,3) 
total flow available at one of the 12 sources to 
supply a DAU 

o Set surface diversion (DIV) to flow into source (XFLOW) * fraction of 
flow from each source to given sink (node), variable TSRCSNK. 
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TSOURCE.for 

Set node number (nd) = node 
mumber of sink 

Set surface diversions 
(DIV) equal to flow at the 
source XFLOW * fraction of 

flow from each source to 
the given sink (node) 
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2.6.4.3 Subroutine tulnode(iyr,nd,mo,iyt) 
Variables and parameters 
agefnon(nd,mo) agricultural use efficiency for non-critical years 

agrecf(nd,mo) 
iyr 
iyt 
knodtrd 
miefcri(nd,mo) 
miefnon(nd,mo) 
mirecf(nd,mo) 
nd 
npef 
npefcri(nd,mo) 
npefnon(nd,mo) 

ntr 
ntred 
pagef 
paggw ( nd, mo) 
pagsht (nd,mo) 
pagus (nd,mo) 
pdel(nd,mo) 

pdelag(nd,mo) 
pdelmi (nd,mo) 
pmief 
pmigw(nd,mo) 
pmisht(nd,mo) 
pmius (nd,mo) 
pret(nd,mo) 
sdelv(nd,mo) 
tpdmag(nd,mo) 
tpdmrni(nd,mo) 
tred(nred,*) 
tulred 
xaggw(nd,mo) 
xmigw(nd,mo) 

Subroutine calls 
none 

Files read from: 
none 

Files written to: 
none 

Summary flowchart 

(kdnd, 12) 
agricultural water recharge factor (kdnd,12) 
year during the simulation 
temporary variable for year type 
array of Tulare demand nodes 
M&I use efficiency for critical years (kdnd,12) 
M&I use efficiency for non-critical years (kdnd,12) 
M&I water recharge factor (kdnd,12) 
node numbers 
non-project efficiency 
non-project efficiency for critical years (kdnd,12) 
non-project efficiency for non-critical years 
(kdnd,12) 
node flag for Tulare demand nodes 
number of Tulare demand deficiency nodes 
project agricultural use efficiency 
project groundwater used by agriculture (kdnd,12) 
project agricultural shortage (kdnd,12) 
project surface water used by agriculture (kdnd,12) 
Total project delivery to all demand nodes 
(kdnd, 12) 
adjusted project deliveries (agri.) (kdnd,12) 
adjusted project deliveries (M&I) (kdnd,12) 
project M&I efficiency 
project groundwater used for M&I (kdnd,12) 
project M&I shortage (kdnd,12) 
project surface water used for M&I (kdnd,12) 
project returns (kdnd,12) 
surface water delivery into a node 
target project agricultural demand (kdnd,12) 
target project M&I demand (kdnd,12) 
array of Tulare demand deficiency nodes (ntred) 
deficiency factor 
maximum monthly agricultural GW pumping, (kdnd,12) 
maximum monthly M&I groundwater pumping (kdnd,12) 

o Set efficiencies based on year type 
o Set deficiency factor (TULRED) for flagged nodes 
o Set project surface water usage (PMIUS) and project agricultural water 

usage PAGUS from surface water deliveries (SDELV) 
o Set project groundwater use by agriculture (PAGGW) and project 

groundwater use by M&I according to demands and surface usage 
o Determine shortages and returns 
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Set efficiencies for M&I, 
ag. and non-project equal 

to critical values 

Flag the nodes at which to 
set deficiencies 

yes 

Set efficiencies for M&I, 
ag. and non-project equal 

to non-critical values 

Set deficiency factor TULRED 
according to the year type for dry 

and crtitically dry years. 

Set project M & I usage to either 
~~y_e_s-------------;~inflow split due to M&I or adjusted 

projected delivery, whichever is 

Set project ag usage equal to 
inflow 

Calculate ag and M&I groundwater 
pumping by subtracting usage 

from adjusted target demands. 
Set groundwater pumping to 

calculated pumping if less than 
maximum groundwaterpumping 

Set shortages for ag and M&I by 
subtracting the sum of surface 
usage and groundwater pumping 

from the adjusted target 
demands. For dry and critically 

dry years this adjustment is 
;pecified in the control file 

Calculate project returns (PRET) 
by summing surface and 
groundwater usage and 

multiplying by recharge factor 
and project efficiency 

smaller 

Set project ag usage to either 
inflow split due to ag. or adjusted 

projected delivery, whichever is 
smaller 
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2.6.5 CSROUTE.for 
Performs the flow routing for the Calaveras and Stanislaus Rivers. 

Variables and parameters 
(subroutine variables, all computed) 

area(n(*) 
avd* 
a vex* 

avs* 
bnck* 

capcty(n(*)) 
d* 

def* 
deficit 
delv 
diff* 

ev (n ( *) , mo) 
evap (n (*) ,mo) 
export (n (*),mol 
extra* 
flow (n (*) ,mo) 

fvol* 
fwreq(n (*) ,mo) 

inflo (n (*) ,mo) 
pagus (n (*) ,mo) 
pmius (n (*) ,mo) 
req* 

reqrel (n (*) ) 

rstor (n (*) ) 
texpt 
tdem* 
xstor (n (*) ) 
ystor (n (*) ) 
ynpgw (n (*) ,mo) 

Subroutine calls 
realloc 

resvr 
smaray 
san node 

Files read from: 
none 

Files written to: 
none 

reservoir surface area (kdnd) 
water available to meet demand at ** from node * 
amount of storage in* that's available to meet 
demand at node * 
availability to increase storage in * 
"bottleneck" in link connecting nodes 110 and *, 
which is the remaining capacity in the link 
capacity of links (kdnd) (channel capacity, input) 
"bottleneck" in link connecting nodes 110 and *, 
which is the remaining capacity in the link 
"deficit" at node * that can't be met 
amount of TDEM150 that can't be met 
demand met directly from a reservoir 
difference computed between reservoir releases and 
storages 
reservoir evaporation depth (.01 ft) (kdnd,12) 
reservoir evaporation (KAF) (kdnd,12) 
exports (kdnd,12) 
EXPORT from node 110 that can't be exported 
flow leaving a node (kdnd,12), doesn't include 
returns from that node 
free volume for increased storage in * 
minimum flow requirement to meet fishery flow 
(kdnd, 12) 
(real) inflows to reservoirs, (kdnd,12), input 
project surface water used by agriculture (kdnd,12) 
project surface water used for M&I (kdnd,12) 
additional releases needed to meet F&W required in
stream flows to account for any exports from the node 
total releases needed to meet fish and wildlife 
required in-stream flows (FWREQ) accounting for any 
exports from the node. (kdnd) 
current month reservoir storage (kdnd,12) 
total exports from Goodwin reservoir facilities 
sum of surface deliveries to node * 
maximum reservoir storage (kdnd) 
minimum reservoir storage (kdnd) 
minimum non-project pumping (kdnd,12) 

reallocates deliveries and shortages and adjusts 
monthly deliveries 
computes reservoir releases based on the rule curves 
sums returns from upstream connected nodes 
allocates flow to demands from various sources 
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Summary flowchart 
o Set inflow (INFLO) to nodes along the Delta Mendota Canal and California 

Aqueduct to SCHMFLO from the PROSIM model 
o Call subroutine TSOURCE for each "source" other than Friant - Kern and 

nodes 216 and 217 to compute the diversions DIV(i,j) from source i into 
sink DAU(j) 

o Set diversions DIV(i,j) at nodes 216 and 217 
o Compute surface deliveries (SDELV) for each Tulare node (DAU) equal to 

the sum of the diversions from each source into the node (sink) 
o Along the Friant-Kern Canal, determine the flow leaving the node by 

subtracting the diversion (DIV) from the flow leaving the upstream node. 
This is done for each node along the Friant-Kern Canal except nodes 300, 
320 and 330, which are confluences with the Kings, Koweah and Tule 
Rivers 

o Set flows along the Kings River 
o Set flows along the Koweah, Tule and Kern Rivers 
o Set flows along the Cross Valley Canal, California Aqueduct and Delta 

Mendota Canal 
o Call subroutine TULNODE to set surface and groundwater usages at each 

node, PMIUS, PAGUS, PMIGW and PAGGW 
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Repeat this 
analysis for 
Woodward and 
Farmington, 

Nodes 155 and 
160 

Meet demands 
with available 
water. Store 
~urplus in node 

165. 

Call 8AIIIICDII: then U8Ya in 
sequence to estimate deliveries 

directly from New Melones 
reservoir to Tulloch. 

Call U8va then IIJiliRAY in 
sequence to estimate deliveries 

to node 135 

Call U8va then ~ in sequence. 
Inflow to Tulloch is release from New 

J-----~ Melones plus gains. Calculate inflow 
to node 110. 

)perate Calaveras at nodes 135 and 140 
by calling aaHIODII:. Demand at 160 
can be supplied from nodes 110 and 

140. 

Call aaBICDII: for nodes 150,155,165 
and 160 to obtain surface water used 

to meet deliveries 

Reduce exports at nodes 150 
)r=--1~ and 155 to CAPCTY at node 150 

Compute remaining capacity in 
canals 

Export water from Goodwin 
through Joint Main Canal and 

South San Joaquin Canal 
depending on conditions 1- 4. 

Use storage at 
node 165 if 

possible then 
pro-rate 

de fecit 

Pro-rate the 
total deficit 
between nodes 

based on 
demands. 

no 

Compute total 
deficit and 
pro-rate it 
between the 

nodes. 

and at node 155 

Operate remaining nodes 
115,120,125 and 145 

Call WQ. Release water from 
~--1111 New melones to satisfy target 

TDS at Vernalis 
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2.6.6 MODl.for 
This module contains the subroutines which provide the operating rules for 
water allocations and deliveries 

2.6.6.1 Subroutine resvr(nd,mo,evap,rel,fwreq,delv) 
This subroutine computes reservoir releases based on the rule curves. 

Variables 
area(nd) 
delv 

and parameters 

ev(nd,mo) 
evap 
fwreq ( nd, mo) 
histsto(nd,mo) 
kswhist (nd) 

kswsml t (nd) 

nd 
ndnum(nd) 
qpow (nd,mo) 
rel 
rstor(nd) 
snomlt(nd,mo) 
srule(nd,mo) 
temp feb 
temp hi 
temple 
tempst 
tin£ 
xstfld(nd,mo) 

Subroutine calls 
snowmlt 
milflod 

Files read from: 
none 

Files written to: 
none 

Summary flowchart 

reservoir surface area (kdnd) 
demands or EXPORTs taken directly from the reservoir 
reservoir evaporation depth (O.Olft) (kdnd,12) 
reservoir evaporation (KAF) (kdnd,12) 
flowby requirements for f&w (kdnd,12) 
Millerton historic monthly storage (kdnd,12) 
switch to set reservoir storages to historic input, 
input (kdnd) 
array of binary switches to turn on snowmelt routine 
(kdnd) 
number of nodes 
array of node numbers (kdnd) 
release limit for hydropower (kdnd,12) 
computed release from reservoir 
current month reservoir storage (kdnd) 
array of snowmwlt releases (kdnd,12) 
storage rule (kdnd,12) 
adjustment to Millerton 
adjustment to Millerton 
adjustment to Millerton 
temporary storage 

Feb. flood storage 
flood storage 
flood storage 

total inflow to reservoir 
flood control rule (kdnd,12) 

adjusts reservoir releases during mar-jun for snowmelt 
estimates flood control storage for Millerton for 
months February - June. 

o Call subroutine SNOMELT during months March through June to estimate 
expected snowmelt 

o For node 5, and for months February through June ; call subroutine 
MILFLOD 
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RESVR.for 

Set evaporation EVAP and 
calculate temporary storage 

rEMPST as EOM storage + inflow 
- evap - delivery 

yes :all SNOWMLT to adjust reservoir 
)r~-----------1~ releases due to expected 

Otherwise set release REL to the 
maximum of (a) flood control 
releases; (b) F&W + snowmelt 

releases and (c) hydropower or 
tempst - srule (whichever is the 

smaller) 

snowmelt 

Calculate release and update 
reservoir storage 

REL = tempst - histsto 
RSTOR = histsto 

Call MILFLOD to compute flood 
control storage 

Set RSTOR = tempst 
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I 

2.6.6.2_Su_br_o_utine snowmlt(mo,nd) 
Adjusts reservoir releases during March - June due to expected snowmelt. 
Works for all reservoirs except San Luis and the terminal reservoirs. 

Variables and 
kdnd 

parameters 

knodrs (nd) 
month 
rstor (nd) 
sminflo 
snomlt (nd,mo) 
xmon 

xstor(nd) 

Subroutine calls 
zerol 
zero2 

Files read from: 
none 

Files written to: 
none 

Summary flowchart 

dimension on nodes 
array of nodes with reservoirs (kdrs) 
do loop index for a month 
current month reservoir storage (kdnd) 
sum of inflow from current month to month 9 (June) 
array of snowmelt releases (kdnd,l2) 
real value for number of months from current month 
to month 9 
maximum reservoir storage (kdnd) 

zeros out values of sminflo by node 
zeros out values of snowmlt by node and month 

o zero out previous values of sminflo and snowmlt. 
o set a counter that decrements from 9 to 0 by 1 (June to October) . 
o sum monthly inflows from current month to June and assign value to 

sminflo. 
o estimate snowmelt as the sum of inflow and current storage less maximum 

storage. Divide by the counter value to obtain an average monthly 
snowmelt value. 
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SNOWML T.for 

Call zerol and zero2 to 
reinitialize variables sminflo(nd) 

and snowmlt(nd,mo) to zero 

Set counter xmon to decrement by 
month from value 9 (June) to value 

1 (October) 

Do loop : 
month = mo to 9 

~epeat a number of times 
equal to the difference 

between current month 
number and 9 (June) 

Sum monthly inflows from current 
month until June (month 6) and 

assign value to sminflo(nd) 

Estimate monthly snowmelt as the 
sum of current reservoir storage 

(rstor), accumulated inflow 
(sminflo) minus maximum storage 

(xstor) . Divide by xmon to obtain a 
monthly average snowmelt. 
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2.6.6.3 Subroutine smaray(nd,mo) 
Sums up the running gain,inf,pret,npret arrays by adding what is available at 
the current node to the running values from the upstream node. 

Variables and parameters 
flow(un,mo) flow leaving a node (kdnd,12), doesn't include 

flowin (nd) 
frusret(i,nd) 

gain(nd,mo) 
inflo (nd,mo) 
milfsh (mo) 

npret (ur,mo) 
npretrn 
nusnod(nd) 
nusret (nd) 

pret(ur,mo) 
pretrn 
rgain (nd) 
rinf(nd) 
rnpret (nd) 

rpret(ur) 
un 
usnode (i, nd) 

ur 
usret(i,nd) 

Subroutine calls 
none 

Files read from: 
none 

Files written to: 
none 

Summary flowchart 

returns from that node 
flow entering a node (kdnd) 
array of percentage of return from an u/s node 
going to the current node, (kdusr,kdnd) 
gains (kdnd,12), input(nd) 
(real) inflows to reservoirs, (kdnd,12), input 
optional Millerton release for fish and wildlife 
(12) 
non-project return flow (kdnd,12) 
(real) total non-project return going into a node 
number of immediately u/s nodes 
number of immediately u/s nodes with returns going 
to current node 
project return flow (kdnd,12) (pret <= rnpret) 
(real) total project return going into a node 
remaining gain at a node (kdnd) 
remaning inflow at a node (kdnd) 
remaining non-project returns at a node(kdnd) 
(remaining project and non-project returns are cobined 
into remaining non-project returns) 
remaining project returns at a node(kdnd) 
upstream node 
(integer) node numbers of nodes immediately u/s of 
current node (kdusn,kdnd) 
upstream return node 
(integer) node numbers of nodes with returns 
immediately u/s of current node (kdusn,kdnd) 

o Initialize rgain(nd) to gain(nd,mo), rinf(nd) to inflo(nd,mo), and 
flowin(nd) to gain(nd,mo) + inflow(nd,mo). 

o Add the running project returns RPRET to the running non-project 
return RNPRET 

o Sum the returns from upstream connected nodes. 
o Add RGAIN, RINF at upstream connected nodes to RGAIN and RINF at 

the current node. 
o For node 10 (Eastside bypass), the remaininmg inflow and the 

inflow to a node should be reduced by the volume of the release. 
o Add upstream project and non-project returns to the inflow at each 

site. 
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SMARAY.for 

Initialize rgain to gain; 
rinf to inf1o; 

flowin to gain + info 
reinitialize other variables to 

zero 

Add the running project return 
~ret to the running non-project 
return ~pret from upstream nodes 

Sum the monthly project returns 
from upstream nodes (pretrn) 

Sum the monthly non-project returns 
from upstream nodes (npretr.n) 

Add gains, remaining inflows and 
flows from upstream node to gains, 

remaining inflows and flows to 
current node (rgain, rinf and 

f1ow.in) . 

Reduce the remaining inflow (r.inf) 
and the flow entering a node by 

milfsh, the volume of additional 
release from Millerton lake. 



Add upstream project and 
non-project returns to the inflow 

at each upstream node 
- f1owi.D (Dd) 
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2.6.6.4 Subroutine sannode(kswitch,tsfusd,iyr,nd,mo,fwreq) 
Allocates flow to demands from various sources. A demand node is either non
project or project, with non-project having priority. 

Variables and 
agrecf(nd,mo) 
agefcri(nd,mo) 

agefnon(nd,mo) 

del 
flow(nd,mo) 

flowin (nd} 
fwreq ( nd, mo) 
iyr 
kswitch 
miefcri(nd;.mo) 
miefnon(nd,mo} 

mirecf(nd,mo} 
nd 
npdel(nd,mo) 
npef 
npeffcri(nd,mo} 

npeffnon(nd,mo} 

npgnus(nd,mo) 
npgwus(nd,mo) 
npret(nd,mo) 
npretus(nd,mo} 
npsht(nd,mo} 
pagef 
paggw(nd,mo} 
pagsht(nd,mo) 
pagus (nd,mo) 
pdelag(nd,mo) 
pdelmi(nd,mo) 
pmigw(nd,mo) 
pmief 
pmius(nd,mo) 
pmisht(nd,mo) 
pret(nd,mo) 
reqrel (nd} 

rgain(nd) 
rinf (nd} 
rnpdem 
rnpret (nd) 
rpgnus (nd,mo) 
rpinus(nd,mo) 
splag 

splmi 

parameters 
agricultural recharge factor, input (kdnd,l2) 
agricultural water use efficiency for critical years, 
input (kdnd, 12) 
agricultural use efficiency for non-critical years 
(kdnd, 12) 

maximum project and non-project deliveries to a node 
flow leaving a node (kdnd,l2), doesn't include returns 
from that node 
flow entering a node (kdnd) 
flowby requirements for f&w (kdnd,l2) 
year during the simulation 
switch to skip FLOW computation 
M&I efficiency for critical years, input (kdnd,l2) 
monthly M&I efficiency for non-critical years, input 
(kdnd, 12) 

M&I recharge factor, input (kdnd,l2) 
node number 
(real) nonproject deliveries (kdnd,l2), input 
nonproject demand efficiency 
(real) nonproj. critical year monthly efficiencies 
(kdnd,l2}, input 
(real} nonproj. noncritical year monthly efficiencies 
(kdnd, 12), input 
(real} non-project surface water usage (kdnd,l2) 
(real} non-project groundwater usage (kdnd,l2} 
(real} non-project return (kdnd,l2} 
(real} non-project return flow usage (kdnd,l2) 
(real) non-project shortage 
project AG. demand efficiency 
project groundwater used by agriculture 
project agricultural shortage 
project surface water used by agriculture (kdnd,12) 
adjusted project deliveries (agric.) (kdnd,l2) 
adjusted project deliveries (M&I) (kdnd,l2) 
project groundwater used for M&I (kdnd,l2) 
project M&I demand efficiency 
project surface water used for M&I (kdnd,12) 
project M&I shortage (kdnd,12) 
project returns (kdnd,12) 
extra releases needed to meet fish and wildlife 
required in-stream flows (FWREQ) . (kdnd) 
remaining gain at a node (kdnd} 
remaning inflow at a node (kdnd) 
remaining non-project demand to be satisfied 
remaining non-project returns at a node(kdnd) 
remaining project gains used at a node(kdnd,12) 
remaining project inflow used at a node(kdnd,12) 
amount of negative nonproject demand to be allocated 
to agriculture 
amount of negative nonproject demand to be allocated 
to M&I. 
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surfdel(nd,rno) 

tpdmag (nd,rno) 
tpdmrni(nd,rno) 
tpsus 
tsfusd 
xaggw ( nd, roo) 
xnpgw (nd,rno) 
yaggw (nd,rno) 
yrnigw (nd,rno) 
ynpgw (nd,rno) 
yrtype(iyr) 

Subroutine calls 
srnaray 

Files read from: 
none 

Files written to: 
none 

Summary flowchart 

maximum agricultural surface water delivered to nodes 
110, 150, 155 and 160 
target project agricultural demand (kdnd,12) 
target project M&I demand (kdnd,12) 
sum of AG. and M&I surface water deliveries 
total surface water used at a node to satisfy demands 
maximum monthly agricultural GW pumping, (kdnd,12) 
maximum monthly non-project GW pumping, (kdnd,12) 
minimum monthly agricultural GW pumping, (kdnd,12) 
minimum monthly M&I GW pumping, (kdnd,12) 
minimum non-project monthly GW pumping, (kdnd,12) 
(integer) array of year types, input (kdyr) 

sums up the running gain, inflow, non-project and 
project return arrays by adding current node water 
availability to running values from the upstream node 

o call subroutine SMARAY 
o set efficiencies according to year - type 
o set in order variable NPGWUS, NPGNUS, NPINUS, NPRETURN, TSFUSD 
o reset values of RGAIN, RINF and RNPRET 
o set NPRET and NPSHT 
o set project M&I surface use, GW use and shortages PMIUS, PMIGW and 

PMISHT 
o if node is 25 or 35 allow PAGUS to draw storage at nodes 20 and 30 only, 

down to the minimum storage reserve, YSTRSV 
o if the node takes water from Goodwin (110, 150, 155, 160, 165) then set 

PAGUS according to the surface delivery (SURFDEL) 
o set project agricultural groundwater pumping according to agricultural 

water usage (PAGUS). Set shortage equal to PAGSHT. 
o add PAGUS and PMIUS to TSFUSD 
o compute REQREL and FLOW if required to compute flow leaving the node 

(kswitch = 1) 
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SAN NODE. for 

Reset non-project demand 
variables to zero for the second 
iteration of the conjunctive use 

mcxiel 

Call SMARAY to calculate project 
and non-project returns 

Set water use efficiencies 
depending on whether a critical 
(>4) or a non-critical year type 

(1-3). 

Set non-project groundwater 
usage to the smaller of 

non-project deliveries or 
minimum groundwater pumping. If 
remaining demand ~ < 0.01 
set total surface water used to 

rnpdem. 

Set delivery dal equal to the 
smaller of ~ and available 

~-----------i~ gains (rqain). Correct for 
non-project usage of available 

gains (npgnus=del). 

Set delivery dal equal to the 
smaller of rnpdem and available 

inflows (rinf). Correct for 
non-project usage of inflows 

(npinus=del) 

Set delivery dal equal to the 
smaller of rnpdem and available 
non-project returns (rnpret). 

Correct for non-project usage of 
non-project returns 

(npretus = del) 

Set delivery del equal to the 
smaller of remaining demand and 
the difference between minimum 

1nd maximum groundwater pumping. 
Add del to the minimum 

groundwater pumped. 
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Calculate monthly non-project 
returns (npret) and the running 

non-project returns (rnpret) 

Calculate project M&I surface 
water and groundwater use and 

determine if a shortage exists 

Calculate project agricultural 
surface water and groundwater 
use (pagua). Limit storage 

withdrawls to the mimimum 
storage reserve (ystrsv) . 

Set project agricultural water 
use according to surface water 

deliveries surfdel 

Set project agricultural pumping 
to the smaller of either maximum 

~~~------------~~ pumping or total project ag. 

Set project agricultural water 
use equal to the smaller of 

either project ag deliveries or 
the volume of project demands 

above maximum groundwater 
pumping. 

Set project agricultural pumping 
(paggw) to the minimum pumping 

or to the difference between ag. 
deliveries (pdalag) and ag. 

demand tpcbag) . 

Calculate shortage paqsht if 
tpdmag is greater than the sum 
of product agricultural usage 

and project grounndwater 
pumping. 

demands - project ag.use 
(tpdmag - pagus ) 
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Determine project returns. If 
non-project returns are negative, 
split the deficit between ag. and 
M&I surface and groundwater usage 
and update the estimate of project 

returns (pret). 

Sum project ag and M&I usage to 
determine total surface water 

used at a node to satisfy 
demands (tafuad) 

:alculate reqre1 and f1ow if we 
~-------------l~need to determine flow leaving a 

node 
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2.6.6.5 Subroutine realloc(iyr,nd,mo,deliv) 
Reallocates the deliveries and shortages. Deliveries to nodes 27 and 30 in 
the Calaveras-Stanislaus system can be limited by channel capacities. If 
these are limiting, this subroutine is called to adjust monthly deliveries. 
Non-project demands are much smaller than project demands and are rarely 
limited by channel capacities. No reallocations are performed, therefore for 
non-project demands. 

Variables and parameters 

agefcri(nd,mo) 

agefnon(nd,mo) 
deliv 
flow(nd,mo) 

nd 
pagef 
paggw (nd,mo) 
pagsht (nd,mo) 
pagus (nd,mo) 
pcntag 

pdel (nd,mo) 
pmigw (nd,mo) 
pmief 
pmius (nd,mo) 
pmisht(nd,mo) 
pret(nd,mo) 
tempag(nd,mo) 

tempmi(nd,mo) 

tpdrnag (nd,mo) 
tpdrrani(nd,mo) 
xaggw ( nd, mo) 
yaggw (nd,mo) 
ymigw (nd,mo) 
yrtype(iyr) 

Subroutine calls 
none 

Files read from: 
none 

Files written to: 
none 

Summary flowchart 

agricultural water use efficiency for critical years, 
input (kdnd,12) 
agricultural use efficiency for non-critical year 
total project delivery (kdnd,l2) 
flow leaving a node (kdnd,l2), doesn't include returns 
from that node 
node number 
project AG. demand efficiency 
project groundwater used by agriculture (kdnd,l2) 
project agricultural shortage (kdnd,l2) 
project surface water used by agriculture (kdnd,l2) 
fraction of total monthly delivery to a node that is 
allocated to agriculture 
project delivery (kdnd,l2) 
project groundwater used for M&I (kdnd,l2) 
project M&I demand efficiency 
project surface water used for M&I (kdnd,l2) 
project M&I shortage (kdnd,l2) 
project returns (kdnd,l2) 
initial estimate of the total surface water allocation 
to agriculture (kdnd,l2) 
initial estimate of the total surface water allocation 
to M&I (kdnd, 12) 
target project agricultural demand (kdnd,l2) 
target project M&I demand (kdnd,l2) 
maximum monthly agricultural GW pumping, (kdnd,12) 
minimum monthly agricultural GW pumping, (kdnd,12) 
minimum monthly M&I GW pumping, (kdnd,12) 
(integer) array of year types, input (kdyr) 

o set efficiency based on year type 
o set REMPMI and TEMPAG values based on actual surface deliveries (DELIV) 

to each node 
o recompute the surface deliveries, groundwater deliveries, water shortage 

and surface returns 
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( REALLOC.for ) 
, 

If the year is a non-critical water 
year (yrtype < 4) then use lower 

water use efficiencies for 
ag. (pagef) and M&I (pldef). If a 

critical year use the higher 
values. 

~, 

Prorate ag. and M&I deliveries 
tempag and tempmi based on actual 
surface water deliveries (del.i.v) 

to the node 

,, 
Recalculate M&I surface water and 

groundwater uasge. Recalculate 
shortage by subtracting surface and 

groundwater usage from total M&I 
demands. 

,, 
Recalculate agricultural surface 

water and groundwater uasge. 
Recalculate shortage by subtracting 
surface and groundwater usage from 

total agricultural demands. 

, 
c Return ~ 
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2.6.6.6 Subroutine floadj(nd,mo,arel,reqrel) 
Is used to recalculate flows after the subroutine SPACE has been called. 

Variables and 
arel (nd) 

parameters 

flow (nd,mo) 

nd 
reqrel (nd) 

nusnod(nd) 
usnode (i, nd) 

Subroutine calls 
none 

Files read from: 
none 

Files written to: 
none 

Summary flowchart 

array of additional releases needed to meet 
requirements (kdnd) 
flow leaving a node (kdnd,l2), doesn't include returns 
from that node 
node number 
extra releases that need to be made at a node to meet 
fish and wildlife requirements (kdnd) 
number of immediately upstream nodes (kdnd) 
node numbers of nodes immediately upstream of current 
node (kdusn,kdnd) 

o if there are no upstream nodes (NUSNOD = 0) set flow array FLOW to 
include additional releases AREL needed to meet requirements 

o if node = 70 add additional releases at nodes 60, 65 and 70 to FLOW at 
node 70 

o set the additional releases for each node to - REQREL 
o sum additional upstream releases and update the monthly flow with the 

final value of AREL 
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FLOADJ.for 

Set arel for node equal to 
negative (-) reqrel (fish and 
wildlife release requirements) 

sum the additional releases 
aral for each upstream node 

Update monthly flow at a 
node with final value of 
arel : flow(nd,mo) = 

flow(nd,mo) + aral (nd) 

Adjust flows by accounting for 
additional releases arel 

Add additional releases from 
nodes 60 and 65 to arel 

Recalculate flow = flow+arel 
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2.6.7 MOD2.for 

2.6.7.1 Subroutine spcall (mo,iyr,reqrel) 
Initiates a call to subroutine SPACE. 

Variables and 
dscap 

parameters 

knodrs(i) 
nd 
nr 

nres 
numres(nr) 
reqrel(n(*)) 

spcvec ( j, nd) 

treqrel(*) 

Subroutine calls 

d/s (outlet) capacity of a reservoir. value comes 
from SPCVEC 
array of nodes with reservoirs (kdrs) 
node number 
number of usable reservoirs in the space call. 
usable reservoirs have positive DSCAP values 
number of reservoirs 
node numbers of reservoirs in space call (kdnd) 
extra releases needed to meet fish and wildlife 
required in-stream flows (FWREQ). (kdnd) 
vector of outlet capacities for space rule calls at 
three locations (nodes 40,95 and 125) (3,kdnd) 
total of extra releases (REQREL) determined in 
subroutine spacecall(kdnd) (3) 

space computes reservoir releases to meet downstream demands 
that aren't met when the reservoirs are operated using 
the rule curves. 

Files read from: 
none 

Files written to: 
none 

Summary flowchart 
o set the total of the extra releases TREQREL(l), TREQREL(2) and 

TREQREL(3) to the required releases REQREL at nodes 40, 95, (120 + 125) 
o perform the doop loop for three calls to the SPACE routine 
o set the number of reservoirs in the call (NR) to SPACE to value = 0 
o repeat for the number of reservoirs in the model (NRES) 
o if SPCVEC for the node and the call is > 0 then increment NR and set th~ 

reservoir number (NUMRES) and set the downstream capacity DSCAP 
o if all the reservoirs have been considered then call subroutine SPACE 
o repeat inner and outer loops until i = nres and j = 3 
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SPCALL.for 

Set totals of extra releases 
treqre1(l),treqre1(2) and 

treqre1(3) to required releases 
reqre1(40), reqre1(95) and sum 

of reqre1(120) and reqre1 
(125) respectively. 

Set number of reservoirs 
(nr) in the call to 

subroutine SPACE to 0 

Increment nr counter by 1 
Set reservoir number numree 

Set dscap (outlet capacity) = 
epcvec (space call vector) 

Call SPACE subroutine 
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2.6.7.2 Subroutine space(nr,numres,mo,dscap,rdem) 
Computes reservoir releases to meet downstream demands that aren't met when 
the reservoirs are operated by rule curves. 

Variables and 
actv(k) 

parameters : 

arel(kr) 

del rat 
dscap(k) 
kr 
krat(k) 
nr 

numres 
rat (k) 
rdem 

rstor(kr) 
strf(kr) 
tstrf 
xrat(k) 
xstor(kr) 
ystrsv(kr,mo) 

Subroutine calls 
vsrta 

Files read from: 
none 

Files written to: 
none 

Summary flowchart 

switch which determines if reservoir is active 
array of additional releases needed to meet 
requirements, computed, (kdnd) 
minimum slope between RAT values and RDEM to TSTRF 
d/s capacity, capacity of outlet 
index set equal to numres(k) 
current ratio of free volume to inflow 
number of usable reservoirs in the space call. 
usable reservoirs have positive DSCAP values 
node numbers of reservoirs in space call 
sorted vector of breakpoints 
total volume of water that must be released from the 
available reservoirs to meet requirements 
current month reservoir storage 
storable inflows to reservoirs (kdnd) 
summed storable inflow (STRF) 
max. free volume/storage ratio for each reservoir 
maximum reservoir storage (kdnd) 
mimimum reservoir reserve storage (kdnd,l2) 

vector sorting routine used to sort breakpoints in 
ascending order 

o calculate the maximum free volume: storable inflow ratio (XRAT) for each 
reservoir 

o calculate the free volume : storable inflow ratio (KRAT) for each 
reservoir 

o call subroutine VSTRA to create a sorted vector of the breakpoints 
o for each reservoir visit each of the breakpoints in ascending order of 

breakpoint ratio 
o if the current ratio is less than the maximum ratio and the next 

breakpoint ratio is greater than the current ratio then add the storable 
inflow to the total storable inflow and make the reservoir active by 
setting ACTV = 1 

o if the summed storable inflows are positive (> 0.00001) then set the 
target ratio so as to just meet the remaining demand otherwise release 
all the way to the next breakpoint 
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Calculate the maximum free 
volume/storable inflow ratio 

XRAr for each reservoir (empty 
or release capacitated) 

Calculate the free volume/ 
storable inflow ratio ERAX for 

each reservoir 

Assign rat(k+nr) to XRAT and 
rat (k) to KRAT 

Call subroutine VSTRA to create 
a sorted vector of the 

breakpoints 

Set reservoir activity switch 
to 0 
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Add storable inflow to the 
total storable inflow for 

reservoir (kr) 

Set the switch aatv to 1 
indicating that it is active 



no 

Calculate d.lrat = smaller of 
(a) the difference between 

breakpoints or (b) the ratio of 
the required release divided by 

the summed storable inflow 

Calculate release volume dal = 
delrat • the summed storable 

inflow (active reservoirs only) 

Calculate additional releases 
arel, current month remaining 

;torage rator and total releases 
to meet requirements rdam 

~ecalculate krat = krat added to 
the ratio of release volume del 
divided by the storable inflows 

to reservoirs atrf 
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2.6.7.3 Subroutine vsrta(a,n) 
This is a quick vector sorting routine adapted from Kernighan and Richie (C 
language) and called within the SPACE subroutine. The sort routine is applied 
to the vector of breakpoints obtained by calculating both the current free 
volume/storable inflow ratio and the maximum ratio for each reservoir node. 

Variables and 
a ( j) 

parameters 

igap 
n 
temp 

Subroutine calls 
none 

Files read from: 
none 

Files written to: 
none 

Summary flowchart 

test variable 
counter index; set to the number of reservoirs 
end of range index 
temporary variable 

o set igap to number of reservoirs 
o if igap has a value greater than 1 - iterate for the number of 

reservoirs 
o visit each breakpoint node in order 
o reverse the order of the breakpoints a(j) and a(j+igap) if a(j) is 

greater than a(j+igap) 
o return the sorted vector of the breakpoints 
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VSRTA.for 

counter iqap n/2 

Perform a bubble sort on a(j) 
terrp = a (j) 

a(j) = a(j+igap) 
a(j+igap) = terrp 

igap = igap/2 



2.6.7.4 Subroutine pumpmax(iyt) 
Sets the minimum and maximum pumping for each node. The code converts the 
groundwater pumping patterns to the appropriate XNPGW, YNPGW, X**GW and T**GW 
arrays. The pumping type is based on the year type which is passed in as IYT. 

IYT 1 or 2 pumping type 1 
IYT = 3 pumping type 2 
IYT = 4 or 5 pumping type 3 

The project pumping is split between agriculture and M & I based on the ratio 
of the total annual demand for agriculture and M & I. 

Variables and 
anagdem(nd) 
anmidem (nd) 

parameters 

iyt 
knodpmp(i) 
kp 
nd 
npump 
psplit 
tdm 
xaggw(nd,mo) 
xmigw(nd,mo) 
xnpgw(nd,mo) 
xpmpnp(nd,kp) 

xpmpp(nd,kp) 

xppatp(nd,mo,kp) 
yaggw(nd,mo) 
ymigw(nd,mo) 
ypmpp(nd,kp) 

yppatp(nd,mo,kp) 

Subroutine calls 
none 

Files read from: 
none 

Files written to: 
none 

Summary flowchart 

annual agricultural demand at a node (kdnd), input 
annual M&I demand ay a node (kdnd), input 
temporary variable for year type 
array of nodes with GW pumping (kdnd) 
pumping type index 
node number 
number of pumping nodes 
project GW pumping split between M&I and ag. demands 
total project demand at a nodde with GW pumping 
maximum monthly agricultural GW pumping, (kdnd,l2) 
maximum monthly M&I GW pumping, (kdnd,l2) 
maximum monthly non-project GW pumping, (kdnd,12) 
maximum annual non-project groundwater pumping for 
a demand node (3 year types input) (kdnd,3) 
maximum annual project groundwater pumping for 
a demand node (3 year types input) (kdnd,3) 
monthly distribution corresponding to maximum pumping 
minimum monthly agricultural GW pumping, (kdnd,12) 
minimum monthly M&I GW pumping, (kdnd,12) 
minimum annual project groundwater pumping for a 
demand node (3 year types input) (kdnd,3) 
monthly distribution corresponding to minimum pumping 
(kdnd,l2,*) 

o Set the pumping type index (KP) according to year type (IYT) 
o Set variable PSPLIT equal to the fraction of groundwater pumping for M&I 
o Set the minimum and maximum non-project pumping (YNPGW and XNPGW) for 

each node, month and year type 
o Set the minimum and maximum M&I and agricultural pumping (YMIGW, XMIGW, 

XAGGW, XAGGW) for node, month, year type and the split between M&I and 
agricultural water use 
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PUMPMAX.for 

Set year type for pumping 
kp 1 : wet and above normal years 
kp 2 for normal years 
kp : 3 dry and critically dry years 

Split pumping between ag. and M&I 
according to the ratio of annual demand 

for ag. and M&I (psplit) 

Reset the minimum and maximum pumping 
arrays 

Call subroutine ZER02 

Set node numbers equal to the pumping 
node numbers knodpmp(i) 

Set tdm : sum M& I and ag demands 
if tdm > 0.01 define psplit 

psplit : annual ag demand/tdm 

Do loop: mo: 1 ,12 
Repeat for months Oct. 

through Sept. 

Calculate monthly maximum and minimum 
non-project pumping xnpgw and ynpgw by 

multiplying min and max levels by the 
monthly distribution pattern for each 

water year (kp: 1,2,3) 

Calculate minimum and maximum M&I pumping 
xmiqw and ymiqw and minimum and maximum 

ag. pumping xaqgw and yagqw by 
multiplying the min. and max. water year 

pumping activity levels by the ratio 
psplit (or 1-psplit) and by the monthly 

distribution pattern xppatp and yppatp 
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2.6.7.5 Subroutine cvpdel(iyr,red) 
Performs the CVP demand reduction. 

Variables and 
contag(nd,im) 

parameters 

contmi(nd,im) 

im 
iyr 
knodcvp(in) 
ncvpdm 
nd 
pdel (nd, im) 
pdelag(nd,im) 
pdelmi (nd, im) 
red 

tpdmag (nd, im) 
tpdrmni (nd, im) 
yrtype(iyr) 

Subroutine calls 
none 

Files read from: 
none 

Files written to: 
none 

Summary flowchart 

monthly contracted agricultural deliveries at a node 
product of anagcon(nd) and agrpat(kdnd,mo) 
monthly contracted M&I deliveries at a node 
product of anmicon(nd) and mnipat(kdnd,mo) 
index of months 
year during the simulation 
array of nodes with CVP demands (kdnd) 
number of CVP demand nodes 
node number corresponding to CVP demand node 
total project delivery to all demand nodes (kdnd,12) 
project deiveries to agriculture (kdnd,12) 
project deliveries to M&I (kdnd,12) 
CVP demand deficiency factor - set according to water 
year - type 
target project agricultural demand (kdnd,12) 
target project M&I demand (kdnd,l2) 
(integer) array of year types, input (kdyr) 

o Set the deficiency factor (RED) according to San Joaquin basin water 
year-type 

o Set the deficiency for Mendota Pool (node 15) according to the 
Sacramento basin water year type 

o For each CVP demand node, set project agricultural deliveries (PDELAG) 
and project M&I deliveries PDELMI to the contract delivery corrected for 
any project mandated deficiencies. If no deficiency is set deliveries 
are set equal to the total project agricultural demand TPDMAG and the 
total M&I demand TPDMMI respectively. 
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CVPDEL.for 

Set deficiency factor red by 
yeartype. 
If yrtype = 4 (dry) : red= 0.5 
If yrtype = 5 (critically dry) : 

red= 0.75) 

Assign node numbers to CVP demand nodes 

Calculate the project deliveries to ag. 
and M&I by multiplying the contract 

amount by the deficiency factor red 

pdelag and pdelmi are set equal to 
the smaller of either red*contract 
amount (aontag or aontmi) and the 

project demand tpdag or tpdmmi 
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2.6.7.6 Subroutine fwpars(iyr,mo,nd,rstor) 
Parses the equation in the FW input into a value for routine TRIGGR. The 
equation is read in sets of up to four characters each. The subroutine parses 
the first character of each four character set into an algebraic sign ( + - * 
I ) and the remaining characters as either (a) a flow variable and node number 
or (b) a scale factor. The second character is a switch - if it is a number it 
is a multiplier or divisor for the computed value of TRIGGR. In this case the 
third and fourth characters are the appropriate node numbers and these single 
characters are assigned to variable INDX. 

If the second character is a alphabetic character the trigger value is 
computed in subroutines FORINF, INFLO, GAIN or STOR. Characters three and 
four contain the remainder of the scale factor. This value is scaled by the 
factor 0.01 to avoid decimal points. 

Variables and 
equ (*) 

parameters 

fwclas(nd,month, 
iyrtml) 

fwequn(nd) 
fwreq(nd,month) 
ichar(eq*) 
idnx 
ieq* 
iyrt 
leng 
month 
ndd 
ndnum(nd) 
rstor(kn) 
scale 

triggr 
yrtype(iyr) 

Subroutine calls 
fwintp 

Files read from: 
none 

Files written to: 
none 

Summary flowchart 

set equivalent to the fish and wildlife requirement at 
a given node 
array of fw req.values at 7 levels (kdnd,12,7),input 

array of fw req.values at 7 levels (kdnd,12,7),input 
flowby requirements for f&w (kdnd,12) 
ascii conversion from character to integer variable 
node number obtained from parsing equation 
parsing variable 
year type 
length of a character string 
month 
temporary variable for node number 
array of node numbers (kdnd) 
current month reservoir storage 
scale factor invoked if a '*" or "/" occurs in the 
parsing equation 
trigger value to calculate FWREQ 
(integer) array of year types, input (kdyr) 

calculates fish and wildlife flow requirement (FWREOI 
by interpolation of a table of 6 classes of trigger 
values (FWTRIG) . 

o if the first year of simulation set the year-type to current year-type 
otherwise use the previous year 

o check the parsing equation for the string 'trig' 
o if using water year-types, set the fish and wildlife requirements within 

the monthly DO loop 
o for Tuolomne nodes 70 and 75, set the fish and wildlife requirements on 

last year's year-type 
o determine the number of words in the parsing equation 
o assign each character in parsing equation to a separate variable 
o reassign each of these character variables to integer variables 
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o if the second character of the equation is a switch (value 0-9) compute 
the scaling factor from the remaining digits in the equation - multiply 
by 0.01 to avoid the decimal point 

o if the second character isn't a switch the last two digits are a node 
number 0-99 which is assigned to variable indx 

o if the second character isn't a switch and is equal to a character "f', 
'g', 'i' or 's' set the trigger in terms of forecasted inflow (forinf), 
stream gains (gain), reservoir inflows (inflo) or storage (stor) 

o multiply of divide the fish and wildlife requirement triggr by the 
scaling factor 

o once parsing is completed call subroutine fwintp to interpolate between 
classes of fish and wildlife requirement values 
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Repeat the computation of the TRIGGR 
~--------------~ FW requirement using the equation from 

the previous call to save time 

yes 

Begin parsing of each FW input 
equation. 

For values of IEQ2 
between 48 and 57 (2nd 
character is a number) 

set the scale factor for 
the computed value of 

TRIGGR 

no 

yes 

For nodes on the Tuolomne River set 
FWREQ's based on last year's Y.RrYPB 

otherwise use FWCLAS value for 
current YIU'YPE 

Calculate INDX as a groundwater node 
number with value from 0 to 99 

eq2 eql value 
f 43 triggr + forinf 

f 45 triggr - forinf 
g 43 triggr + gain 
g 45 triggr - gain 
i 43 triggr + inflo 
i 45 triggr - inflo 
s 43 triggr + rstor 
s 45 triggr rstor 

Call subroutine FWINTP to perform 
interpolation of TRIGGR value 
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2.6.7.7 Subroutine fwintp(nd,triggr) 
Calculates FWREQ values. The FWREQ values interpolated from the 6 classes of 
fish and wildlife requirement values are based on the trigger array (FWTRIG) 
and the value of TRIGGR. The value of TRIGGR is interpolated from the FWTRIG 
array. If TRIGGR is greater or equal to the highest value of FWTRIG or if 
TRIGGR is less than or equal to the lowest value of FWTRIG then FWTRIG is 
assigned to be equal to the highest or lowest FWCLAS value. 

Variables and 
fwclas(nd,mo,*) 
fwreq(nd,mo) 
fwtrig(nd,*) 
triggr 

parameters 

Subroutine calls 
none 

Files read from: 
none 

Files written to: 
none 

Summary flowchart : 

array of fw req.values at 7 levels (kdnd,l2,7),input 
flowby requirements for f&w (kdnd,12) 
array of fw req. trigger values (kdnd,7), input 
trigger value to calculate FWREQ 

o if TRIGGR is >= the highest value of FWTRIG then set FWREQ to the 
highest FWCLAS value (FWCLAS(nd,mo,l)) -return 

o if TRIGGR is <= the lowest value of FWTRIG then set FWREQ to the lowest 
FWCLAS value (FWCLAS(nd,mo,S)) -return 

o if neither of the above cases apply 1 < FWTRIG < 6 then perform 
interpolation 

o set x equal to fraction of interval between the FWTRIG values 
o for each month determine the current and previous month FWCLAS values 
o calculate each monthly FWREQ value based on the FWCLAS value, downward 

adjusted by the FWCLAS interval multiplied by x. 
o if interpolation fails print out an error message 
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Set FWREQ(nd,rno) equal to 
highest FWCLAS(nd,rno,l) value 

set FWREQ(nd,rno) equal to 
lowest FWCLAS(nd,rno,S) value 

:alculate ratio x = interpolated 
~--------------~ value of FWTRIG between minimum 

If interpolation fails report an 
error at (node,rnonth) the error 

occurred 

and maximum value of FWTRIG 

Set FWREQ equal to the 
interpolated FWCLAS value 
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2.6.7.8 Subroutine goodwin(n,iyt,export,forinf,npdel,fwreq} 
Calculates exports at Goodwin Dam and the FWREQ for node 110. EXPORT (110) and 
FWREQ (110) are computed according to the negotiated contractural agreements 
as of 8/7/89. 

Variables and 
afw 

parameters 

andivllO 
andvl50 

andvcsj 

andvsew 

anevap 
area (n (*)) 
annpdel 
capllO 
clsgood(i) 
ev (n (*) ,mo) 
export (n (*) ,mo) 
exppat (* ,mo) 
forinf(n(*),*) 

fwgood(mo,kgood) 

fwreq ( n ( *) , mo) 
kgood 
npdel (n (*) ,mo) 
ossjdem 

ossjspl(*) 

redcsse(iyt) 
rstor(n(*)) 
srule(n(*),l2) 
surfdel (n (*) ,mo) 
tpgmag 

Subroutine calls 
none 

Files read from: 
none 

Files written to: 
none 

Summary flowchart 

annual fish and wildlife in-stream flow requirement 
annual diversion at node 110, FAGUS 110 + EXPORT 110 
annual diversions from Goodwin for Oakdale and South 
San Joaquin Irrigation Districts 
annual diversion from Goodwin to Central San Joaquin 
Irrigation District 
annual diversion from Goodwin to Stockton East Water 
District 
annual evaporation from New Melones Reservoir 
reservoir surface area (kdnd) 
annual non-project demand at node 115 
capacity of link 110-150 
annual volume of fish and wildlife releases at Goodwin 
evaporation from the lake surface (kdnd,l2) 
monthly export from reservoir node (kdnd,l2) 
monthly export pattern from reservoir node (kdnd,l2) 
forecasted inflow from current month to the end of 
the water year, (kdnd,l2) 
monthly fraction of the total annual fish and wildlife 
flow requirement to be released from Goodwin Dam 
flowby requirements for f&w (kdnd,l2) 
fish and wildlife release class for Goodwin releases 
non-project surface water deliveries to a node 
Oakdale and South San Joaquin District demands at a 
node 
split between Oakdale Irrigation District (North and 
South) and South San Joaquin Irrigation District 
monthly deficiency factor based on year type (5) 
current month reservoir storage (kdnd) 
monthly reservoir storage rule (kdnd,l2) 
surface water delivery to a node (kdnd,12) 
total monthly project demand for agriculture (kdnd,l2) 

o compute annual diversions at Goodwin and South San Joaquin Irrigation 
Districts based on demand and forecasted flows 

o if New Melones historical data is not used - set surface deliveries to 
nodes 110, 150 and 165 according to annual diversions for OlD and SSJID 
and monthly delivery patterns 

o if using New Melones historical data - set surface deliveries to nodes 
110, 150 and 165 according to historical values 
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o set surface deliveries at nodes 155 and 160 according to distribution 
pattern 

o set exports at nodes 150 and 155 
o set annual fish and wildlife requirement (AFW) by forecasted inflows, 

storage and deliveries 
o set FWREQ for Goodwin by AFW and 98, 122, 215 anmd 302 kaf classes 
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Calculate annual diversion at Goodwin 
~50 as the smaller of (a) Oakdale 

and South San Joaquin Irigation 
District demands or (b) the sum of 
forecasted inflows to New Melones 

(node 100) plus 30\ of the difference 
~tween OID and SSFID demands OSSJDEM 

and the forecasted inflows FORINF 

Set surface water deliveries to nodes 
110, 150 and 165 to annual diversion 
at Goodwin ANDVlSO muliplied by the 
split to each node OSSJSPL and the 

monthly export pattern EXPPAT 

Set surface deliveries at nodes 155 
and 160 by multiplying annual 
diversions by year-type based 

deficiency schedule REDCCSE and the 
monthly pattern EXPP~(*,mo) of OID 
and SSJID (1); CSJID (2) and SEWD (3) 

diversions 

Set exports at nodes 150 and 155 equal 
:o exports at these nodes plus exports 

to downstream nodes (165 and 160 
respectively). 

Sum monthly non-project demands 
ANNPDEL at node 115 and monthly 

avaporation losses ~ at node 100 
to obtain annual estimates 

Set annual fish and wildlife releases 
at Goodwin taking into account 

forecasted inflows, reservoir storage 
diversions, losses and the srule for 

New Melones. Annual releases range 
from 9,300 to 302,000 AF. 

Set JtQOOD =1 
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Set surface water deliveries to 
nodes 110, 150 and 165 to 
historical monthly project 

agricultural demands ~ 



Find out which of the four annual KAF 
classes (98,122,215 or 302) the 

annual F&W release requirement falls 
within and set !GOOD to the iteration 

number 

Distribute the annual F&W releases 
accoring to the monthly FWREQ values 
in the selected annual class (1,2,3 or 

4) 
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2.6.8 MOD3.for 

2.6.8.1 Subroutine milflod(mo,nd,milstor,milred) 
Computes the flood control storage XSTFLD for Millerton for months February 
through June and sums up the forecast natural inflow to Millerton from the 
present through July. The current values of Millerton storage MILSTOR is 
calculated as the beginning of month storage + inflow - exports and 
evaporation losses. If this value may be higher than the maximum storage the 
project is corrected using SPILL to return to the maximum storage. Likewise if 
the total space needed for flood control exceeds the space available, releases 
are made to bring the reservoir down to the flood control diagram level. 

Variables and 
fkcl(mo) 
fkc2(mo) 

parameters 

fwreqS 
madcl (mo) 
madc2 (mo) 
milfsh (mo) 
milinf (im) 

milrel 
milstor 
spill 
tinf 
totfld 
totspac 

upstore(mo) 

xstfld (nd,mo) 
xstor (nd) 

Subroutine calls 
none 

Files read from: 
none 

Files written to: 
none 

Summary flowchart 

monthly volume of Friant-Kern (FKC) Classl flow (12) 
monthly volume of FKC Class 2 flow (12) 
flowby requirements for f&w (kdnd,l2) 
monthly volume of Madera Canal Classl flow (12) 
monthly volume of Madera Canal Class 2 flow (12) 
additional releases for fish along the SJR 
natural monthly inflow into Millerton, assuming no 
upstream storage, real, input, (12) 
Millerton release 
Millerton storages 
spillage at node (*) 
total Millerton INFLO from current month thru June. 
total flood control space required 
flood control space available in Millerton and the 
u/s reservoirs (UPSTORE) 
storage in reservoirs u/s from Millerton, input, (12) 
used to compute Millerton flood storages and spills 
flood control rule (kdnd,l2) 
maximum reservoir storage (kdnd) 

o set spill as any amount of TEMPST (from RESVR subroutine) above maximum 
storage 

o set TINF as the sum of MILINF from next month through July. MILINF is 
the "natural" inflow to Millerton without SCE storage 

o set the flood control volume (TOTFLD) for February - June based on 
equations from the flood - control manual 

o compute the space available (TOTSPAC), then compute Millerton release 
(MILREL) from equations 

o reset MILREL to account for classl and class2 exports from Millerton 
(SPILL). Reset MILSTOR. 
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Set SPILL to the amount of excess 
storage TEMPST (from subroutine 

RESVR) above maximum storage. Reset 
current Millerton storage MILSTOR to 

MILS TOR - SPILL. 

Set TINF equal to the sum of MILINF 
from next month through July. MILINF 

is the natural inflow to Millerton 
without SCE storage 

Set total flood volume TOTFLD for 
months February through June based on 

equations from the Flood Control 
Manual 

Reset total flood volume TOTFLD to 
zero if it has been assigned 

negative values - which occurs 
occasionally due to low TINF inflows 

Calculate space available TOTSPAC 
(Millerton + upstream) for flood 

control 

yes 

Calculate Millerton releases 
MILREL by subtracting flood 
space required from storage 

~------------------~~available, making adjustments 

Set Millerton releases 0 

Reset MILREL to account for class 1 
and class 2 exports to the Friant 

Kern and Madera canals 

Update MILSTOR to account for 
releases and add SPILL to MILREL to 

obtain the total monthly release 
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additional fishery releases 



2.6.8.2 Subroutine mildelv(iyt,fkdaup) 
Computes the Classl and Class2 water leaving Millerton bound for the Friant
Kern Canal and the Madera Canal. Millerton storage availability (AVAIL) is 
calculated as the end of February Millerton storage plus the March through 
September inflow (INFLO) minus Millerton dead storage. The availability of 
water from Friant is calculated from regression equations. 

Variables and 
avail 

parameters 

classl 
class2 
di v ( 1, nd, mo) 

fkacl 
fkaclt 
fkac2 
fkac21 
fkac2s 
fkcl(mo) 
fkc21 (mo) 
fkc2s (mo) 
fkdaul 

fkdau21 

fkdau2s 

fkdaup(*,kdsnk) 

fkmspl(iyt) 

fsnkcls(j,mo) 

gain(n(*),im) 
inflo(n(*),im) 
iyt 
madcl(mo) 
madc2(mo) 
madxpat(mo,iyt) 

milinf 

nsink(*) 
r4indx 

rstor(n(*)) 
upstore(*) 

ystor (n (*) ) 

Subroutine calls 
none 

Files read from: 
none 

accumulated INFLO to Millerton from March - September 
total annual Millerton class 1 deliveries 
total annual Millerton class 2 deliveries 
total monthly diversion from the Frian-Kern Canal 
after correcting for water year (FSNKCLS(J,MO)) 
volume of class 1 water going to the Friant-Kern Canal 
temporary variable : equal to (fkacl-130,000 acre-ft) 
volume of class 2 water going to the Friant-Kern Canal 
portion of class 2 water flow that is long-term water 
portion of class 2 water flow that is short-term water 
monthly volume of Friant-Kern (FKC) Class 1 flow (12) 
monthly volume of FKC Class 2 long-term flow (12) 
monthly volume of FKC Class 2 short-term flow (12) 
monthly diversion of Class 1 water from the Friant
Kern Canal to a DAU (12) 
monthly long-term diversions of Class 2 water from the 
Friant-Kern Canalto a DAU 
monthly short-term divesrions of Class 2 water from 
the Friant-Kern Canal to a DAU 
monthly delivery pattern for Friant-Kern Canal water 
to each DAU, input 
fraction of Class 1 and Class 2 water going to 
Friant-Kern Canal. remainder goes to Madera Canal 
(EXPORT 25) . input, (5) 
deficiency factor for Friant Kern Canal diversions set 
according to water year type 
gains (kdnd,l2), input 
(real) inflows to reservoirs, (kdnd,l2), input 
temporary variable for year type 
monthly volume of Classl flow in Madera canal (12) 
monthly volume of Class2 flow in Madera canal (12) 
(real) monthly pattern of Madera Canal exports 
input, (12, 5) 
natural monthly inflow into Millerton, assuming no 
upstream storage, real, input, (12) 
number of DAUs getting water from a sink,input, (kdsrc) 
four river index based on April through July flows for 
Millerton, Exchequer, Don Pedro and New Melones 
current month reservoir storage 
storage in reservoirs u/s from Millerton, input, (12) 
used to compute Millerton flood storages and spills 
minimum storage (kdnd) 
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Files written to: 
none 

Summary flowchart 
o set the availability of water for diversion, based on Millerton storage, 

forecasted inflow (March - September) 
o calculate the 4-river index 
o if sufficient water, set full entitlements for Class1 deliveries 
o if insufficient water, based on 4-river index, use regression equations 

to set annual CLASS1 and CLASS2 diversions 
o For each DAU getting water from a sink determine the Friant-Kern Canal 

Class 1 and Class 2 long and short term delivery patterns from delivery 
totals 

o Calculate monthly diversions from each source 
o Distribute class 1 and class 2 to the Madera Canal by month, taking into 

account project deliveries to the Friant-Kern Canal 
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Calculate AVAIL from regression 
curves of availability vs class I and 

Class 2 deliveries for the period 
March through September 

Compute the 4 river index from 
inflows from Millerton, Exchequer, 

Don Pedro and New Melones for months 
April through July 

Set full entitlement for class I 
deliveries if AVAIL> 8004(00) 

acre-ft; otherwise use the regression 
equation to calculate deliveries. 

Set class 2 deliveries according to 
•vailability (AVAIL) as determined by 
the regresssion equation or supply a 

minimum delivery of 11250 acre-ft. 

Calculate the volume of class 1 and 
class 2 water going to the 

Friant-Kern Canal using fkml•pl and 
fkmapl2 respectively. 

Reduce the FKC classl deliveries by 
130,000 acre-ft if kproj • 1 

(scenario run 1) 

Calculate the class2 short-term and 
long-term flows using a regression 

equation and the 4 river index 
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Initialize variables fkcl, fkc21 
and fkc2 

For each DAU getting water from a 
sink determine the FKC class 1 and 

class 2 short and long-term 
deliveries patterns from annual 

delivery totals 

Calculate the monthly FKC deliveries 
of class 1, class 2 (short-term) and 
class 2 (long-term) water supplies 

fkdau (1, 21 and 2s) 

Calculate total monthly diversion 
from each source (div) 

Distribute classl and class2 water to 
the Madera canal by month, taking 
into account project deliveries to 

the FKC 
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2.6.8.3 Subroutine wq(mo,rsjwq,sjflo,trel,qtar,rwqrel,rwq) 
Performs the water quality computations. Water quality is calculated only at 
the Vernalis station. Upstream water quality is determined using a regression 
equation - a single number is used for monthly TDS from the Tuolomne and 
Stanislaus rivers. 

Variables 
c*(mo) 
factor(mo) 
qtar 

and parameters 

rsjwq 
rwq 
rwqrel 

sjflo 
sjqual 
stflo 
stqual 
trel 
vflo 

Subroutine calls 
none 

Files read from: 
none 

Files written to: 
none 

Summary flowchart 

regression coefficients (12) 
factor to convert units (12) 
target water quality objective (mg/1 TDS) 
water quality objective in the San Joaquin River 
water quality below Vernalis monitoring station 
required release to meet water quality objective in 
the San Joaquin River 
San Joaquin River flow (acre-ft/month) 
San Joaquin River river water quality (mg/1 TDS) 
Stanislaus River flow (acre-ft/month) 
Stanislaus River water quality (mg/1 TDS) 
Stanislaus River flow set equal to target flow 
combined flow of the Stanislaus and San Joaquin River 
(above the Stanislaus) - equal to the flow below the 
Vernalis gauging station 

o set San Joaquin River water quality (SJQUAL) from the regression 
equation, minimum value of 75 ppm TDS 

o assume Stanislaus River water quality (STQUAL) is 50 ppm TDS. Compute 
water quality below Vernalis (RWQ) 

o if RWQ is below the target, set the required New Melones release 
(RWQREL) to adjust water quality to the target concentration 
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( WQ.for ) 
~ 

Read in monthly data for regression 
equation parameters cl, c2 and c3 
and monthly values for variable data 
factor 

• If ajflo < 10,000 yes .. Set water quality objective for 
ros at Vernalis ajqual = rajwq acre-ft/month .. 

(TDS objective) 

no. 

Estimate ajqual from a regression 
equation based on monthly flow at 

Vernalis 

.... .... 
~, 

If ajqual < 75 ppm? 
yes .. Set sjqual = 75 ppn TDS ? .. 

nc. 
Estimate ajqual from a regression 
equation based on monthly flow at 

Vernalis 

~ 

~ 

~, 

Reset next months water quality 
ajqual at Vernalis to current water 

quality 

~ 
Read in Stanislaus monthly flow and 

set TDS to 50 ppn 

~. 
Add San Joaquin River flow to 

Stanislaus River flow and calculate 
combined TDS downstream of the 

confluence rwq. Initialize reqrel= 0 

• If target water yes ... Print out a message that no 
quality qtar is .. releases are required from New 

less than 75 ppm ?? Melones 

no. 

Calculate additional releases 
required from New Melones REQREL to 

meet water quality target at 
Vernalis. Set running TDS at Vernalis 

equal to the target TDS qtar 

.... 
~ 

,, 
c Return :I 
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2.6.8.4 Subroutine initial 
Zeros out arrays that contain blanks (zeros). 

Variables and 
capcty(i) 
fwclas(i,mo,j) 
kdnd 

parameters : 

Subroutine calls 
zero2 
zerol 
izerol 

Files read from: 
none 

Files written to: 
none 

capacity of links (kdnd) (channel capacity) 
array of fw req.values at 7 levels (kdnd,12,7),input 
node dimension 

produces zero values in a two dimensional array 
produces zero values in a one dimensional array 
produces zero values in a one dimensional integer 
array 

2.6.8.5 Subroutine skipln(kunit,n) 
Skips a designated number of lines. 

Variables and parameters 
kunit unit number to be read 
n number of lines to be skipped 

Files read from: 
input 

Files written to: 
none 

designated by kunit 

2.6.8.6 Subroutine ndchek1 (node,inode,label) 
Does a node number check for non-time series files 

Variables and 
inode 

parameters 

label 
node 

Files read from: 
none 

Files written to: 
output 

matching node number 
label indicating node mismatch 
original node number 

output to screen 

2.6.8.7 Subroutine ndchek2(kunit,nnod,knodes,label) 
Does a node number check for time series files. 
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INITIAL. for 

Call zero2 to initialize the 
following two dimensional arrays to 
zero : fwreq; fwtrig; mnipat; agrpat; 
tpdmag; tpdmmi; npefnon; miefnon; 
agefnon; npefcri; miefcri; agefcri 

Call zarol to initialize the 
following one dimensional arrays to 
zero : anagdem; anmidem; upstore 

Call izarol to initialize the 
following integer arrays to zero 
ndnum; n; knodin; knodgn; knodrs; 
kswhist; knodfw; knoddm; knodnp; 
knodcvp; knodprj; knodpts; knodpmp; 
knodgts; knodcp 

Initialize fwclas (i, mo, j) 0 
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and parameters Variables 
inodes(i) 
knodes (i) 
label 

matching node number 
original node number 

nnod 
label indicating a node mismatch 
number of nodes 

Files read from: 
none 

Files written to: 
output output to screen 

2.6.8.8 Subroutine zero2(x,ni,nj) 
Zeros out a two dimensional array 

Variables and parameters 
ni 
nj 
x(i,j) 

rows of two dimensional array 
columns of two dimensional array 
array of variables to be assigned zero values 

Files read from: 
none 

Files written to: 
none 

2.6.8.9 Subroutine zero1 (x,ni) 
Zeros out a one dimensional array. 

Variables and parameters 
n(i) number of elements to be assigned zero values 
x (i) variable to be assigned a zero value 

Files read from: 
none 

Files written to: 
none 

2.6.8.1 0 Subroutine izero1 (j,ni) 
Zeros out a one dimensional integer array. 

Variables and parameters 
n(i) number of elements to be assigned zero values 
j(i) integer variable to be assigned a zero value 

Files read from: 
none 

Files written to: 
none 
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2.6.8.11 Function area(nr) 
Calculates reservoir surface area from storage. 

Variables and parameters 
area reservoir surface area 
rstor(nr) current month reservoir storage 
starcf(nr,*) 

Files read from: 
none 

Files written to: 
none 
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2. 7 Model output subroutines 

2.7.1 SURFWRIT.for 

----------------------------------------------------------------
2.7.1.1 Subroutine wrtonce 
Writes the initialization data to a file (unit 30) 

Variables and 
agefcri(nd,mo) 

agefnon (nd,mo) 

agrpat(nd,mo) 

anagcon(nd) 
anagdem (nd) 
anmicon (nd) 
anmidem (nd) 
begsim 
begyr 
binfil 
bstor (n (*)) 
capcty (n) 
contag(nd,mo) 

contmi(nd,mo) 

dismad(mo) 

ev(nd,mo) 
fkmspl(i) 

flodfil 

frusret ( j, nd) 

fsnkcls 

fwclas(nd,mo,i5) 
fwfil 
fwequn(nd) 

fwtrig(nd,i5) 
gainfil 
glogfil 
inffil 
kfrcst 
kfwfor 
knodcp (i) 
knodcvp(i) 
knoddm (i) 
knodfw(i) 
knodgn(i) 

parameters 
agricultural monthly efficiencies for non-critical 
years (kdnd,12),input 
agric monthly efficiencies for non-critical years 
(kdnd,12), input 

monthly agricultural demand pattern at a node 
(kdnd,12) 
annual agric. contract at a node (kdnd), input 
annual agric. demand at a node (kdnd), input 
annual M&I contract at a node (kdnd), input 
annual M&I demand at a node (kdnd), input 
(integer) year in which simulation starts 
(integer) year at beginning of run, (1922) 
name of binary output file 
beginning storage for month (kdnd), input 
capacity of links (kdnd) 
monthly contracted agricultural deliveries at a node 
product of anagcon(nd) and agrpat(kdnd,12) 
monthly contracted M&I deliveries at a node 
product of anmicon(nd) and mnipat(kdnd,12) 
array of monthly fractions of Madera Canal 
(EXPORT 25) water from Millerton going to node 
25,remainder goes to node 35, input (12) 
reservoir evaporation depth (.01 ft) (kdnd,12) 
fraction of Class 1 and Class 2 water going to 
Friant-Kern Canal. remainder goes to Madera Canal 
(EXPORT 25). input, (5) 
name of file with time series of flood control rule 
storages 
array of percentage of return from an u/s node going 
to the current node, (kdusr,kdnd) 
deficiency factor for Friant-Kern Canal diversions set 
according to year type (kdnd,12) 
array of fw req.values at 7 levels (kdnd,12,7),input 
name of file with F&W data 
array of fw req. "equations" in character variables, 
(kdnd), input 
array of fw req. trigger values (kdnd,7), input 
name of file with time series of GAINs 
name of the run log file for the groundwater portion 
name of file with time series of inflows 
forecast option for Millerton inflows 
fish and wildlife water requirements (12) 
array of nodes with capacities (kdnd) 
array of nodes with CVP demands (kdnd) 
array of nodes with demands (kdnd) 
array of nodes with F&W req. (kdnd) 
array of nodes with gain (kdnd) 
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knodin (i) 
knodnp (i) 
knodpmp(i) 
knodprj (i) 
knodpts (i) 

knodrs (i) 
knodtul(i) 
kswgw 
kswpow 
kswsmlt (n (*)) 

lastyr 
lsink 

maxusnd 
maxusrt 

miefnon(nd,mo) 

miefcri(nd,mo) 
mnipat(nd,mo) 
neap 
ncvpdm 
ndemd 
ndnum(i) 
nfw 
ngain 
ninfl 
nnodes 
nnpdem 
npdmfil 
npefcri(nd,mo) 

npefnon(nd,mo) 

nprjdm 
nprjts 
npump 
nres 
nsink 
nsource 
ntuldm 
nusnod(nd) 
nusret 

nwretn 
nyear 
pdmfil 
pdtsfil 
powrfil 
pumpfil 
qpow (nd,mo) 
resfil 
rtitle 
run date 
runtime 
schmfil 

array of 
array of 
array of 
array of 
array of 
pumping 

nodes 
nodes 
nodes 
nodes 
nodes 

with 
with 
with 
with 
with 

inflow (kdnd) 
nonproject demands (kdnd) 
GW pumping (kdnd) 
project demands (kdnd) 
time series of historical 

array of nodes with reservoirs (kdrs) 

GW 

list of node numbers of Tulare DAUs, input, (kdnd) 
switch to use groundwater model only 
switch to turn calls to power routines on and off 
array of binary switches to turn on snowmelt routine 
(kdnd) 
last year in simulation 
node numbers of DAU's getting water from a sink 
(kdsrc, kdnd) 

maximum upstream nodes 
maximum number of nodes with returns immediately 
upstream from current node 
monthly M&I efficiency for non-critical years, 
(kdnd, 12) input 

M&I efficiency for critical years, (kdnd,12) input 
(real) M&I monthly pattern at a node (kdnd,12),input 
number of nodes with capacities 
number of CVP demand nodes 
number of nodes with demand 
array of node numbers (kdnd) 
number of nodes with fish & wild require. (min flow) 
number of nodes with gains 
number of nodes with inflow 
number of nodes in the model 
number of nonproject demand nodes 
file containing non-project time series demand data 
(real) non-project critical year monthly efficiencies 
(kdnd, 12) 
(real) non-project non-critical year monthly 
efficiencies (kdnd,12) 
number of nodes with project demands 
number of nodes with time series of project demands 
number of nodes with GW pumping 
number of reservoirs 
number of DAU's getting water from a sink (kdsrc) 
number of surface water sources in the Tulare area 
number of Tulare-area DAUs 
number of immediately upstream nodes (kdnd) 
number of immediately u/s nodes with returns going 
to current node 
undefined variable 
number of years in simulation, LASTYR-BEGSIM+1 
name of file with project demand data 
name of file with time series of project demands 
name of file with CVP system power variables 
name of file with min. and max. GW pumping data 
release limit for hydropower (kdnd,12) 
name of file with reservoir data 
run title, 80 characters 
date on which model simulation is run 
time at which model simulation is run 
name of file with data from PROSIM 
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I 

I 

slogfil 
srule(nd,mo) 
starcf (nd, j) 
stelcf (nd, j) 
strf (n (*)) 
tpdem (nd,mo) 
tpdrnag (nd,mo) 
tpdmmi (nd,mo) 
tsrcsnk 

tuldfil 
usndfil 
us node ( j, nd) 

us ret ( j, nd) 

wqtar(mo) 

wyrfil 
xaggw (nd,mo) 
xmigw(nd,mo) 
xnpgw (nd,mo) 

xppatp(nd,mo,*) 

xppatnp(nd,mo,*) 

xpmpnp(nd,*) 

xpmpp(nd,*) 

xstor (n (*) ) 
yaggw(nd.mo) 
ymigw(nd,mo) 
ynpgw (nd,mo) 
yppatp(nd,mo,*) 

yppatnp(nd,mo,*) 

ypmpnp (nd,mo) 

ypmpp ( nd, mo) 

yrtype(k) 
ystor (n (*) ) 
ystrsv (nd,mo) 

Files read from: 
none 

Files written to: 
tulare.out 

name of run log file from surface water model 
storage rule (kdnd,12) 
storage-area curve coefficients (kdnd,12) 
storage-elevation curve coeffs. (kdnd,4) 
storable inflows to reservoirs (kdnd) 
target monthly project demand (kdnd,l2) 
target monthly project agricultural demand (kdnd,12) 
target monthly project M&I demand (kdnd,12) 
fraction of flow from a source to a DAU for a month 
and year type, input (kdsrc,kdsnk,12,3) 
name of file with the Tulare data 
name of file with the upstream node data 
(integer) node numbers of nodes immediately 
upstream of current node (kdusn,kdnd) 
(integer) node numbers of nodes with returns 
immediately upstream of current node (kdusn,kdnd) 
monthly water quality target at node 27, Vernalis 
(mg/1) (12) 
name of file with year types 
maximum monthly agricultural GW pumping, (kdnd,12) 
maximum monthly M&I groundwater pumping (kdnd,12) 
maximum monthly non-project groundwater pumping 
(kdnd, 12) 
project groundwater pumping pattern for maximum annual 
withdrawl(kdnd,12,3) 
non- project groundwater pumping pattern for maximum 
annual withdraw! (kdnd,12,3) 
maximum annual non-project groundwater pumping for 
a demand node (3 year types input) (kdnd,3) 
maximum annual project groundwater pumping for a 
demand node (3 year types input) (kdnd,3) 
maximum reservoir storage (kdnd) 
minimum monthly groundwater pumping 
minimum monthly M&I GW pumping, (kdnd,12) 
minimum non-project monthly GW pumping (kdnd,12) 
project groundwater pumping pattern for minimum annua~ 
withdraw! (kdnd,12,3) 
non- project groundwater pumping pattern for minimum 
annual withdraw! (kdnd,12,3) 
minimum annual non-project groundwater pumping for 
a demand node (3 year types input) (kdnd,3) 
minimum annual project groundwater pumping for a 
demand node (3 year types input) (kdnd,3) 
integer array of year types, input (kdyr) 
m1n1mum storage (kdnd) 
mimimum reservoir reserve storage (kdnd,12) 

output file designated as unit 30 
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2. 7 .1.2 Subroutine sit once 
Writes the initialization data to the salt file (unit 31) 

Variables and 
begsim 
bstor(n(*)) 
frusret ( j, nd) 

parameters 

knodcvp(i) 
knoddm(i) 
knodgn(i) 
knodin (i) 
knodnp(i) 
knodpmp(i) 
knodprj (i) 
knodpts(i) 

knodrs(i) 
knodtul(i) 
kswgw 
kswsalt 
lastyr 
lsink 

maxusnd 
maxusrt 

ncvpdm 
nnpdem 
nprjdm 
nprjts 
npump 
nsink 
nsource 
ntuldm 
nusnod(nd) 
nus ret 

rtitle 
rundate 
runtime 
us node ( j, nd) 

us ret ( j, nd) 

Files read from: 
none 

Files written to: 
salt.out 

(integer) year in which simulation starts 
beginning storage for month (kdnd), input 
array of percentage of return from an u/s node going 
to the current node, (kdusr,kdnd) 
array of nodes with CVP demands (kdnd) 
array of nodes with demands (kdnd) 
array of nodes with gain (kdnd) 
array of nodes with inflow (kdnd) 
array of nodes with nonproject demands (kdnd) 
array of nodes with GW pumping (kdnd) 
array of nodes with project demands (kdnd) 
array of nodes with time series of historical GW 
pumping 
array of nodes with reservoirs (kdrs) 
list of node numbers of Tulare DAUs, input, (kdnd) 
switch to use groundwater model only 
switch to output sw data for Salt Balance model 
last year in simulation 
node numbers of DAU's getting water from a sink 
(kdsrc, kdnd) 

maximum upstream nodes 
maximum number of nodes with returns immediately 
upstream from current node 
number of CVP demand nodes 
number of nonproject demand nodes 
number of nodes with project demands 
number of nodes with time series of project demands 
number of nodes with GW pumping 
number of DAU's getting water from a sink (kdsrc) 
number of surface water sources in the Tulare area 
number of Tulare-area DAUs 
number of immediately upstream nodes 
number of immediately u/s nodes with returns going 
to current node 
run title, 80 characters 
date on which model simulation is run 
time at which model simulation is run 
(integer) node numbers of nodes immediately 
upstream of current node (kdusn,kdnd) 
(integer) node numbers of nodes with returns 
immediately upstream of current node (kdusn,kdnd) 

output file designated as unit 31 
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2. 7 .1.3 Subroutine writtim 
Writes the annual results to a binary file. 

Variables and 
di v (is, n ( * ) , mo) 

dmcq(*) 
evap (n (*) ,mo) 
export (n (*) ,mo) 
flow 
fwreq(n(*),mo) 
gain(n(*) ,mo) 
histsto (n (*) ,mo) 
inflo (n (*) ,mo) 
jpbexs(mo) 

knoddrs(i) 
knodfw(i) 
knodgn (i) 
knodin (i) 
knodnp (i) 
knodprj (i) 
knodrs(i) 
knodtul(i) 
lsink 

nfw 
ngain 
ngwts 
ninfl 
nnpdem 
npinus (n (*) ,mo) 
npgnus (n (*) ,mo) 
npgwus (n (*) ,mo) 
npret(n(*),l2) 
npretus(n(*),mo) 
nprjdm 
npsht (n (*) ,mo) 
nres 
nsink 
nsource 
ntuldrn 
paggw ( n ( * ) , mo) 
pagsht (n (*) ,mo) 
pagus (n (*) ,mo) 
pdel (n (*) ,mo) 
pdelag (n (*) ,mo) 
pdelmi (n (*) ,mo) 
pmigw (n (*) ,mo) 
pmisht (n (*) ,mo) 
pmius (n (*) ,mo) 
pret (n (*) ,mo) 
schmflo 

sdelv(n(*),l2) 
sjqual (mo) 
spill (n (10)) 
vqual(mo) 

parameters 
monthly surface diversion from source to sink 
(kdsrc, kdnd, 12) 
flow from mendota Pool into node 15 (12) 
reservoir evaporation (kdnd,l2) 
exports (kdnd,l2) 
flow leaving a node (kdnd,l2) 
flowby requirements for fish and wildlife (kdnd,l2) 
gains (kdnd,l2) 
Millerton historic monthly storage (kdnd,l2) 
inflows to reservoirs (kdnd,l2) 
remaining monthly flow above 5000 cfs (302 kaf) down 
the James Bypass (12) 
array of nodes ...... (kdnd) 
array of nodes with F&W req. (kdnd) 
array of nodes with gain (kdnd) 
array of nodes with inflow (kdnd) 
array of nodes with nonproject demands (kdnd) 
array of nodes with project demands (kdnd) 
array of nodes with reservoirs (kdrs) 
list of node numbers of Tulare DAU's (kdnd) 
node numbers of DAU's getting water from a sink 
(kdsrc,l2) 
number of nodes with fish & wild require. (min flow) 
number of nodes with gains 
number of nodes with time series of GW pumping 
number of nodes with inflow 
number of nonproject demand nodes 
non-project inflow (kdnd,l2) 
non-project gain (kdnd,l2) 
non-project groundwater usage (kdnd,l2) 
non-project surface returns (kdnd,l2) 
non-project return flow usage 
number of nodes with project demands 
non-project shortage (kdnd,l2) 
number of reservoirs 
number of sinks 
number of sources 
number of Tulare-area DAUs 
project groundwater used by agriculture (kdnd,l2) 
project agricultural shortage (kdnd,l2) 
project surface water used by agriculture (kdnd,l2) 
total project deliveries (kdnd,l2) 
project deliveries to agriculture (kdnd,l2) 
project deliveries to M&I (kdnd,l2) 
project groundwater used for M&I (kdnd,l2) 
project M&I shortage (kdnd,l2) 
project M&I usage (kdnd,l2) 
project returns (kdnd,l2) 
array of monthly DMC and CAQ deliveries computed in 
PROSIM (kdnd, 12) 
surface water delivery to a node (kdnd,l2) 
San Joaquin River water quality (mg/1 TDS) (12) 
spillage at node 10 
Vernalis water quality mg/1 TDS (12) 
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wqrel (mo) 

wqtar(mo) 

xstfld (n (*), 12) 

Files read from: 
none 

Files written to: 
tulare.bin 

additional water required to meet water quality target 
at node 125 (12) 
monthly target water quality objectives ip the san 
Joaquin River (input) (12) 
flood control rule (kdnd,12) 

output binary file designated as unit 30 
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2.7.1.4 Subroutine salttim 
Writes the annual results to the binary salt file. 

Variables and 
div (is, n (*) ,mo) 

parameters 

evap (n (*) ,mo) 
export (n (*) ,mo) 
flow 
gain(n(*) ,mo) 
histsto(n(*),mo) 
inflo (n (*) ,mo) 
knodrs(i) 
knodgn(i) 
knodin(i) 
knodnp(i) 
knodtul(i) 
lsink 

ngain 
ngwts 
ninfl 
nnpdem 
npinus(n(*),mo) 
npgnus (n (*) ,mo) 
npgwus(n(*),mo) 
npret(n(*),12) 
npretus (n (*) ,mo) 
nprjdm 
npsht (n (*) ,mo) 
nres 
nsink 
nsource 
paggw (n (*) ,mo) 
pagus (n (*) ,mo) 
pmigw (n (*) ,mo) 
pmi us ( n ( *) , mo) 
pret (n (*) ,mo) 
sdelv(n(*),12) 
stor (n (*) ,mo) 

Files read from: 
none 

Files written to: 
salt.bin 

monthly surface diversion from source to sink 
(kdsrc,kdnd,12) 
reservoir evaporation (kdnd,12) 
exports (kdnd,12) 
flow leaving a node (kdnd,12) 
gains (kdnd,12) 
Millerton historic monthly storage (kdnd,12) 
inflows to reservoirs (kdnd,12) 
array of nodes ...... (kdnd) 
array of nodes with gain (kdnd) 
array of nodes with inflow (kdnd) 
array of nodes with nonproject demands (kdnd) 
list of node numbers of Tulare DAU's (kdnd) 
node numbers of DAU's getting water from a sink 
(kdsrc,12) 
number of nodes with gains 
number of nodes with time series of GW pumping 
number of nodes with inflow 
number of nonproject demand nodes 
non-project inflow (kdnd,12) 
non-project gain (kdnd,12) 
non-project groundwater usage (kdnd,12) 
non-project surface returns (kdnd,12) 
non-project return flow usage 
number of nodes with project demands 
non-project shortage (kdnd,12) 
number of reservoirs 
number of sinks 
number of sources 
project groundwater used by agriculture (kdnd,12) 
project surface water used by agriculture (kdnd,12) 
project groundwater used for M&I (kdnd,12) 
project M&I usage (kdnd,12) 
project returns (kdnd,12) 
surface water delivery to a node (kdnd,12) 
end of month storage, output (kdnd,12) 

output binary file designated as unit 31 
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2. 7.2 WRITE. for 

2.7.2.1 Subroutine writonce 
Writes the initialization data to a file (unit 30) 

Variables and 
agefcri(nd,mo) 

agefnon(nd,mo) 

agrfcri(nd,mo) 

agrpat 

anagcon(nd) 
anagdem(nd) 
anmicon (nd) 
anmidem(nd) 
begmo 
begsim 
begyr 
binfil 
bstor(n(*)) 
capcty(n) 
contag(nd,mo) 

contmi(nd,mo) 

dismad(mo) 

errfil 
ev(nd,mo) 
flodfil 

frmspl(i) 
frusret ( j, nd) 

fwclas(nd,mo,i5) 
fwfil 
fwequn(nd) 

fwtrig (nd, iS) 
gainfil 
imnode 
inffil 
kfrcst 
kfwfor 
knodcp(i) 
knodcvp(i) 
knoddrn(i) 
knodfw(i) 
knodgn(i) 
knodin (i) 
knodnp(i) 
knodpmp(i) 
knodprj (i) 

parameters 
agricultural monthly efficiencies for non-critical 
years (kdnd,12),input 
agric monthly efficiencies for non-critical years 
kdnd,12), input 
agricultural water use efficiency for critical years 
(kdnd,12) input 
monthly agricultural demand pattern at a node 
(kdnd,12) input 
annual agric. contract at a node (kdnd), input 
annual agric. demand at a node (kdnd), input 
annual M&I contract at a node (kdnd), input 
annual M&I demand at a node (kdnd), input 
(integer) month in which simulation starts 
(integer) year in which simulation starts 
(integer) year at beginning of run, (1922) 
name of binary output file 
beginning storage for month (kdnd), input 
capacity of links (kdnd) 
monthly contracted agricultural deliveries at a node 
product of anagcon(nd) and agrpat(nd,mo) 
monthly contracted M&I deliveries at a node 
product of anmicon(nd) and mnipat(nd,mo) 
array of monthly fractions of Madera Canal 
(EXPORT 25) water from Millerton going to node 
25,remainder goes to node 35, input (12) 
name of ASCII file containing error statements 
reservoir evaporation depth (.01 ft) (kdnd,12) 
name of file with time series of flood control rule 
storages 
fraction of Class 1 and Class 2 water 
array of percentage of return from an u/s node going 
to the current node, (kdusr,kdnd) 
array of fw req.values at 7 levels (kdnd,12,7),input 
name of file with F&W data 
array of fw req. "equations" in character variables, 
(kdnd) , input 
array of fw req. trigger values (kdnd,7), input 
name of file with time series of GAINs 
temporary variable for node number 
name of file with time series of inflows 
forecast option for Millerton inflows 
fish and wildlife water requirements (12) 
array of nodes with capacities (kdnd) 
array of nodes with CVP demands (kdnd) 
array of nodes with demands (kdnd) 
array of nodes with F&W req. (kdnd) 
array of nodes with gain (kdnd) 
array of nodes with inflow (kdnd) 
array of nodes with nonproject demands (kdnd) 
array of nodes with GW pumping (kdnd) 
array of nodes with project demands (kdnd) 
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knodpts (i) 

knodrs(i) 
knodwr· 
kswgw 
kswpow 
kswsmlt (n (*)) 

lastyr 
maxusnd 
maxusrt 

mday 
mhour 
miefnon(nd,mo) 

miefcri (nd,mo) 
mminut 
mmonth 
mnipat (nd,mo) 
msecs 
my ear 
mlOOth 
n 
neap 
ncvpdm 
ndemd 
ndnum(i) 
nfw 
ngain 
ninfl 
nnodes 
nnpdem 
npefcri(nd,mo) 

npefnon(nd,mo) 

nprjdm 
nprjts 
npump 
nres 
nusnod(nd) 
nus ret 

nwretn 
nyear 
pdmfil 
pdtsfil 
powrfil 
pumpfil 
qpow(nd,mo) 
resfil 
rtitle 
schmfil 
srule(nd,mo) 
starcf (nd, j) 
stelcf (nd, j) 
strf (n (*)) 

array of nodes with time series of historical GW 
pumping 
array of nodes with reservoirs (kdrs) 
undefined variable 
switch to use groundwater model only 
switch to turn calls to power routines on and off 
array of binary switches to turn on snowmelt routine 
(kdnd) 
last year in simulation 
maximum upstream nodes 
maximum number of nodes with returns immediately 
upstream from current node 
time in days 
time in hours 
monthly M&I efficiency for non-critical years, 
(kdnd,12) input 

M&I efficiency for critical years, (kdnd,12), input 
time in minutes 
time in months 
(real) M&I monthly pattern at a node (kdnd,12),input 
time in seconds 
time in years 
time in lOOths of a second 
counter variable 
number of nodes with capacities 
number of CVP demand nodes 
number of nodes with demand 
array of node numbers (kdnd) 
number of nodes with fish & wild require. (min flow) 
number of nodes with gains 
number of nodes with inflow 
number of nodes in the model 
number of nonproject demand nodes 
(real) non-project critical year monthly efficiencies 
(kdnd, 12) 
(real) non-project non-critical year monthly 
efficiencies (kdnd,12) 
number of nodes with project demands 
number of nodes with time series of project demands 
number of nodes with GW pumping 
number of reservoirs 
number of immediately upstream nodes 
number of immediately u/s nodes with returns going 
to current node 
undefined variable 
number of years in simulation, LASTYR-BEGSIM+l 
name of file with project demand data 
name of file with time series of project demands 
name of file with CVP system power variables 
name of file with min. and max. GW pumping data 
release limit for hydropower (kdnd,12) 
name of file with reservoir data 
run title, 80 characters 
name of file with data from PROSIM 
storage rule (kdnd,12) 
storage-area curve coefficients 
storage-elevation curve coeffs. (kdnd,4) 
storable inflows to reservoirs (kdnd) 
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tpdem (nd,mo) 
tpdmag (nd,mo) 
tpclmmi (nd,mo) 
us node ( j, nd) 

us ret ( j, nd) 

wqtar(mo) 

wyrfil 
xaggw (nd,mo) 
xmigw(nd,mo) 
xnpgw(nd,mo) 

xppatp(nd,mo,*) 

xppatnp(nd,mo,*) 

xpmpnp (nd, *) 

xstor (n (*) ) 
yaggw (nd.mo) 
ymigw(nd,mo) 
ynpgw(nd,mo) 
yppatp(nd,mo,*) 

yppatnp(nd,mo,*) 

ypmpnp(nd,mo) 

ypmpp(nd,mo) 

yrtype(k) 
ystor(n(*)) 
ystrsv(nd,mo) 

Files read from: 
none 

Files written to: 
tulare.out 

target monthly project demand (kdnd,l2) 
target monthly project agricultural demand (kdnd,l2) 
target monthly project M&I demand (kdnd,l2) 
(integer) node numbers of nodes immediately 
upstream of current node (kdusn,kdnd) 
(integer) node numbers of nodes with returns 
immediately upstream of current node (kdusn,kdnd) 
monthly water quality target at node 27, Vernalis 
(mg/1) 
name of file with year types 
maximum monthly agricultural GW pumping, (kdnd,l2) 
maximum monthly M&I groundwater pumping (kdnd,l2) 
maximum monthly non-project groundwater pumping 
(kdnd,l2) 
project groundwater pumping pattern for maximum annual 
withdrawl(kdnd,l2,3) 
non- project groundwater pumping pattern for maximum 
annual withdrawl (kdnd,l2,3) 
maximum annual non-project groundwater pumping for 
a demand node (3 year types input) (kdnd,3) 
maximum reservoir storage (kdnd) 
minimum monthly groundwater pumping 
minimum monthly M&I GW pumping, (kdnd,l2) 
minimum non-project monthly GW pumping (kdnd,l2) 
project groundwater pumping pattern for minimum annual 
withdrawl (kdnd,l2,3) 
non- project groundwater pumping pattern for minimum 
annual withdrawl (kdnd,l2,3) 
minimum annual non-project groundwater pumping for 
a demand node (3 year types input) (kdnd,3) 
minimum annual project groundwater pumping for a 
demand node (3 year types input) (kdnd,3) 
integer array of year types, input (kdyr) 
mlnlmum storage (kdnd) 
mimimum reservoir reserve storage (kdnd,l2) 

output file designated as unit 30 
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2.7.2.2 Subroutine writtime 
Writes the annual results to a binary file. 

Variables and 
div (is, n (*) ,mo) 

dmcq(*) 
evap (n (*) ,mo) 
export (n (*) ,mo) 
flow 
fwreq (n (*) ,mo) 
gain (n (*) ,mo) 
histsto(n(*),mo) 
inflo (n (*) ,mo) 
jpbexs (mo) 

knodrs(i) 
knodfw(i) 
knodgn(i) 
knodin (i) 
knodnp(i) 
knodprj (i) 
knodrs (i) 
knodtul (i) 
lsink 

mwh(n(*) ,mo) 
nfw 
ngain 
ngwts 
ninfl 
nnpdem 
npinus (n (*) ,mo) 
npgnus (n (*) ,mo) 
npgwus (n (*) ,mo) 
npret (n (*) ,mo) 
npretus (n (*) ,mo) 
nprjdm 
npsht (n (*) ,mo) 
nres 
nsink 
nsource 
ntuldm 
paggw (n (*) ,mo) 
pagsht (n (*) ,mo) 
pagus (n (*) ,mo) 
pdel (n (*) ,mo) 
pdelag(n(*) ,mo) 
pdelmi (n (*) ,mo) 
pmigw (n (*) ,mo) 
pmisht (n (*) ,mo) 
pmius (n (*) ,mo) 
pret(n(*),mo 
schmflo 

sdelv (n (*) ,mo) 
sjqual (mo) 
spill (n (10)) 

parameters 
monthly surface diversion from source to sink 
(kdsrc,kdnd,12) 
flow from mendota Pool into node 15 (12) 
reservoir evaporation (kdnd,12) 
exports (kdnd,12) 
flow leaving a node (kdnd,12) 
flowby requirements for fish and wildlife (kdnd,12) 
gains (kdnd,12) 
Millerton historic monthly storage (kdnd,12) 
inflows to reservoirs (kdnd,12) 
remaining monthly flow above 5000 cfs (302 kaf) down 
the James Bypass (12) 
array of nodes with reservoirs (kdnd) 
array of nodes with F&W req. (kdnd) 
array of nodes with gain (kdnd) 
array of nodes with inflow (kdnd) 
array of nodes with nonproject demands (kdnd) 
array of nodes with project demands (kdnd) 
array of nodes with reservoirs (kdrs) 
list of node numbers of Tulare DAU's (kdnd) 
node numbers of DAU's getting water from a sink 
(kdsrc,12) 
undefined variable 
number of nodes with fish & wild require. (min flow) 
number of nodes with gains 
number of nodes with time series of GW pumping 
number of nodes with inflow 
number of nonproject demand nodes 
non-project inflow (kdnd,12) 
non-project gain (kdnd,12) 
non-project groundwater usage (kdnd,12) 
non-project surface returns (kdnd,12) 
non-project return flow usage 
number of nodes with project demands 
non-project shortage (kdnd,12) 
number of reservoirs 
number of sinks 
number of sources 
number of Tulare-area DAUs 
project groundwater used by agriculture (kdnd,12) 
project agricultural shortage (kdnd,12) 
project surface water used by agriculture (kdnd,12) 
total project deliveries (kdnd,12) 
project deliveries to agriculture (kdnd,12) 
project deliveries to M&I (kdnd,12) 
project groundwater used for M&I (kdnd,12) 
project M&I shortage (kdnd,12) 
project M&I usage (kdnd,12) 
project returns (kdnd,12) 
array of monthly DMC and CAQ deliveries computed in 
PROSIM (kdnd, 12) 
surface water delivery to a node (kdnd,12) 
San Joaquin River water quality (mg/1 TDS) (12) 
spillage at node 10 
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tempdel (n (*) ,mo) 

tempfw (n (*) ,mo) 

tempmi (n (*) ,mo) 

vqual (mo) 
wqrel (mo) 

wqtar(mo) 

xstfld(n(*) ,mo) 

Files read from: 
none 

Files written to: 
tulare.bin 

temporary variable - total delivery to a node 
(kdnd,12) 
temporary variable - fish and wildlife requirements 
(kdnd,12) 
temporary variable - municipal and industrial demands 
(kdnd,12) 
Vernalis water quality mg/1 TDS (12) 
additional water required to meet water quality target 
at node 125 (12) 
monthly target water quality objectives in the san 
Joaquin River (input) (12) 
flood control rule (kdnd,12) 

output binary file designated as unit 30 
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2.8 BALSHEET .for 
Writes the balance sheets for each of the model subregions. BALSHEET prompts 
for the name of the output control file which contains the information which 
the balance sheets require as input and the years they are to be written for. 
Appropriate subroutines are called to write the output. 

Variables and 
begsim 
bstor (n (*) ) 
contfil 
flow (n (*) ,mo) 
frusret ( j, nd) 

ihead 
inflo (n (*) ,mo) 
iperiod 

iyrend 
iyrstr 
ksheet(*) 

kyr 
lastyr 
ndnum 
nnodes 
npgnus (n (*) ,mo) 
npgwus (n (*) ,mo) 
npinus (n (*) ,mo) 
npret (ku,mo) 
npretus(n(*),mo) 
npsur (n (*) ,mo) 

nres 
nusnod(nd) 
nus ret 

paggw(n(*),mo) 
pagus (n (*) ,mo) 
pdel (n (*) ,mo) 
pdelgr (n (*) ,mo) 

pdelsu (n (*) ,mo) 

pmigw (n (*) ,mo) 
pret(ku,mo) 
return (n (*) ,mo) 
rtitle 
run date 
runtime 
schmflo (* ,mo) 

section(i) 
stor (n (*) ,mo) 
usflow (n (*) ,mo) 
us node ( i, nd) 

usret (i,nd) 

parameters 
(integer) year in which simulation starts 
beginning storage for month (kdnd) 
control file 
flow leaving a node (kdnd,l2) 
array of percentage of return from an u/s node going 
to the current node, (kdusr,kdnd) 
header lines in control file 
inflow to a reservoir (kdnd,12) 
interval between beginning and ending dates to be 
analyzed with balsheet 
last year to be included in balsheet 
starting year for balsheet 
series of binary switches which call subregion balance 
subroutines 
year counter 
last year in simulation 
array of node numbers 
number of nodes in the model 
non-project gain (kdnd,12) 
non-project groundwater use (kdnd,l2) 
non-project inflow (kdnd,12) 
non project returns (kdnd,12) 
non-project return flow usage (kdnd,12) 
summation of non-project gains, inflows and returns ( 
kdnd,l2) 
number of reservoirs 
number of immediately upstream nodes (kdnd) 
number of immediately u/s nodes with returns going 
to current node 
project groundwater used by agriculture (kdnd,12) 
project surface water used by agriculture (kdnd,12) 

total project deliveries (kdnd,12) 
total project delivery from groundwater sources 
(kdnd,12) 
total project delivery from surface water sources 
(kdnd,12) 
project groundwater used for M&I (kdnd,12) 
project return flows (kdnd,12) 
total project and non-project returns (kdnd,12) 
run title, 80 characters 
date on which model simulation is run 
time at which model simulation is run 
array of monthly DMC and CAQ deliveries computed in 
PROSIM (kdnd, 12) 
basin section for which data is output (6) 
end of month storage (kdnd,mo) 
flow upstream of a node flowing into a node (kdusn,12) 
array of node numbers of nodes immediately upstream of 
current node (kdusn,mo) 
array of node numbers of nodes with returns 
immediately upstream of current node (kdusn,l2) 
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Subroutine calls: 
ktck(kf,kyr) 

sjkn(kf,kyr) 

merc(kf,kyr) 
tuol(kf,kyr) 
cast(kf,kyr) 
tdau(kf,kyr) 

Files read from: 
binfil 

control 

imbal.err 

Files written to: 
outfil 

output routine for the Friant Kern Canal, Kaweah, 
Tule, Kings River and Cross Valley Canal 
output routine for the middle San Joaquin River 
and King's River 
output routine for the Merced River 
output routine for the Tuolomne River 
output routine for the Calaveras - Stanislaus Rivers 
output routine for the Tulare basin 

binary output file containing all the hydrologic 
output from a SANTUCM scenario run 
control file containing the switches to create tables 
of water balances for each sub-basin 
error file containing the year and the node number 
where imbalances occur 

tables of water balances at each stream node within a 
sub-basin. Sub-basins defined by unit number variable 
kf : where kf takes values of 51 - 56. 
ktck.bas (unit 51) 
sjkn.bas (unit 52) 
merc.bas (unit 53) 
tuol.bas (unit 54) 
cast.bas (unit 55) 
tdau.bas (unit 56) 
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Read input data files : 
o open file imbal.err 
o read control variables from 

input balance sheet control file 

read problem initialization data from 
binary file and write to an output 

file the·appropriate file header and 
time stamp 

Read time series data 

yes 

no 

Total up ground and surface 
contributions (at nodes) used to 
satisfy project and non-project 

demands. 

Add project and non-project surface 
water returns 

Calculate INFLOs along the DMC and 
~Q 
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no 

Assign the STOR(x,12) values to 
the beginning storage array BSOR 
for initial storage during the 

next year 

Write out the pumping data by 
node for various uses 

PDELGR (project pumping) 
NPGWUS (non-project pumping) 

Set value of kf and write to 
appropriate output file 

Call appropriate subroutine according 
to value of ksheet (1,2,3,4,5 or 6) 

1 ktck 
2 sjkn 
3 mere 
4 tuol 
5 cast 
6 tdau 

Each subroutine writes to an output 
file a list of hydrologic variables 
useful in constructing a mass balance 
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2.8.1 TUOL.for 

Output mass balance error checking routine for the Tuolomne River. Includes 
nodes 60, 65, 70, 75, 80, 85, 90 and 95. 

Variables and 
balance 

parameters 

bstor (n (*) ) 
evap(n(*) ,roo) 
export (n (*),roo) 
flow (n (*),roo) 
fwreq (n (*), nd) 
gain(n(*) ,mo) 
inflo (n (*) ,mo) 
kf 
kyear 
npgwus (n (*) ,mo) 
npsht (n (*),roo) 
paggw (n (*),roo) 
pagsht (n (*) ,mo) 
pagus (n (*),roo) 
pdel (n (*),roo) 
pdelgr (n (*),roo) 

pmigw (n (*) ,mo) 
pmisht(n(*),mo) 
pmius (n (*) ,mo) 
stor (n (*),roo) 
tinf(mo) 
tdelv (mo) 
usflow (n (*) ,mo) 

sum of all the inflows to and outflows from a node 
beginning storage for the month (kdnd) 
reservoir evaporation (kdnd,12) 
exports (kdnd,12) 
flow leaving a node (not including returns) (kdnd,12) 
flowby requirements for fish and wildlife (kdnd,l2) 
gains (kdnd,12) 
inflow to reservoirs(kdnd,12) 
unit number corresponding to sub-basin 
year counter 
non-project groundwater use (kdnd,12) 
non- project shortage (kdnd,12) 
project groundwater used by agriculture (kdnd,l2) 
project agricultural shortage (kdnd,12) 
project surface water used by agriculture (kdnd,12) 
total project deliveries (kdnd,12) 
total project delivery from groundwater sources 
(kdnd, 12) 
project groundwater used for M&I (kdnd,12) 
project M&I shortage 
project surface water use for M&I (kdnd,12) 
end of month storage (kdnd,mo) 
total inflow to a node (12) 
total surface delivery to a node (12) 
flow upstream of a node flowing into a node (kdusn,12) 

Subroutine calls: 
resbal(n(*),bstor,balance) routine to calculate mass balances for 

reservoirs 
imbalnc(kyear,nd,balance) routine for finding any imbalances in the 

output file and priting them out in the 
error file 

totdelv(n(*),tdelv) 

Functions: 
atot (n (*),roo) 

Files read from: 
none 

Files written to: 

sums the total monthly deliveries to a 
node (works with the CVP/SWP balance 
routines) 

sum of the monthly values of a particular variable 
(kdnd,mo) 

tuol.bas or a specified in control file 
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2.8.2 MERC.for 

Output mass balance error checking routine for the Merced River. Includes 
nodes 40,45,50 and 55 

Variables and 
balance 

parameters 

bstor (n (*)) 
evap (n (*) ,mo) 
export (n (*) ,mo) 
flow (n (*) ,mo) 
fwreq (n (*), nd) 
gain(n(*) ,mo) 
inflo(n(*) ,mo) 
kf 
kyear 
npgwus (n (*) ,mo) 
npsht (n (*) ,mo) 
paggw (n (*) ,mo) 
pagsht (n (*) ,mo) 
pagus (n (*) ,mo) 
pdel (n (*) ,mo) 
pdelgr (n (*) ,mo) 

pmigw (n (*) ,mo) 
pmisht(n(*),mo) 
pmius (n (*) ,mo) 
stor (n (*) ,mo) 
tinf(mo) 
tdelv (mo) 
usflow (n (*) ,mo) 

sum of all the inflows to and outflows from a node 
beginning storage for the month (kdnd) 
reservoir evaporation (kdnd,12) 
exports (kdnd,12) 
flow leaving a node (not including returns) (kdnd,12) 
flowby requirements for fish and wildlife (kdnd,12) 
gains (kdnd,12) 
inflow to reservoirs(kdnd,12) 
unit number corresponding to sub-basin 
year counter 
non-project groundwater use (kdnd,12) 
non -project shortage (kdnd,12) 
project groundwater used by agriculture (kdnd,12) 
project agricultural shortage (kdnd,12) 
project surface water used by agriculture (kdnd,12) 
total project deliveries (kdnd,12) 
total project delivery from groundwater sources 
(kdnd, 12) 
project groundwater used for M&I (kdnd,12) 
project M&I shortage 
project surface water use for M&I (kdnd,12) 
end of month storage (kdnd,mo) 
total inflow to a node (12) 
total surface delivery to a node (12) 
flow upstream of a node flowing into a node (kdusn,l2l 

Subroutine calls: 
resbal(n(*),bstor,balance) routine to calculate mass balances for 

reservoirs 
imbalnc(kyear,nd,balance) routine for finding any imbalances in the 

output file and priting them out in the 
error file 

totdelv(n(*),tdelv) 

Functions: 
atot (n (*) ,mo) 

Files read from: 
none 

Files written to: 

sums the total monthly deliveries to a 
node (works with the CVP/SWP balance 
routines) 

sum of the monthly values of a particular variable 
(kdnd,mo) 

merc.bas or a specified in control file 
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2.8.3 SJKN .for 

Output mass balance error checking routine for the upper San Joaquin River. 
Includes nodes 5, 10, 300, 305, 310, 315, 15, 20, 25, 30 and 35. 

Variables and 
balance 

parameters 

bstor (n (*) ) 
di v ( * , n ( * ) , mo) 

dmcq(mo) 
evap (n (*) ,mo) 
export(n(*),mo) 
flow (n (*) ,mo) 
fwreq (n (*) ,mo) 
gain (n (*) ,mo) 
inflo (n (*) ,mo) 
jbpexs(mo) 
kf 
kyear 
milfsh (mo) 
milgn (mo) 
npgwus (n(*) ,mo) 
npret (n (*) ,mo) 
npsht (n (*) ,mo) 
npsur (n (*) ,mo) 
paggw(n(*),mo) 
pagsht(n(*),mo) 
pagus (n (*) ,mo) 
pdel (n (*) ,mo) 
pdelag(n(*) ,mo) 
pdelmi (n (*) ,mo) 
pdelgr (n (*) ,mo) 

pmigw(n(*),mo) 
pmisht (n (*) ,mo) 
pmius (n (*) ,mo) 
pret (n (*) ,mo) 
stor (n (*) ,mo) 
tinf(mo) 
tdelv(mo) 
tpdem(n(*) ,mo) 
usflow (n (*) ,mo) 

sum of all the inflows to and outflows from a node 
beginning storage for the month (kdnd) 
monthly surface diversion from source to sink 
(kdsrc,kdnd,l2) 
flow from Mendota Pool into node 15 (12) 
reservoir evaporation (kdnd,12) 
exports (kdnd,12) 
flow leaving a node (not including returns) (kdnd,12) 
flowby requirements for fish and wildlife (kdnd,12) 
gains (kdnd,12) 
inflow to reservoirs(kdnd,12) 
excess flow that can't go down James Bypass (12) 
unit number corresponding to sub-basin 
year counter 
additional releases for fish along the SJR (12) 
additional gains from Millerton operations (12) 
non-project groundwater use (kdnd,12) 
non-project returns (kdnd,12) 
non- project shortage (kdnd,l2) 
non-project delivery surplus (kdnd,12) 
project groundwater used by agriculture (kdnd,12) 
project agricultural shortage (kdnd,12) 
project surface water used by agriculture (kdnd,12) 
total project deliveries (kdnd,l2) 
project deliveries to agriculture (kdnd,mo) 
project deliveries to M&I (kdnd,l2) 
total project delivery from groundwater sources 
(kdnd,l2) 
project groundwater used for M&I (kdnd,12) 
project M&I shortage 
project surface water use for M&I (kdnd,12) 
project returns (kdnd,12) 
end of month storage (kdnd,mo) 
total inflow to a node (12) 
total surface delivery to a node (12) 
monthly project demand target (kdnd,12) 
flow upstream of a node flowing into a node (kdusn,12) 

Subroutine calls: 
resbal(n(*),bstor,balance) routine to calculate mass balances for 

reservoirs 
imbalnc(kyear,nd,balance) routine for finding imbalances in the 

output file and printing error lines in an 
error file 

totdelv(n(*),tdelv) 

Functions: 
a tot (n (*) ,mo) 

divtot(*,n(*)) 

sums the total monthly deliveries to a 
node (works with the CVP/SWP balance 
routines) 

sums the monthly values of a particular variable 
(kdnd,mo) 
sums monthly surface diversions (*,kdnd) 
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gentot(*,n(*),*) 

Files read from: 
none 

Files written to: 

sums values of a one or two dimensional array into an 
annual total (ni,nd,array) 

sjkn.bas or as specified in the control file 
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2.8.4 KTCK.for 

Output mass balance error checking routine for the Friant-Kern Canal, Cross
Valley Canal and Kern River. Includes nodes 234,270, 240, 275, 285, 290, 295, 
296, 320, 325,330, 335, 340, 341, 342, 343, 365, 370, 375, 380 and 261. 

Variables and 
balance 

parameters 

di v ( * , n ( * ) , mo ) 

export (n (*) ,mo) 
flow (n (*),roo) 
gain (n (*) ,mo) 
inflo (n (*) ,mo) 
jbpexs (mo) 
kf 
kyear 

sum of all the inflows to and outflows from a node 
monthly surface diversion from source to sink 
(kdsrc, kdnd, 12) 
exports (kdnd,l2) 
flow leaving a node (not including returns) (kdnd,l2) 
gains (kdnd,l2) 
inflow to reservoirs(kdnd,l2) 
excess flow that can't go down James Bypass (12) 
unit number corresponding to sub-basin 
year counter 

Subroutine calls: 
imbalnc(kyear,nd,balance) routine for finding any imbalances in the 

output file and priting them out in the 
error file 

Functions: 
atot (n (*),roo) 

divtot (*, n (*)) 

Files read from: 
none 

Files written to: 

sums the monthly values of a particular variable 
(kdnd,mo) 
sums monthly surface diversions (*,kdnd) 

ktck.bas or as specified in the control file 
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2.8.5 CAST.for 

Output mass balance error checking routine for the Calaveras - Stanislaus 
Rivers. Includes nodes 100, 105, 110,1 50, 155, 160, 165, 115, 120, 125, 130, 
135, 140 and 145. 

Variables and 
balance 

parameters 

bstor (n (*) ) 
evap(n(*) ,mo) 
export (n (*) ,mo) 
flow (n (*) ,mo) 
fwreq (n (*) ,mo) 
gain (n (*) ,mo) 
inflo (n (*) ,mo) 
kf 
kyear 
npgwus (n (*) ,mo) 
npsht (n (*) ,mo) 
npsur (n (*) ,mo) 
paggw (n (*) ,mo) 
pagsht (n (*) ,mo) 
pagus (n (*) ,mo) 
pdelgr (n (*) ,mo) 

pmigw (n (*) ,mo) 
pmisht (n (*) ,mo) 
pmius (n (*) ,mo) 
stor (n (*) ,mo) 
tinf(mo) 
tdelv (mo) 

sum of all the inflows to and outflows from a node 
beginning storage for the month (kdnd) 
reservoir evaporation (kdnd,12) 
exports (kdnd,12) 
flow leaving a node (not including returns) (kdnd,12) 
flowby requirements for fish and wildlife (kdnd,12) 
gains (kdnd,12) 
inflow to reservoirs(kdnd,12) 
unit number corresponding to sub-basin 
year counter 
non-project groundwater use (kdnd,12) 
non -project shortage (kdnd,12) 
non-project delivery surplus (kdnd,12) 
project groundwater used by agriculture (kdnd,12) 
project agricultural shortage (kdnd,12) 
project surface water used by agriculture (kdnd,12) 
total project delivery from groundwater sources 
(kdnd, 12) 
project groundwater used for M&I (kdnd,12) 
project M&I shortage 
project surface water use for M&I (kdnd,12) 
end of month storage (kdnd,mo) 
total inflow to a node (12) 
total surface delivery to a node (12) 

Subroutine calls : 
resbal(n(*),bstor,balance) routine to calculate mass balances for 

reservoirs 
imbalnc(kyear,nd,balance) routine for finding any imbalances in the 

output file and priting them out in the 
error file 

totdelv(n(*),tdelv) 

Functions: 
atot (n (*) ,mo) 

gentot(*,n(*),*) 

Files read from: 
none 

Files written to: 

sums the total monthly deliveries to a 
node (works with the CVP/SWP balance 
routines) 

sums the monthly values of a particular variable 
(kdnd,mo) 
sums values of a one or two dimensional array into an 
annual total (ni,nd,array) 

cast.bas or a specified in control file 
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2.8.6 TDAU.for 

Output for the DAU's in the Tulare basin. The subroutine checks the node flags 
along the Friant - Kern Canal to see if they are subject to deficiencies in 
dry or critical water years. The subroutine produces a mass balance once 
these deiciencies have been applied. 

Variables and 
begsim 
div(isrc,nd,mo) 

parameters 

isrc 
iyr 
iyt 
kf 
knodtrd(*) 
knodtul 
kyear 
lsink(isrc,j) 

nsink (isrc) 
nsource 
ntr 
ntred 
ntuldm 
paggw (n (*) ,mo) 
pagsht (n (*) ,mo) 
pagus (n (*) ,mo) 
pdel (n (*) ,mo) 
sdelv (nd,mo) 
srcnam (isrc) 

tempdl (nd,mo) 
tred(nd) 
tulred(nred,*) 
yrtype(iyr) 

Subroutine calls: 
none 

Functions: 
atot(n(*),mo) 

di vtot ( *, n (*) ) 

Files read from: 
none 

Files written to: 

year in which simulation starts 
monthly surface diversion from source to sink 
(kdsrc, kdnd, 12) 
source of water for any DAU 
year during the simulation 
temporary variable for year type 
unit number corresponding to sub-basin 
array of Tulare demand nodes 
list of node numbers of Tulare DAU's (kdnd) 
year counter 
node numbers of DAU's getting water from a sink 
(kdsrc, kdnd) 
number of DAU's getting water from a sink (kdsrc) 
number of sources of water in the Tulare area 
node flag for Tulare demand nodes 
number of Tulare demand deficiency nodes 
number of Tulare demand nodes 
project groundwater used by agriculture (kdnd,12) 
project agricultural shortage (kdnd,12) 
project surface water used by agriculture (kdnd,12) 
total project deliveries (kdnd,12) 
surface water delivery to a node (kdnd,12) 
labels for the various rivers and channels in the 
Tulare basin 
project delivery adjusted for deficiencies (kdnd,12) 
array of Tulare demand deficiency nodes (ntred) 
deficiency factor 
array of year types (kdyr) 

sums the monthly values of a particular variable 
(kdnd,mo) 
sums monthly surface diversions (*,kdnd) 

tdau.bas or as specified in control file 
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2.8.7 BSUB.for 
Several generic subroutines and functions are included in this module that are 
called by the output routine to produce monthly and annual totals of flows 
into and out of each stream node. 

Functions 

2.8.7.1 Function atot(node,array) : 
Sums 12 monthly values into annual totals. 

Variables and 
array(nd,mo) 

a tot 
kdnd 
node 
total 

parameters 
two dimensional array of variables to be added 
(kdnd, 12) 
annual total 
total number of nodes 
node number 
cumulative total 

2.8. 7.2 Function gentot(ni,nd,array) 
Sums values from one and two dimensional arrays into an annual total. 

Variables and 
array(nd,mo) 

gentot 
kdnd 
nd 
ni 
total 

parameters 
two dimensional array of variables to be added 
(kdnd, 12) 
annual total 
total number of nodes 
node number 
array variable 
cumulative total 

2.8.7.3 Function divtot(isrc,node) 
Sums twelve monthly values of Tulare basin diversions to obtain an annual 
total. Works with the SANTUCM flow balancing routines. 

Variables and parameters 
div(isrc,node,mo) - monthly diversion to a node 
divtot total diversion to a node 
node 
total 

Subroutines 

node number 
cumulative total 

2.8.7.4 Subroutine totdelv (nd,tdelv) 
Calculates total annual deliveries to a node 

Variables and 
npgnus (nd,mo) 
npgwus (nd,mo) 
npinus(nd,mo) 
npretus(nd,mo) 
paggw ( nd, mo) 
pagus (nd,mo) 

parameters 
non-project gain (upstream node) 
non-project groundwater pumping 
non-project inflow (upstream node) 
non-project return flow 
project groundwater used by agriculture 
project surface water used by agriculture 
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pmigw (nd,mo) 
pmius (nd,mo) 
tdelv(*) 

Summary flowchart 

project ground water used by M&I 
project surface water used by M&I 
total delivery to a node (kdnd) 

o add all project and non-project component inflows to a node 
o total all monthly inflows to a node to obtain an annual delivery 

2.8. 7.5 Subroutine resbal(nd,bstor,balance) 
Computes reservoir mass balances 

Variables and 
balance(mo) 

parameters 

bstor (nd) 
evap (nd,mo) 
export (nd,mo) 
flowin 
flow(nd,mo) 

inflo (nd,mo) 
pagus(nd,mo) 
pmius(nd,mo) 
stor(nd,mo) 
xpt 

Summary ·flowchart 

net flow into or out of a stream or reservoir node 
after taking account of all flow into and out of the 
node (12) 
beginning reservoir storage for the month (nd) 
reservoir evaporation (kdnd,l2) 
exports (kdnd,l2) 
flow entering a node 
flow leaving a node (not including returns from the 
node (kdnd) 
inflows to reservoirs (kdnd,l2) 
project surface water used by agriculture (kdnd,12) 
project surface water used by M&I 
end of month storage (kdnd,12) 
combined project surface water use by both agriculture 
and M&I 

o set flow into the reservoir 
o for node 105 set Tulloch inflow to New Melones releases + net accretions 
o set total agricultural and M&I releases from Millerton equal to sum of 

exports from nodes 5, 25 and 35. 
o set total agricultural and M&I releases from Hetchy-Hetchy equal to sum 

of exports from node 60. 
o for the first month only include the end of year reservoir storage in 

the flow balance equation 

2.8.7.6 Subroutine imbalnc (iyear,node,balance) 
Routine which tests for flow imbalances 

Variables and 
balance(mo) 

parameters 

iyear 
tol 

Summary flowchart 

net flow into or out of a stream or reservoir node 
after taking account of all flow into and out of the 
node (12) 
year of simulation 
tolerance above which flag for imbalance message is 
set 

o Loop through each month of the year 
o Compare the absolute value of the balance against the tolerance 
o If the tolerance is greater than the tolerance write to the 

printer and to an external file. Print year, month, node and 
value. 
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2.9 SANV AR.for 

SANVAR is used to extract any single or combination of variables in the 
binary file out into a one page table (month x year) of all values of that 
variable for a given year or range of years. A table of "equations" are used 
to select the variables SANVAR should look at. The program reads the equation 
and compares the variables with the data statement and allows the user to 
correct any errors. Subroutine LOWER takes the input variable name given in 
the equation and converts it to lower case to agree with the data statement 
to make validation easier. 

Subroutine CALCX1 selects the model variable and puts the monthly values 
into array X1. X1 is passed back into MAIN and stored in the three
dimensional array X3. Totals are computed and the arrays are written to the 
output file. Most units are kaf, but groundwater storage (GWST) needs to be 
converted to Maf, or the values will be too big for the fields. 

Example INPUT instruction file 

The input file looks like this: 
line no. 1 column 1 of input file is at the pipe symbol 

1 run6.bin 
2 output 
3 1922 1925 
4 Delta outflow 
5 +flow 30 
6 gains between Keswick and nav. control point 
7 +inflo 99+gain 99 

line 1 is the input file name 
line 2 is the output file name 
line 3 is the range of years for the requests 
line 4 is the title for the request, 80 chars. max. 
line 5 is the equation to get Delta outflows. be very careful of format 
lines 6 and 7 are the input to request 2 

Variables and 
cnt 
answr 
exists 
flow af 
goodyr 
inpt_nam 

inpvnam 

kdfun 

kdvar 
kdvnam 
kpsw 

linecnt 
minus 
nfunc 

parameters 
used as a subscript for number of years 
holds single character responses from various questions 
logical used to check if input file exists or not 
holds data display type - TAF/CFS 
holds year if it is within the range requested 
contains variable name from input that is passed to 'lower' 
for conversion to lower case 
character array (KDVAR,KDFUN) of variable names read as 
input 
dimension of model variables that make up a request 
(equation) 
dimension of requests that can be written 
dimension of variable names stored in this program 
switch to suppress printing of annual totals for storage 
and quality variables 
controls page overflow for output report 
character with minus sign 
array (KDVAR) with number of variables that make up a 
request 
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node 
nreq 
out file 
page no 
plus 
rptseq 
sign 
scale 
seq 
srtdyr 
title 

totalmo 
total an 
totalvr 
unit 
varnam 

x3 
x1 

year1 
year2 

array (KOVAR,KOFUN) with node numbers of variables 
number of separate request 
name of output file 
counter for page number control 
character with plus sign 
holds response for sequence of report 
character array (KOVAR,KOFUN) with input + or - sign 
array (KOVAR) with scale factors. 1 for kaf, .001 for Maf 
used as subscript for report by annual total 
sorted array of years by annual total 
array (KOVAR) of titles for each request, such as 
'flow at navigation control point' 
integer array (KOVAR,12) with monthly averages 
" annual totals 
integer array (KOVAR) with annual averages 
character with either 'TAF' or 'MAF' 
character array (KOVNAM) of variable names that are stored 
in this program 
integer array (KOVAR,12,KOYR) storing values for output 
integer array (12) with monthly variable values, these go 
into X3 
first year for selected report 
ending year for selected report 

Subroutine calls: 
lower(inpt_nam) converts user input to lower 

case. 
sortmon(x3,nreq,noyrs,kdvar,kdyr) sorts a three dimensional 

array into descending order by 
column. 

sortann(srtdyr,totalan,nreq,noyrs,kdvar,kdyr) - creates an array (srtdyr) to 
keep track of monthly data and 
sorts the total annual array 
in descending order, 

Files read from: 
binfil binary file containing the SANTUCM model output 

Files written to: 
user specified output file 
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o Read in number of variables from 
binary data file 

o Perform error check on binary 
data file 

o Read input data 

Determine sequence of output: 
o ascending by year (Y); 
o descending by month (M); 
o descending by annual total (A); 

Read input variable names and check 
o number of functions ; 
o matches with variables in the 

DATA statement 

Initialize TOTALMO array, total 
average array and number of years 

reported (NOVYRS) 

Initialize arrays and scale 
groundwater storage (cfs to MAF) 

Call subroutine CALCXl : 
Put values into the Xl vector by 
finding the appropriate matching 

variable name 

Sum monthly totals of variables 

Create report in the order 
specified above 

-~-

Call subroutine CALCXl for all 
nodes : 

Put values into the Xl vector by 
finding the appropriate matching 

variable name 

Sum variables for all nodes 
Sum monthly totals of variables 



2.9.1 Subroutine CALCX1 (mo,in,kpsw,nreq, x1 ,inpvnam,node, 
varnam,flow_af ) 

This subroutine puts values into the x1 vector by finding the appropriate 
matching variable name 

Variables and 
evap(nd,mo) 
export(nd,mo) 
flow af 

parameters 

fwreq ( nd, mo) 
gain (nd.mo) 
gwst(nd,mo) 
histsto(nd,mo) 
inpvnam (in, nf) 
kpsw 
npdel (nd,mo) 
npgnus ( nd, mo) 
npgwus(nd,mo) 
npinus(nd,mo) 
npret ( nd, mo) 
npretus(nd,mo) 
npsht(nd,mo) 
nreq 
paggw (nd,mo) 
pagsht(nd,mo) 
pagus (nd,mo) 
pdel (nd,mo) 
pdelag 
pdelmi (nd,mo) 
pmigw (nd,mo) 
pmisht(nd,mo) 
pmius (nd,mo) 
pret (nd,mo) 
sjqual(*) 
stor (nd,mo) 
tdelv(*) 
varnam(*) 
vqual(mo) 
wqrel (nd,mo) 

xl (mo) 

Summary flowchart 

reservoir evaporation (kdnd,l2) 
monthly export from a reservoir node (kdnd,12) 
flow volume in acre-ft 
flowby requirements for fish and wildlife (kdnd,l2) 
monthly gains (kdnd,l2) 
groundwater storage (salt model) (kdnd,l2) 
monthly historic reservoir storage (kdnd,l2) 
input variable name to be placed in X-1 vector 
switch for printing results 
non-project deliveries (kdnd,l2) 
non-project gain (upstream node) 
non-project groundwater pumping 
non-project inflow (upstream node) 
non-project return flows (kdnd,l2) 
non-project return flows used (kdnd,12) 
non-project shortage (kdnd,12) 
number of required iterations in tabular summary 
project groundwater used by agriculture 
project agricultural shortage (kdnd,l2) 
project surface water used by agriculture 
project delivery to a node (kdnd,12) 
project delivery to agriculture (kdnd,12) 
project delivery to M&I (kdnd,l2) 
project ground water used by M&I (kdnd,12) 
project M&I shortage (kdnd,12) 
project surface water used by M&I 
project return flow to a node (kdnd,12) 
San Joaquin river water quality (mg/1 TDS) 
end of month storage (kdnd,12) 
total delivery to a node (kdnd) 
matching variable name 
Vernalis water quality (mg/1 TDS) 
additional water required to meet water quality target 
at node 125 
nearest integer value of expression 

o Loop through each month of the year 
o Compare the absolute value of the balance against the tolerance 
o If the tolerance is greater than the tolerance write to the 

printer and to an external file. Print year, month, node and 
value. 
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2.10. Salinity Model Subroutines 

Main program 

2.10.1 SALT.for1 
Calculates the mass flux of total dissolved solids from the concentration of 
flows (CONCFL), return flows (CONCRET), inflow (CONCIN), gains (CONCGN), and 
exports (CONCXPT) . The total mass flux is equal to the discharge times the 
concentration for each flow. 

Variables and 
begsim 
bsalyr 

bstor (n (*) ) 
ckswgw 
conc***(nd,mo) 

conctot 
div (isrc, nd,mo) 
divflux 
export(nd,mo) 
flow(nd,mo) 
fractn (i) 
frc 
gnodvol ( *, mo) 

gwuse(nd,mo) 
import(nd,mo) 
inflo(nd,mo) 
influx(nd,mo) 
inodes(in) 
knoddm(in) 
knodpmp(in) 
knodwrt 

knodrs(in) 
knodtul (in) 
kswgw 
kswnd (nd) 

lastyr 
lelem(i) 
lsalyr 

parameters 
beginning year of SANTUCM simulation 
beginning year for which salt balances are to be 
computed 
beginning storage for month (kdnd) 
switch to use salinity algorithm in conjunctive mode 
concentration (cone***) where variables are: 
concFL for flow values 
concRET for return flow values 
conciN for inflow values 
concGN for stream gain values 
concXPT for export values 
concGW for pumped groundwater (gwuse) 
conciNG for initial concentration of each groundwater 

finite element 
conciM for import water 
concAPL for applied water 
concST for 
total mass of salt in both upper and lower aquifers 
stream diversion 
salt flux from the diversion points to the DAU's 
export from a node (kdnd,l2) 
flow in a stream leaving a node (kdnd,l2) 
fraction of an element that lies within a DAU 
fraction of a DAU that lies within an element 
set equal to totvol, groundwater storage in upper and 
lower aquifers (kdnd,l2) 
groundwater usage at each sw node 
project import water supply (kdnd,l2) 
inflow to a node (kdnd,l2) 
mass of salt flowing into a node 
surface water node numbers 
array of nodes with demands (kdnd) 
array of nodes with groundwater pumping (kdnd) 
array of nodes for which concentrations will be 
written (kdnd) 
array of nodes with reservoirs (kdnd) 
list of node numbers of Tulare DAU's 
switch for surface, groundwater and conjunctive models 
switch preventing node from being scanned more than 
once 
ending year of SANTUCM simulation 
groundwater node number 
ending year for which salt balances are to be computed 
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mominsl 
ndemd 
ndau(i) 
nelem(i) 
ninfl 
nmz 
nord(in) 
npret(ur,mo) 
npump 
nres 
nsink 
nsource 
ntuldm 
nusret(i,nd) 

nwrite 
paggw (nd,mo) 
pmigw(nd,mo) 
pret(ur,mo) 
qin(nd,mo) 
ratelch (j) 

rconcst(nd) 
retin 
ret us 
sdelv (nd,mo) 
snodvol(nmz,mo) 
stor(nd,mo) 
surfuse(nd,mo) 

swnode (j) 
tmpcon (*) 

tmpconc(mo) 
tmpvol (*) 

totvol 
use 

usf 
us ret ( i, nd) 

vole(nez,mominsl) -
vol* 
vol*f 

Subroutine calls 
skipln(*,*) 
date(rundate) 
time(runtime) 

Files read from: 
elemdau 
salt.con 
saltfil 

subscript variable for last month 
number of demand nodes 
number of DAU's in the model 
DAU number or element number 
number of inflows to reservoirs 
subscript set equal to the pumping node number 
node numbers 
non-project returns (kdnd,12) 
number of nodes with groundwater pumping 
number of reservoirs 
number of sinks 
number of water sources 
number of Tulare demand nodes 
number of immediately upstream nodes with returns 
going to current node 
number of nodes that results are written for 
project agricultural groundwater pumped (kdnd,12) 
project M&I groundwater pumped 
project returns (kdnd,12) 
incoming FLOWs + IMPORT + RETURNs 
rate of salt leachate from irrigation applied water 
through soil media 
initial TDS concentration in reservoirs 
incoming return flows 
total project and non-project returns (upstream) 
total surface water delivery into a DAU (kdnd,12) 
surface water node volume (GW - SW transformation) 
end of month storage (kdnd,12) 
surface water usage at each surface water node 
(kdnd,12) 
surface water node (DAU) number 
groundwater concentration last month - set equal 
to initial condition at start of month next year 
TDS concentration of inflow 
groundwater storage last month - set equal 
to initial condition at start of month next year 
total groundwater storage in layers 1 and 2 
total water usage or applied water at each surface 
water node 
up-stream flow (set equal to flow) 
node numbers with returns immediately upstream of 
current node 
last year's groundwater storage during same month 
initial groundwater storage in designated layer '*' 
final values of groundwater storage 

skips a specified number of lines (usually 3) 
current date from internal clock 
current time from internal clock 

binary groundwater element - DAU conversion table 
control file for salt balance model 
salt input file name 
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saltgwm 
saltlch 

Files written to: 
gbinfil 
outfil 
sbinfil 

Flowchart 

initial concentrations for each element 
leachate rates for the groundwater model elements 

salt binary output from SANTUCM groundwater model 
output file name for salinity balance model 
salt binary output from SANTUCM surface water model 

o read surface and groundwater information from binary files 
o read initial TDS concentrations in reservoirs, inflows to nodes, gains 

and surface returns 
o if running conjunctive use model calculate TDS of pumped gtoundwater 

otherwise read it in from an external file 
o enter monthly loop 
o for flow nodes perform checks for multiple exports from a node and for 

Friant-Kern Canal exports to the Kings, Tule, Kaweah and Kern Rivers 
o calculate concentration of applied water to flow nodes based on 

concentrations of surface water diversions, project import water, 
upstream return flows and pumped groundwater 

o for flow nodes calculate salt leaching to the semiconfined aquifer based 
on surface applied water 

o for non-flow nodes calculate the TDS of diversions entering each DAU 
o for each DAU calculate the mass of salt reaching layer 1 and layer 2 of 

the regional aquifer (semi-confined and confined aquifers respectively) 
o write out an output file and salt budget of all TDS mass fluxes for each 

surface water node 
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Read surface and groundwater flow 
information from binary files 

abinfil and gbinfil 

Read initial TDS concentrations in 
reservoirs rconcat, inflows 

:oncin, gains concqn, and surface 
returns concret 

no 

Calculate TDS of pumped 
groundwater concqw based on 

volume of groundwater storage 
and rate of salt leaching due to 

irrigation applied water 

?erform checks for multiple exports 
and for FKC exports to the Kings, 

Kaweah, TUle and Kern Rivers 

:alculate TDS of irrigation applied 
Hater based on TDS of surface water 

diversions, project imports, 
upstream return flows and pumped 

groundwater 

Calculate salt leachate to aquifer 
from applied water 

Write monthly TDS 
concentrations and flow at 

surface water nodes 
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Read TDS of pumped groundwater 
concgw from file SALTFIL 

Calculate TDS of diversions 
entering each DAU divflux by 
scanning and summing TDS fluxes 
from all upstream nodes 

Calculate the TDS mass flux 
reaching the semi-confined and 
confined aquifers (layer 1 and 
layer 2) 



3.0. Model status 

An evaluation of the SANTUCM model was performed during 1991 and is 

reported in " Evaluation and Suggestions for Further Development of the San 

Joaquin - Tulare Conjunctive Use Model (SANTUCM) " by Tabios, Quinn, Shen and 

Zhao (March, 1992) . In its current form the model has utility for a number of 

studies, specific to water supply and water quality issues, in the San Joaquin 

Valley. A summary table which describes these applications appears in Table 

2. Limitations and suggested improvements to the existing model are given in 

the evaluation report. 
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Table 1. Use of SANTUCM for USBR Planning Studies 

Studies Features used Level of confidence Ease of performing studies Other models that 
In SANTUCM results : changes necessary to can be used Instead 

existing model ofSANTUCM 
1 Evaluation of SJVDP recommended plan : Groundwater model Low - moderate Most scenarios would require changes to WADE, CVGSM, 

Components Include land retirement, Salinity model Evaluation of the SJVDP requires use of the existing datafiles e.g for groundwater USGS regional flow modei(Belitz) 
groundwater pumping and changes in linked surface - groundwater model. Numerical pumping, irrigation recharge and USGS RASA model (Williamson) 
on - farm irrigation and drainage instabilities in the computation of gains /losses limit surface water returns. This is easy to SANTUCM (groundwater model) 
practices the utility of the model in scenarios which allow perform. 

significant surface water- groundwater interaction. Scenarios that require assessment of 
The salinity model cannot be used without water quality cannot be performed until 
calibration for planning studies. the salinity model is calibrated. 

2 Water supply studies : Surface water model Moderate: Projected runs require assumptions SANJASM • 

e.g. Friant-Kern renewal of water supply Groundwater model The model is marginally superior to SANJASM of future land use and a time series of DWRSIM 

contracts. for planning studies where surface - groundwater rainfall and reservoir inflows. SANJASM is limited to the San 
interactions may deviate from historic gain Most scenarios are simple to construct Joaquin Basin and does not cover 
or losses. The nodal network has been extended using existing model and would require the Friant-Kern service area. 
into the Tulare basin in SANTUCM. Utility for modifications to existing data files. 
planning purposes would be increased by Any changes to the network could 
improving the surface - groundwater linkage require substantial recoding. 

3 San Joaquin River fish studies Surface Water Model Moderate Scenarios can be built easily by SANJASM 

t Groundwater Model In the San Joaquin Basin results are compromised modifying existing data files DWRSIM 
only by instabilities in the gain /loss computation. 
These may not be a significant proportion of flow 
during most months. In the Tulare Basin reservoir 
operating rules have not been codified - this limits 
the utility of the model for fish planning studies. 

4 Water quality compliance studies Surface Water Model Low: Once the salinity database has been SJRIO 1 

TDS objectives at Vernalis , Se and B Groundwater Model The Flow - EC algorithm at Vernalis has not developed scenarios can be run readily. SJRIOII 

water quality objectives at Newman Salinity Model been validated for all river conditions . Code modifications may be necessary SANJASM (Vernalis only) 
The SANTUCM salinity model currently uses to separately account for salt loading 
dummy data and therefore cannot be used for from west-side ag lands. 

planning studies. Regression relationships may be capable 
of relating EC levels to concentrations 
of dissolved constituents. 

5 Reservoir re-operation and planning Surface Water Model Moderate to High Some code changing may be necessary SANJASM 

studies In the San Joaquin basin where model operations depending on the proposed changes DWRSIM 

have been translated into rules SANTUCM in reservoir operations. This may involve 

should perform as reliabily as other models. If the considerable changes in model coding. 
groundwater model is to be used the results may be Operating rules need to be developed 
compromised by inherent instabilities in the linkage. for Pine Flat, Terminous Success and 

The model is less useful in the Tulare basin becausE Isabella reservoirs in the Tulare Basin. 

the logic for reservoir operations has not been 
developed. ------------·-
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